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Editorial
This volume of the Journal is the second—together with volume 52
(2019)—that celebrates the life of Douglas Alton Smith (1944–2018), one
of the Journal’s longest-serving collaborators, one of the strongest supporters
and staunchest members of the Lute Society of America almost since it was
founded more than fifty years ago. Not all the authors of the present articles
knew Douglas personally, but their contributions concern areas of research
closely related to his own scholarly contributions.
The first article is by a lutenist and musicologist who has had a long
association with this Journal as a member of the Editorial Board since the
1990s, Franco Pavan. His article centers on the renowned Intabolatura de
leuto de diversi autori published by Giovanni Antonio Castiglione in Milan
in 1536, which was one of the early sources of music by Francesco da Milano
and his contemporaries. Pavan’s research into numerous untapped historical archives has resulted in a probing study of the publishing enterprise set
up by Castiglione with Pietro Paolo Borrono and Rinaldo d’Adda, together
with the intrigues and adventures associated with the publication of the famous anthology.
Giovanni Girolamo Kapsperger is another key figure in Italian lute music, an extraordinary composer with a broad influence, a renowned performer,
and one of the central figures in the development of the chitarrone. The study
here by Viennese harpsichordist Anne Marie Dragosits is a major contribution to our understanding of Kapsperger’s life and musical activities through
the discovery of substantial new documentary evidence. Her work builds on
the research by Victor Coelho, “G. G. Kapsberger in Rome, 1604–1645:
New Biographical Data,” that appeared in this Journal in 1983 (vol. 16),
shortly after Douglas’s 1979 study “On the Origins of the Chitarrone” (Journal of the American Musicological Society 32: 440-62).
The baroque lute, of course, was central to Douglas’s relationship with
the lute and lute music. The development of the lute in the seventeenth century, the transition that culminated in the instrument we now call the baroque lute, is a very significant part of this story. To that end we include a
contribution from luthier and restorer Ian Watchorn that gives an overview
of the central trends and changes in lute-building practices during the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, particularly concerning lute design and
construction. Principal among these changes are the addition of extra courses
of strings, new systems of barring the soundboard, and changes to the bridge
and fingerboard. This is complemented by a detailed study of a lute built in
1706 by Joachim Tielke that Watchorn was involved in restoring during his

v

years working in Nuremberg at the Germanisches Nationalmuseum.
The concluding essay in this collection, most appropriately, is a study by
Tim Crawford, one of Douglas’s long-standing colleagues who was also one
of the co-editors of the S. L. Weiss Gesamtausgabe. In this study Crawford
offers valuable insights concerning the Dresden master’s compositional technique, particularly with regard to the ephemeral genre of the prelude.
— John Griffiths (March, 2022)

Milan 1536—Stories and Pathways: The Intabolatura de
levto de diversi avtori by Giovanni Antonio Castiglione
Franco Pavan
A b s t r a c t : 1536 was a pivotal year in the history of lute tablature printing. Although the Intabolatura de leuto published by Castelione in Milan is well known, this study aims to clarify some of
obscure points concerning its planning and production. First, this article casts light on the genesis
of the book through a study of the company founded by Pietro Paolo Borrono, Giovanni Antonio
Castiglione and Raimondo D’Adda. This is followed by additional biographical data on the composers present in the anthology. New important documents are presented, particularly concerning the
biography of Borrono and Joan Jacopo Albutio, hitherto considered a completely obscure composer.
The article concludes with an exposition of the repertoire of vocal origin present in Borrono’s dances
and the history of the three surviving copies of the book.
K e y w o r d s : Giovanni Antonio Castiglione, Pietro Paolo Borrono, Alberto da Mantova, Francesco
da Milano, Marco dall’Aquila.

A

book is a kaleidoscope. It reflects thousands of experiences and stories
about people, paper, leather and bindings, about endeavor and hope.
Then there are the journeys: relocations, care or neglect, abandonment, and rediscovery. A book is a world upside down that depends first on
those who make and assemble it, but even when it tries to stand alone, it is
always dependent on the hands and eyes of the humans who regard it and the
physical space they occupy. A book can be one but also many, always different, even in the case of printed works. After all, printed books, even if they
are printed one after the other on the same press, will also be different. They
may have a life of a thousand years or just a few days, they will suffer fire and
water and will pass through one or a thousand different hands. It is an absolute, unforgettable, extraordinary journey that is impossible to retell in all its
depth, to its core, and as part of a journey that never ends. In this article I will
try to recount the story of just one of these books, dispersed across the mare
magnum librorum, knowing from the outset that I am going to fail: but it is
only through failure, through reaching out, through seeking the high road,
little by little, that one can find the right path.
Preliminaries
The studies devoted to Italian lute publications during the first forty years
of the sixteenth century, in the early days of music printing, have contributed to highlighting the preeminence of Venice as a center of production and
JLSA XLIII (2020)
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distribution (Fabris 2005). In contrast, the importance of Milan, another
extremely interesting center of printing activity, is still largely unknown.
The year 1536 was a pivotal year for tablature editions published in Italy.
Mainly featuring the music of Francesco da Milano, four volumes appeared in
Milan, Naples, and Venice, preceded by another volume without indications
of its provenance. Of these four volumes, the best known today is the Marcolini volume printed in Venice (Brown 1965, 1536/3 and the revisions in
Armellini 2009). There are two Neapolitan volumes published by Sultzbach,
discussed below, that remain unique examples of tablature printing in the
kingdom of Naples: all these books contain music by Francesco da Milano. A
further volume was published in Milan by Giovanni Antonio Castiglione, an
anthology containing music not only by Francesco, but also by Pietro Paolo
Borrono, Marco dall’Aquila, Alberto da Mantova, and Giovanni Giacomo
Albutio. Research concerning the contract that gave rise to this print has
permitted the reconstruction of much detail regarding the financing, preparation, printing process, and, above all, the collaboration between its publisher,
a musician, and a printer. The book was probably the initiative of the Milanese lutenist-soldier Pietro Paolo Borrono, who is first documented in Milan
with certainty from February 16, 1535, owing three hundred imperial liras to
Simone de Littis (Archivio di Stato di Milano [=ASMi], Fondo Notarile, cart.
8321, notary Pietro Paolo Crevenna). The same year, on May 31, Borrono
returned to the same notary in the company of Rinaldo d’Adda and the printer Giovanni Antonio Castiglione to establish a company to print lute, song,
and lute tablatures and clavacino sive clavicordio (ASMi, Fondo Notarile, cart.
8321; Ganda 1998, 317-9).1
The notarial deed (Appendix, Document 1) has survived in three different drafts: an initial brief draft (imbreviatura), a corrected second draft,
and the official contract, transcribed below. After the usual protocollo and the
presentation of the text’s authors, it is the narratio that reveals the reasons for
the promulgation of the deed. The agreement, planned for a ten-year period,
foresaw an initial investment on the part of Rinaldo d’Adda, who not only
had to pay for the paper, but also had to pay for Castiglione’s work and the
rent of new premises in which the press would be installed, in a different
location to Castiglione’s usual printery (Stevens 1997; Sandal 1988, 16-7).2
Borrono’s role was evidently to collect the musical materials and supervise the
progress of the work together with d’Adda. Only d’Adda, Borrono, CastigliThroughout this article I have used the standard version of the Casteliono surname, that is,
Castiglione.
2
The latter author, however, curiously does not believe that our volume was published by
Castiglione.
1
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one, and the latter’s twelve-year-old nephew, Gerolamo Corsico, had access
to the press for printing tablatures. The printer was forbidden from printing
tablatures for other clients or to reveal the printing techniques used for this
purpose. For each tablature volume to be printed, a fee of 50 soldi (equivalent to 2.50 imperial lire) was foreseen for each ream of 500 sheets. Since
Castiglione is said to have received 200 imperial lire from d’Adda, it can be
deduced that the printer used eighty reams for each edition. Given the 500
sheets per ream in the so-called rezzuta format (of the foolscap family), the
number of sheets printed must have been 40,000. Based on the number of
pages that make up the volume, the edition would have been 2500 copies, a
rather substantial number compared to other works for which we know the
size of the print run. The rezzuta page size was 31.5 x 45 cm, and when folded
in four and trimmed gives the 21.5 x 15 cm pages of this first known fruit of
the collaboration between d’Adda, Borrono, and Castiglione, the well-known
anthology volume published in Milan in 1536 (Brown 1965, 1536/9). The
full title is given here:
INTABOLATVRA DE LEV/TO DE DIVERSI AVTORI NOVA/MENTE STAMPATA ET CON DELIGENTIA/ REVISTA: CON GRATIA
ET PRIVILEGIO / CHE NIVNO POSSA STAMPARE: NE / FARE
STAMPARE PER DIECI ANNI. / SOTTO PENA DE Scutti CENTO:
APLI/CATI ALA IMPERIALE CAME/RA: COME NE CAPITOLI/
SI CONTENE.

and the colophon (fol. 63v) dated May 1:
Stampata Nela Cita de Milano per Io. / Antonio Casteliono al Primo De /
Magio. M.D.XXXVI3

The space of one year from the drafting of the contract is not surprising, also in comparison with other works printed by Castiglione and other
contemporary printers (Stevens 1997, and especially Griffiths and Hultberg
1992). It is also not implausible that other editions uinknown today were
published at the same time. The first page contains a woodcut depicting a
lutenist in the act of playing but also of composing, having his quill and
pen ready on the adjacent table. Other lutes can be seen in the room, two
hanging from a support fixed to the wall and a third resting in a corner. The

Concerning printing privileges in Milan, see Nuovo and Arrigoni 2019, 67-101. Milan preceded Venice in instituting printing privileges during the fifteenth century. The printing privilege for the Castiglione volume should have been issued by the Milanese senate or by Emperor
Charles V, unless it was requested before the death of Duke Francesco II on November 1,
1535. In this case, the duke himself would have issued it.
3
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door behind him gives a glimpse of a rural landscape, not an urban one, with
a bird flying past. It is difficult to identify the hand of the artist who created
this work. It is unlikely to be that of Giovanni Antonio Decio, author of a
magnificent engraving for the Breviarium Humiliatorium published by Castiglione in 1548 and other works in the Milanese context (Sacchi 2005, vol.
II, 541-58).
The dedication (Appendix, Document 2) written by d’Adda, with a Ciceronian-style heading, is addressed to Battista Visconti, whose identity is not
certain but who appears later to have been a decurion of the city of Milan
and part of the delegation sent to meet Charles V in Trent in 1541 (Daolmi
1999; Ganda 1998, 307). The reference to songs and motets in this dedicatory epistle is disconcerting given that they are not included in the volume.
It is known that the company formed by d’Adda, Borrono, and Castiglione
envisaged the possibility of printing music and tablatures for lute and harpsichord for at least ten years—a possibility that would change in the course
of 1544—and it is interesting to note that the internal organization of the
1536 lute volume actually revolves around the collection of dances composed
by Borrono.
Persons
1. Pietro Paolo Borrono
Concerning Borrono, I will start with an episode in the lutenist’s life that
was previously unknown. It is a painful episode in the history of the duchy of
Milan, a true example of realpolitik and the struggle for power. It is necessary
to move forward twenty years: Borrono was in Madrid in 1556, ready to testify in court about the serious falsification of documents and embezzlement by
the grand chancellor of the duchy of Milan, Francesco Taverna, a key figure
in Milanese politics for over forty years. The proceedings that followed were
complex and led to the imprisonment of Taverna, seventy-eight years old at
the time. It was a real coup d’état to accuse the grand chancellor of treason
against the empire in favor of the pro-French party and eliminate him from
the power games during the long and complex period of transition of management of the duchy from Charles V to Philip II. Consideration must also
be given to the attempted revenge by the governor Ferrante Gonzaga, called
back to court in 1554 due to the continuous protests against him by the controlling bodies of the duchy. The central role of Borrono in the affair—there
are many legal documents and letters concerning the trial—was revealed in a
publication of the collected deliberations of one of the greatest jurists of the
time, the Consiliorum sive responsorum of Giacomo Filippo Porzio, published
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posthumously by his brother Michele in 1567. Porzio was assigned to analyze
the trial, and in studying the witness statements against Borrono found some
very serious accusations. Among these, Borrono is alleged to have prostituted
his daughters—which he did not do—and his son, Giovanni Battista, was
stabbed during an assassination attempt. There are also some important revelations made by the last witness, Francesco Marzano, concerning the company formed by d’Adda and our lutenist (Porzio 1567, fol. 217v, but is missing
in Porzio 1569):
Dicit etiam quod Borronus scutos 200 habuit a D. Rinaldo de Abdua, ut
certos libros imprimendos illi traderet, et quod postea id noluit facere; et
tamen falsus est in hoc, quia libri extant impressi ad instantia dicti de Abdua, qui videri possunt, cum in actis producti sint.
(He also declared that Borrono received 200 scudi from D. Rinaldo d’Adda
to deliver to him certain books to be printed, and that he afterward refused
to do so; but it is false in that, because there are extant books printed at the
instance of the said d’Adda, which may be seen, since they were produced
in the acts.)

This passage is of decisive importance, remembering that the contract for
establishing the partnership between d’Adda, Castiglione, and Borrono anticipated a ten-year period of activity. For reasons presently unknown—perhaps
the death of d’Adda or merely an afterthought—Borrono and Castiglione
drew up a new contract in 1544 that was to result in at least two further books
of lute tablature. In the books deposited in the registry, however, there is a
clear indication of the presence of several volumes printed at the request of
d’Adda. One of them could be our 1536 book; we can only hope that the others will come to light, or that further information about them will be found.
The 1536 anthology is well-known today thanks to the facsimile published by Orlando Cristoforetti (Casteliono 1979).4 Borrono’s work as editor
of the collection is evident. It includes more works by him than any other
composer, and his activity as a spy—not yet established at this time but was
to be his main occupation later on—could have favored his contacts with
either Alberto da Mantova, employed by the Valois king François I, or with
Marco dall’Aquila, who resided permanently in Venice. Francesco da Milano and Joan Jacobo Albutio had the opportunity to be in the Lombard
capital in that period, and were therefore more easily approachable (Pavan
1991, Pavan 1995, and Pavan 2010). The indication that the tablature was
diligently corrected (con ogni diligentia corretta) seems to me to refer to a
Another facsimile edition is Casteliono 2000. A copy of the 1536 Castiglione volume belonged to the Herwarth collections (Martinez Göllner 1969, 49).
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work corrected directly during the printing phase—and therefore by Borrono himself—and not to a new edition of a volume previously published by
Castiglione.5 Finally, the possibility should not be excluded that the woodcut on page 1, representing a lutenist playing, depicts Borrono himself. The
editorial activity of Borrono and d’Adda also involved the cathedral chapel
master Mathias Werrecore who, as early as June 1535, signed a contract with
d’Adda to collect and publish vocal music. The profits of the enterprise were
to have been shared by Pietro Paolo Borrono who, in some way, would have
participated in the preparation of these volumes (ASMi, Fondo Notarile, cart.
8321).6 The biography of Pietro Paolo Borrono has been the subject of two
studies by Alessandra Bollini and Christine Getz (Bollini 1984 and Bollini
1986; Getz 2005, 179ff.).7 Both of them highlight Borrono’s main activity
as a man of arms in the confidence of the governor of Milan, Ferrante Gonzaga. In chronological order, the first presumed notice concerning the Milanese soldier-musician contained in these studies refers to his presence at the
court of François I in 1531 as a valet de chambre (Brenet 1899, 9-10; Bollini
1986, 51-2).8
On printer’s proofreaders, see the illuminating study by Griffiths and Hultberg 1992. I disagree with Ganda 1998, p. 308, who states “it is probable that this edition was preceded by
another printed by Castiglione himself. This, if one considers that from May 31, 1535 (date of
the agreement) to the conclusion of the printing (May 1 of the following year) eleven months
had passed.” For the Arte de tañer fantasia of Santa Maria, sixteen or seventeen months elapsed
before the work was completed; for the Obras of Cabezón, some twenty-six months. Orphenica
Lyra of Fuenllana was better, printed in six months, while El Parnasso of Daza was published
in only three months. It should be noted that the contract between Castiglione and Girolamo
Torchio for the printing of the Breviarium Humiliatorum (ASM, Fondo Notarile, cart. 11798,
April 2, 1545) provided for the publication of 1000 copies in the space of eight months. And
on January 3, 1547, although the work was not finished, Castiglione drew up a contract with
Matteo Besozzo to print 500 copies of the Messale Ambrosiano (ASM, Fondo Notarile, cart.
8679).
6
It should be noted that Werrecore was the son of Eligio and lived in the parish of S. Protaso
ad Monacos in Porta Cumana. He moved on September 14, 1542 to the parish of S. Tommaso
in Terramara, where Nicola Vicentino later became parish priest (Ganda 1998, 304-5 and 31920). Werrecore was to take care of the printing of Cantus and Moteta, collecting the works
and delivering them to Rinaldo d’Adda. This contract was also for ten years and the expected
revenue was at least 25 lire for each volume printed, to be divided equally between D’Adda,
Borrono and Werrecore (Werrecore 2008).
7
Bollini 1986 is a compendium of Bollini 1984 and will be discussed below. Getz brought
forward new documents that, unfortunately, contain many oversights, including assigning
only two pieces to Borrono in the Castiglione Intabolatura and creating confusion about the
Castiglione 1536 tablature. The oldest documents I have traced concerning the Borrono family
in Milan are found in the Archivio dei Luoghi Pii Elemosinieri (ALPE) (Azienda di Servizi
alla Persona “Golgi-Redaelli”), Milan, Fondo Famiglie. On fol. 80 is Giacomo Borrono’s will,
which left his property to his brother Pietro, dated October 30, 1324.
8
In these studies various sources relating to Borrono’s stay in France are indicated. While Bren5
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This reference is difficult to decipher, since the Pierre Paul dit l’Italien
included in the French registers was in fact also the person in charge of supervising works for the king of France at the large construction sites in his residences in Boulogne, Fontainebleau, and Villiers-Colleret, and of the goods
contained therein (Bollini 1986, 52). Pierre Paul appears, exactly as did Alberto da Mantova, among the valets de chambre in the French court, and his
name recurs in the registers until 1534. The identification of Pierre Paul dit
l’Italien with Pietro Paolo Borrono had been strongly questioned in 1911 by
Henri Prunières, who did not see any musical activity in Pierre Paul’s functions. Indeed, although the possibilities of a French sojourn fascinated both
Bollini and Getz, the identification of the two men is to be disregarded. This
is clear in a document of January 29, 1536 (1535 by the Parisian calendar)
(Catalogue des Actes 1889, 169, no. 8274):9
Commission à Nicolas de Neufville, sr de Villeroy, et à Clérambaut Le
Clerc, correcteur en la Chambre des Comptes, de faire l’inventaire des
meubles, bagues et joyaux confiés à la garde de feu Pierre Paul, dit l’Italien, tant à Paris qu’au château de Fontainebleau, et de les mettre entre les
mains di Philibert Babou, sr de la Bourdaisière, trésorier de France. Lyon,
29 janvier 1535.
(Commission to Nicolas de Neufville, Sr de Villeroy, and to Clérambaut Le
Clerc, corrector in the Chamber of Accounts, to make an inventory of the
furniture, rings and jewels entrusted to the custody of the late Pierre Paul,
known as the Italian, both in Paris and in the castle of Fontainebleau, and to
put them in the hands of Philibert Babou, Sr de la Bourdaisière, treasurer of
France. Lyon, January 29, 1535)

Given that Pierre Paul dit l’Italien had died before January 29, 1535, he
cannot possibly be identified as Borrono.10
A passage from the aforementioned testimony of Borrono concerning
the trial of the Grand Chancellor Taverna seems to confirm the age of the
lutenist, who in January 1564 is described as “septuagenarian and decrepit”
et mentions the mss. F-Pn, Clair. 835, pp. 21-34 and F-Pn, f. fr. 21,449, fol. 185v, Bollini only
mentions the ms. F-Pn, Clair. 835, p. 2136.
9
Transcribed in full in De Labord 1877, 109-11.
10
A document that probably refers to this character dating from 1535 is preserved in Paris,
Archives Nationales, Minutes et répertoires du notaire, notaires divers, minutes de notaires
indéterminés, 1481–1576, 13 February–3 May 1577 (étude VIII) “Acte concernant Pierre
PAULLE, dit l’italien, valet de chambre ordinaire du roi, au sujet de bois de charpenterie.”
(An act concerning Pierre Paul, called the Italian, valet de chambre ordinaire of the king, on
the subject of wood for carpentry.) The deed is part of a group of deeds dedicated to expenses
incurred for the palace of Fontainebleau, where Pierre Paul worked.
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(Porzio 1567, fol. 217v):
Et in dicto suo est falsus, cum deponat tempore Ducis Maximiliani Borronum vendidisse domum, quam ei tradiderat uxor, et tamen eo tempore Borronus uxorem non habebat et postquam eam duxit, nunquam ab ea domum
habuit, et quod plus et nullam unquam domum vendit, licet super una
domo quam ipse prius emerat, libellum constituerit iam anno fere decem.
(And in his testimony, he tells a falsehood, since he testified that Borrono,
at the time of Duke Maximilian, sold a house that had been given to him by
his wife but at that time he was not married. Only afterward did he marry,
but he never had a house from his wife and, moreover, he never sold a house
except one that he himself had bought with his own money. This is attested
by a pamphlet that shows this for the last ten years.)

It is not difficult to identify “the time of Duke Maximilian” with that of
the period when Maximilian Sforza, son of Ludovico il Moro, was duke of
Milan from 1512 to 1515, falling in the battle of Marignano. In the above
quoted sentence, it seems to be possible to guess that Borrono, although not
married, could have been already of marriageable age. If Borrono’s approximate date of birth can be placed around 1494, being the lutenist described as
seventy years old in 1564, in the period of Maximilian he would have been
from nineteen to twenty-two years old. These were years in which lutenists
such as Bartolomeo Tromboncino were present in Milan, and whose friendship with Renato Trivulzio was such that he could stay at his home in the absence of the latter, and Marchetto Cara, invited to the ducal court (Albonico
1990, 34 n. 59, 167).11
To add further complications to the biography of Borrono, there are three
autograph letters ignored in the aforementioned studies, written by a Pietro
Paolo Borrono on September 8, 1531, from Mantua and sent to 1) the duke
of Milan, Francesco II Sforza, 2) to the latter’s doctor, Scipione de Vechigi
(Vecchi), and 3) to the castellan of Milan, Massimiliano Stampa (ASMi, Fondo Sforzesco, cart. 1014). Were they written by our musician, they would place
him firmly in Italy. (They are reproduced and translated in the Appendix as
Documents 3, 4, and 5, and discussed in more detail later in this study.) Regrettably, these letters do not contain any mention of musical activities. They
are written in the typical language of the agents who worked in that period
for the seigniories or the European monarchies; in this case the writer seems
Tromboncino’s presence in the city is noted in a letter written by Francesco Musicola to
Renato Trivulzio on April 20, 1514: “Il Tromboncino partì Mercore poi disinare et se inviò in
Monferrato con obligo infinito, et se racomanda sine fine.” Concerning Marchetto Cara, see
Prizer 1980a, 44-5.
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to be in the pay of the castellan of Milan, Massimilano Stampa, with whom
Borrono declares to have been “in camera,” showing extreme familiarity, on
August 24, Saint Bartholomew’s day. Other people mentioned include Pietro
Paolo Arrigoni, probably the renowned Milanese jurist, a senator from 1531
and president of the senate of Milan from 1553 to 1565, the year of his death.
Mario Arrigoni might be identifiable as Pietro Paolo Arrigoni’s heir and who
owned the portrait of Duke Francesco II Sforza painted by Titian, described
by Lomazzo as “gobbo, ma di faccia venerabile, con carne bianca e barba
nera, come dimostra il suo ritratto dipinto dal Vecellio” (hunchbacked, but
of venerable face, with white flesh and black beard, as shown by his portrait
painted by Vecellio) (Lomazzo 1585, 633). The other characters mentioned
are more difficult to identify. The events described in the letters precede by
about a month the arrival in Milan of Giovanni Alberto Maraviglia, squire of
the king of France, who arrived in the Lombard city to try to align the ducal
politics of Milan with that of François I (Chabod 1971, 29-33).
Perhaps there is a link between the two events, but the evidence is very
flimsy. The documents illustrated for the first time by Alessandra Bollini regarding Borrono, and the trial for the Taverna case illustrated above, show
us a man linked to imperial politics, and therefore not pro-French. The first
evidence in this regard dates back to 1542 and 1544. There are two lettere di
passo written by the governor of Milan, Alfonso d’Avalos, released to Borrono
“for some important things in the servitio de la cesarea camera” (Bollini 1986,
52-3). An undated document from the years 1538 to 1546 concerns a Pietro
Paolo Borrono who “has not faithfully administered the affairs of the Caesarea Camera” and who, after being banished from the state of Milan, was
readmitted (Bollini 1986, 54).
These were the years in which Borrono renewed his publishing contract with Castiglione for the printing of tablatures. In the deed drawn up
on Christmas Eve of 1544, Rinaldo d’Adda is absent, as mentioned above,
perhaps due to an attempt by Borrono to become independent of him, or
perhaps due to the death of d’Adda himself. A passage of the imbreviatura is
particularly interesting:
Et similiter de aliis intabulaturis iam in stampis redactis sub dicta infrascripta pena aplicanda sub infra, etiam si intabulature predicte fuissent intitulate
sub alio nomine quam nomine prediciti domini Petri Pauli.
(And similarly, about the other tablatures that have already been printed
under the said penalty, applying the same penalties, even if the aforementioned tablatures were authorized under another name than that of the
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aforementioned Mr. Pietro Paolo.)12

The text refers to selling tablatures that still had not been prepared, those
already printed, and, in this case, those already printed that did not show
Pietro Paolo Borrono as the person responsible for the work. Could this be a
reference to the edition of 1536? Any other tablatures, however, are presently
unknown, and it is hoped that one day they may come to light.
The first document that relates with certainty to Borrono dates from
February 16, 1535, as mentioned earlier. A notarial document shows him
in Milan in debt to Simone De Littis, dictus de Mediolano, for 300 imperial
lire, a rather considerable sum (ASMi, Fondo Notarile 8321, notary Pietro
Paolo Crevenna). The musician’s identity is certain: he is defined as Pietro
Paolo, quondam Alexandri, and resident in Porta Giovia, parish of San Pietro
ad Linteum, exactly as in the deeds relating to the company he formed with
d’Adda and Castiglione. The deed is an obligatio, imposing the restitution
of the money within fifteen days from the moment of the enactment of the
deed. Concerning the creditor in the deed, it is tempting to think it is Simone
de Littis (Litta) da Mediolano, author of a series of widely disseminated and
popular publications. Mediolano was born in the last quarter of the fifteenth
century, but we have no information about the date and place of his death
(Benedetti 2005). Simone Litta’s publishing activity seems to stop around
1528, seven years before the abovementioned document. If it were the same
person, it could be an interesting link between Borrono and a writer very
well connected in Milanese publishing circles in the first quarter of the sixteenth century.
Other information that safely seems to refer to Borrono dates back to
November 18, 1550, when the soldier-lutenist was assigned by the governor of Milan, Ferrante Gonzaga, to the “rollo dil castello di Milano [...] per
diversi servitii per lui fatti e che fa continuamente a sua maestà di molto
importanza.” He was thus added to the roll of persons attached to the castle
of Milan “for the various and most important services he has undertaken and
continues to undertake for his majesty” (Bollini 1986, 55). Later Borrono
found himself at the center of a complicated political operation probably
conducted by Ferrante Gonzaga. This is revealed in three letters written by
Annibal Caro on March 5, 7, and 14, 1551, to Ottavio Farnese on behalf of
Cardinal Alessandro Farnese, whom Caro served as secretary at the time (Pistarino 1949, 299-305, although incomplete, Appendix, Documents 3–5).
Borrono had gone to Rome officially to print music for the lute but, in reality,
ASMi, Fondo Notarile 8362, n. fol. On this matter see the introduction to the facsimile of
Milan, Francesco da, Borrono, Pietro Paolo 1548.
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he was preparing to make an attempt on the cardinal’s life. Apparently regretting his criminal complicity, Borrono confessed to Farnese his plans and those
of Gonzaga concerning the conquest of Parma. Three months later, however,
Borrono was paid again by the governor of Milan “to carry out some important commissions in the service of his majesty” (Bollini 1986, 56). He had
likely carried out a previously planned action in Rome, interwoven with false
reports, and had probably tried to divert attention from the real objectives of
Ferrante Gonzaga.
As Bollini astutely observes, it is not improbable that Borrono tried to
reach Parma undisturbed where Giovanni Francesco Sanseverino, faithful to
Gonzaga and a friend of Borrono’s, was imprisoned. It is within this scenario
that, in my opinion, the three letters transcribed above should be placed, as
a prelude to the painful events of the Taverna trial. Even if these historical
references are very distant, it is possible to discern in the three excited letters
of 1531 the starting phase of Borrono’s activity as a soldier of “his majesty,” a soldier already in contact with Count Massimiliano Stampa, a man
who knows some individuals in the Sforza court, such as Scipione de Vechigi
(Vecchi), but who had not yet been introduced to Francesco II Sforza. As we
have seen, Borrono would later remain closely linked to the political-military
activity of the emperor. A clue left by Borrono in the letter written to Massimiliano Stampa seems to indicate that he moved from Mantua to Ferrara.
The diplomatic correspondence from Ferrara to Milan, however, contains no
mention of Borrono nor of the case that involved Francesco da Lodi together
with our lutenist (see ASMi, Fondo Sforzesco, fol. 934).
2. Rinaldo d’Adda
The second protagonist of the publishing enterprise, Rinaldo d’Adda,
was the son of Pietro and grandson of Pagano I, and whose brothers were
Francesco, Pagano, Costanzo, and Gaspare. From this branch of the family
the d’Adda Salvaterra, parallel to the d’Adda di Sale and the d’Adda di Pandino, were descended. The family began its rise in Milanese territory from the
end of the fifteenth century, generating a dynasty of merchants and bankers.
Starting from Rinaldo’s generation, the d’Adda family began to deal with real
estate and money lending, as well as mercantile activities. They also managed
to enter the general council of the city of Milan, and the sixty decurions from
1549, together with Giovanni Agostino, remaining there virtually uninterrupted until its dissolution in 1796.
This economic and political expansion allowed them to acquire lands
and fiefs, acquiring the castle and the jurisdiction of Cassano d’Adda from
Pagano II in 1538. The family line was elevated to nobility thanks to Costan-
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zo II, appointed count of Sale in 1549, and Ambrogio, marquis of Pandino
in 1615. The strength and power of the family, however, unfolded in an exemplary manner in the economic sphere, building a real empire by the end
of the sixteenth century. Rinaldo lived in Porta Ticinese, near the parish of
San Sebastiano, close to the present Via Torino, near the Palazzo Stampa and
not far from the printery of Giovanni Antonio Castiglione, located in Cordusio at the “speciaria del Moltono,” started in 1534 (Leydi 2008, 28-49).13
This activity had previously been in the hands of Rocco Valle at least from
1517 to 1530.
3. Giovanni Antonio Castiglione
The third protagonist was Giovanni Antonio, son of Giovanni, who was a
typographer and author of a small number of liturgical books. Around 1504
he married Elisabetta Zarotto, daughter of Antonio, an important Milanese
publisher who also collaborated with Giovanni Castiglione. Zarotto produced some highly refined editions of Ambrosian missals, breviaries, and two
missals for the Humiliati, which Giovanni Antonio Castiglione much later
imitated. The relationship between the Zarotto and the Castiglione families
was sealed by the latter’s purchase of Zarotto’s matrices and many other typographic tools of at the time of Zarotto’s death in 1510. The solid training
in typography and the availability of a considerable amount of technology allowed Giovanni Antonio to go into business on his own in 1534, diversifying
considerably his production. Between 1534 and 1556 he was one of the most
interesting Milanese typographers, being the first to publish texts in Spanish
and especially musical editions (Ganda 1998, Sandal 1988, Donà 1961).14
Also see Per una storia della famiglia d’Adda, a genealogical table attached to that volume.
D’Adda’s place of residence is noted in the deeds made with Borrono and Castilgione, cited
above.
14
Another possible link between Rinaldo d’Adda and the Castiglione family can be found in
the undated document preserved in ASMi, Fondo di Religione, Parte Antica, c. 418, “Memoria delli uffici eta annuali si hano a fare ogni anno nella chiesta di S[an]to Nazario in brolio
di M[edio]l[an]o, carte non numerate: Annuale di madonna caterina da castiglione come per
testamento rogato per messer [notary’s name is missing]. Il suddetto annuale si crede parimenti
non ha tassato nel testamento, sarà forsi anco necessario farlo tassare dalli superiori cavando
quello tanto sarà tassato dalla suddetta delle lire 15 pagate il signor Rainaldo d’Adda et il resto
messa una la settimana all’altar di Santo Michele.” (Memorandum of the offices and feasts to
be celebrated every year in the church of S[an]to Nazario in Brolio of Milan, unnumbered
papers: Feasts of madam Caterina da Castiglione according to the will sworn before Messer
[notary’s name is missing]. The aforesaid annual event is also believed not to have been taxed
in the will, it will be perhaps even necessary to have it taxed by the superiors by extracting that
much will be taxed by the aforesaid from the 15 lire paid by Mr. Rainaldo d’Adda and the rest
put for one week at the altar of Saint Michael.)
13
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Therefore it is logical that d’Adda and Borrono would turn to him in
1535 to start a business dedicated to the printing of lute tablatures and other
musical editions. It also may have been the cultural climate of the city in those
years that pushed the two entrepreneurs to start such a business that, only a
few years earlier, would have been highly risky. Milan was coming out of a
highly problematic period due to outbreaks of plague and subsequent famine,
as well as military campaigns that had repeatedly run down the peninsula,
including the Po Valley. The return of the Sforza family, with the installation
of Duke Francesco II in 1530, seemed to have opened a new cultural season.
The very strong bond between the latter and Massimiliano Stampa, appointed castellan of Milan by the duke on February 15, 1535, allowed a twofold
cultural action within the city. The rebirth of the vernacular poetic tradition
that developed particularly during the 1530s, for example, probably reflects
this important moment of renewal (see Albonico 1990 and Isella 2005, 3-73,
in particular). As will be seen below, Stampa was to reappear in connection
with one of the musicians involved in the 1536 publication.
Let us now consider some biographical notes about the other lutenists
involved in the editorial enterprise of 1536. This is necessary because some
published information is incorrect or incomplete.
4. Ioan Iacobo Albutio
Ioan Iacobo Albutio (Giovan Giacomo Albuzio) is one of the most mysterious characters included in Castiglione’s anthology. His biography was
dealt with only marginally by H. C. Slim (Slim 1962, 93; Slim 1964) and the
information he reported has reappeared unchanged in major reference works
and critical studies (“Albuzio, Giovanni Giacopo”; Ness 2001; Coelho and
Polk 2016, 111) until the Appendice of the Dizionario Enciclopedico Universale della Musica e dei Musicisti was published (Basso 1990). The catalog of
his works consists of only the two fantasies published in Castiglione 1536,
and reprinted several times (Brown 1965, 1536/9, nos. 10 and 18; reprinted
in 1552/1 nos. 29 and 30 respectively; in 1552/11, no. 6 (=1536/9 no. 10),
also in 1563/12, no. 3; in 1563/11, no. 4 and no. 10). From Slim’s writings
we learn that Albutio was born in Cleves (therefore in German lands), that
he was endowed with a noble character, and was a skilled composer as well as
a player of both viola and lute. Slim obtained the information relating to Albutio’s birthplace from the Gallorum Insubrum antiquae sedes of Bionaventura
Castiglione (p. 107), where we also learn that he was “skilled in harmonice
musices and that he endeared himself by his noble character” (Slim 1962, 93).
Reading the original text of the passage quoted by Slim, however, we receive
a surprise and some precious indications:
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in Vico Clivij memoriolae sunt Albutioru[m], qui mihi sunt acceptissimi;
quod ex ijs tam antiquissimis natalibus orti sint Aurelius poeta egregius ab
Alciato etiam celebratus: et Io. Iacobus harmonicae musices peritissimus:
mihiq[ue] non ob hanc caussam solum; sed morum suavitate charissimus.
(In the village of Clivio there are inscriptions dedicated to the Albuzi, that
are most welcome to me, since from those ancient births are descended
Aurelio, egregious poet, also celebrated by Alciato, and Ioan Iacobo, a very
skilled musician, very dear to me not only for this reason but also for the
gentleness of his character.)

This is followed by indications of some localities situated near Vicum
Clivij: Vicus Bisusti, Stabium, Psaltrum Isarsum that correspond to the following modern place names: Bisuschio (today in Italian territory in the province
of Varese), Stabio (in Switzerland), Sàltrio (also in the province of Varese).
Vicum Clivij must therefore be interpreted as Clivio, a town now located in
the province of Varese near the Swiss-Italian border. Castiglione, as we have
seen, does not indicate Clivio as the birthplace of Ioan Iacobo but as the place
of origin of the gens Albutia. The name Albutio has been known in Milan
since the Roman age and appears later in the annals of the Milanese nobility,
even if at distant intervals. The Albutio family also possessed a coat of arms
bearing a castle with two silver towers and a golden star between the towers
(Forcella 1889, vol. II, 107, n. 159).15 It is probable therefore that in times
unknown to us the main branch of the family settled in Milan, maintaining
or obtaining noble attributes. The cultural environment in which Ioan Iacobo
operated was probably linked to the highest levels of Milanese society. This
can be inferred first from his friendship with Bonaventura Castiglione who,
one after another, held all the most influential positions within the Milanese
church. At first Bonaventura was canon of S. Maria della Scala, then provost
of S. Ambrogio, and finally supreme inquisitor of the holy office of the state
of Milan. Defined Haereos vindex on his tombstone, he published a very successful volume against the Jews in 1548 (Morigia 1595, 129).
Ioan Iacobo’s connection with the intellectual circles of Milan can also
be seen through his kinship with the scholar Aurelio Albutio, even though
their family proximity is unknown. He was probably active for a time at the
It is also interesting to quote the words of Morigia 1595, 229: “Dirò ancora, che quei Albutij
che sono in Milano, in Como, e Novara vengono dal vero, & antico ceppo della Nobiltà Romana, come il tutto afferma il grande Alciato, Gaudenzo Merula, Bonaventura Castiglione, il
Padre Galvano, il Bosso, il Bugato, Diamante Marinone, e Tomaso Porcacchi.” (I will also say
that those Albutij who are in Milan, Como, and Novara come from the true and ancient stock
of the Roman nobility, as the great Alciato, Gaudenzo Merula, Bonaventura Castiglione, Padre
Galvano, Bosso, Bugato, Diamante Marinone, and Tomaso Porcacchi all affirm.)
15
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court of Alfonso d’Avalos, judging by a volume of Latin verse composed on
the death of the marquis governor of Milan (Morigia 1595, 135). He also
was author of the devotional Christianarum Institutiones libri tres. Himnorum
Liber unus. Ex psalterio in officium in mortuos. Decem Virginum Vitae. Iobi
Poetae Liber unus Ex Psalterio in officiumin Beatiss. Virginem (Milan: Pontio,
1540) and Heroidum Epistolarum Libri Quatuor (Milan: Burgen, 1542). Aurelio was in close contact with one of the most knowledgeable and refined
of Milanese intellectuals, Andrea Alciati, whose Emblemata saw a hundred
editions throughout Europe during the sixteenth century. It is Alciati himself
who reveals that the surname Albutio had been transformed into Bucios, with
the attendant Italianization, and turned also into Buzo, Buzio, Buzzo, and
Buzzi.16 It is therefore possible to identify some artists active at the Fabbrica
del Duomo of Milan at the end of the sixteenth century and the beginning of
the seventeenth. These are mainly sculptors, named in the registers as Albutio, Buzio, or Buzzi, who came from Viggiù, a village very close to Clivio. The
title of the chapter that Morigia devotes to the family strengthens this: “Della
nobiltà, & antichità della famiglia de gli Albutij, detta de Butij” (Morigia
1595, 226 and Pampalone 1972). Moreover, in 1564 we find among the
canons a Iacobo Buzo at the rectory of San Pietro of Clivio; also at the rectory
of San Siro and the chapel of San Martino, still in Clivio, we find a Hieronimo Buzo (Magistretti 1916, 161). Connecting these with the one found in
the Historia universale of Gasparo Bugazi, published in Venice by Giolito in
1570, where Ioan Iacobo is named as “Gio. Giacomo Albutino di leuto, &
di viola” in the company of other musicians—including “Francesco Monzino
[Canova] di leuto, il Cavalier dell’Organo di Annoni, Egidio Prete, pur eccellente d’organo, Gio Giacobo Albutino di leuto, & di viola, Moscatello di
Corneto, e’ l Trombetta di tromba” (Bugazi 1570, 1024)—I propose that the
Gianiacopo Buzzino who features in a famous passage on fol. 6v of the Dialogo della Musica (Venice: Scotto, 1544) by Antonfrancesco Doni should be
identified with our Ioan Iacobo Albutio (for modern editions, see Malipiero
1965, 23; Monterosso Vacchelli 1969, 105).
The narrating voice is the fictitious one of Hoste, that is, Spirito Hoste
da Reggio:
H[oste] Tu l’indovini: et vi vo’ dire un’altra facetia salvatica. M. GIOVANIACOPO BVZZINO, sonando di Violone il soprano, come egli fa’
miracolosamente, un che pareva dà qualcosa gli dice nel bel mezzo del
But see also the same Castiglione 1541, 17: “In caenobio quoquae ipso in lapide satis ornato
in Gradibus Scalae Albutiorum; qui hac aetate duabus per incuriam demptis literis Butij nominantur.” In this case the name changes due to the carelessness of the tombstone, in which the
two initial letters of the name fall.
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sonare: ò Signore, menate le dita più adagio che fa’ brutto vedere menare tanto le dita sopra il manico. Et egli sopportando la insolenza sua
cominciò à sonare senza diminuire; perché il goffo sentendo mancare
l’armonia, vergognandosi à dirgli che menasse pur le dita; o più tosto
non sapendo che si fusse suono; disse presontuosamente: Sonate un
poco tutti, dà ballare. Sonate un poco tutti, dà ballare.
B[argo] Chi sonava in compagnia.
Hoste M. Lodovico Bosso, S. G. Battista, Ge[n]til’huomo di Monsignore
Stampa, Pre’ Michele, Pre’ Bartolomeo, e ’l Doni.
Bargo Gli fu risposto?
Hoste Il Doni gli fece rider tutti col dirgli: Se s’ha à ballare, V.S. segga qui
p[er] me e suoni; ch’io vuo’ essere il primo che Balli.
(H[oste]: You guess it: and I will tell you another savage joke. M.
GIOVANIACOPO BVZZINO, playing on the violin the soprano, as
he miraculously does, someone who seemed to give him something says
to him while playing: “Oh Lord, move your fingers more slowly, it is
ugly to see your fingers moving so much along the neck.” And he, putting up with this insolence, began to play without slowing; because the
clumsy man, feeling that the harmony was lacking, was ashamed to tell
him that he was also moving his fingers; or, more likely, not knowing
what the sound was, he said presumptively: Play all [the parts] a little,
let’s dance.
B[argo]: Who were his companions?
Hoste: M. Lodovico Bosso, S. G. Battista, Ge[n]til’huomo di Monsignore
Stampa, Pre’ Michele, Pre’ Bartolomeo, and Doni.
Bargo: Was there a reply?
Hoste: Doni made them all laugh by saying: “If you have to dance, your
lordship, sit here for me and play; I want to be the first to dance.”)

Doni, in fact, had lived for months at the Milanese residence of the
marquis of Soncino, Massimiliano Stampa, who left for unspecified reasons
during January 1543 to move to Piacenza (Sacchi 2005, vol. II, 426). The
same Tuscan intellectual and musician gives an account of it in a letter dated June 3, 1543, from Piacenza to the sculptor Giovan Angelo Montorsoli
(Doni 1544b, fol. 36v):
Arrivato a Milano donai al R. M. Pietro Ghiglino Canonico della Scala il
quadro delle Muse, et alla signora Giulia Guasca sorella della signora Isabetta quell’altro, dov’era il Christo morto di basso rilievo, che le fu molto
caro. Fermaimi per ordination del R. M. Lodovico Bosso canonico pur della
Scala in casa il Conte Massimiano Sta[m]pa, et perché qui harei che scrivere
assai, anzi i[n]finito della magnanimità sua, dell’eccellenza della sua Consorte, della dignissima fabrica del suo palazzo, et della realità, et grandezza
sua, et di Milano, di tante amicitie, ch’io feci, di pittori, scultori, musici, et
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scrittori, ch’io vi farei maravigliare, et non fornirei mai, che solo de le lodi
di M[esser]. G[iovan]. Iacopo Buzzino, di Prete Lodovico, et di M[esser]
Galeazzo de Marchi farei una cronica; senza il S. G. Battista Mastro di casa
di Monsignore Sta[m]pa hora Marchese di Soncino: il quale è la gentilezza
del Mo[n]do, et la cortesia de la natura.
(Having arrived in Milan, I gave to the R. M. Pietro Ghiglino, Canonico
della Scala, the painting of the Muses, and to signora Giulia Guasca sister
of signora Isabetta the other one, where there was the dead Christ of bas
relief, which was very dear to her. I was stopped by order of R. M. Lodovico
Bosso canon of the Scala in the house of Count Massimiano Sta[m]pa,
and because here I would have to write a lot, or rather I would write only
about his magnanimity, the excellence of his Consort, the most dignified
construction of his palace, and his majesty and greatness, and of Milan, of
so many friendships that I made, of painters, sculptors, musicians, and writers, that I would make you marvel, and I would never give, but only of the
praises of M[esser] G[iovan] Iacopo Buzzino, and of the others. G. Iacopo
Buzzino, of Father Lodovico, and of M[esser] Galeazzo de Marchi I would
make a chronicle; without S. G. Battista master of the house of Monsignore
Sta[m]pa now Marchese di Soncino: who is the kindness of the World, and
the courtesy of the nature.)

Rossana Sacchi, in her brilliant study on Milanese artistic patronage of
the period of Francesco II Sforza and Massimiliano Sforza, underlines how
Jacopo Buzzi was certainly closely connected with the Stampa, often appearing as a witness in notarial acts drawn up for the marquis (Sacchi 2005, vol.
II, 423-5, particularly concerning the relationship between Doni, Buzio, and
the Stampa). Moreover, Doni was to recall in a letter addressed to Lodovico
Bosso, present both in the letter just cited and in the passage of the Dialogo
della Musica the “divin Buzzino” once again:
Sonno dapoi, ch’io mi sono levato tanta ciurmaglia d’adosso à spite [sic =
dispetto] mio, et di suor Volontà, così mezzo addormentato, mi mena la
mano a scrivere col mal’aiuto che Dio gli dia, perch’egli è venuto troppo à
buon hora, massimamente, ch’io vuole, che voi salutaste il divin Buzzino;
facendogli sapere che gli farò conoscere, ch’io l’amo, ricordandomene nelle
mie Comparazioni delle moderne maraviglie all’antiche le quali tosto darò
fuori. (Doni 1544b, c. XIIII)17
(I am asleep since then, since I have removed so many riffraff from behind
me, and Sister Will, so half asleep, urges me to write with the evil help that
17
In later editions the “divin Buzzino” is changed to “mirabil Buzzino.” See Doni 1552, 24. The
appellative “Divino” among lutenists was usually reserved for Francesco da Milano. The work
cited by Doni, Comparazioni ..., has not survived or perhaps was never written.
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God gives him, because he has come too early, especially, since I want you
to greet the divine Buzzino; letting him know that I will let him know that
I love him, and will remember it in my Comparazioni delle moderne maraviglie all’antiche which I will soon publish.)

The letter, sent from Piacenza on March 1, 1543, further reveals the bond
of friendship and esteem Doni had toward Jacobo Buzzi, a bond that deeper
research concerning the work of the Tuscan polygraph would reinforce more
strongly. From what has been described, however, it is possible to affirm that
the anecdote inserted in the Dialogo della Musica could reflect a convivial
moment at the home of Massimiliano Stampa, even bearing in mind the
difficulty of identifying in which of Stampa’s different residences the episode
might have happened (Forni 1993). He appears to have made most use of
the Cusago castle at the gates of Milan, particularly used for the marquis’s
leisure moments, and the villa Gaggiano, the so-called “Venetia dulze” of the
Milanese nobility (Sacchi 2005, vol. II, 455-64). The palace in Milan, still
an imposing presence in the heart of the city, was then a building site coordinated by the architect Cristoforo Lombardo. Finally, it is curious to note
the link, as indicated above, with Ludovico Bosso, canon of Santa Maria alla
Scala, perhaps since 1530 (Sacchi 2005, vol. II, 425). In this church of imperial patronage, the sepulchre of Francesco Canova might have been raised
and his brother Bernardino might have obtained a canonry. It should also be
remembered that Bonaventura Castiglione, who had shown signs of closeness
to Albutio, also had had the prerogative of a canonry in the same church.
It is not improbable that a letter written by Antonfrancesco Doni and
addressed to Ludovico Cassola, a man of letters and one of the Tuscan’s associates, might contain another hint about Albutio: “Vostra Signoria sà che più
volte le ho squinternato con la voce le galanterie di quella pevera di M. pre
Gio. Iacopo quel cattivo non quel huomo da bene.” (Your Lordship knows
that several times I have squealed out loud to you about the gallantry of that
poor man Father Gio. Jacopo, that villain, not that good man.) In another
letter written on March 1, 1543, from Piacenza, it would seem that “huomo
da bene” might refer once again to our Albutio. A portrait of a viola player
attributed to Bernardino Gatti, dating from the 1530s or 1540s, could also be
connected with the circle of Doni and Albutio. The identification of either of
the two musicians is currently impossible as the whereabouts of the painting
is unknown.
Ioan Iacopo Albutio is mentioned in 1595 in Paolo Morigia’s La Nobiltà
di Milano, but the recollection is now fading. Morigia in fact quotes Castiglione’s words: “Gio. Giacopo Albutio, secondo il testimonio di Bonaventura
Castiglione, fù pregiatissimo Musico.” (Gio Giacopo Albutio, according to
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the testimony of Bonaventura Castiglione, was a highly esteemed musician)
(Morigia 1595, 185). Morigia was to recall Albutio again in 1609 in his
Sommario delle cose mirabili della città die Milano, saying that “Gio. Giacomo Albucio fù pregiatissimo musico e componitore, si come Prete Egidio fù
suonatore, e componitore pregiatissimo” (Gio. Giacomo Albucio was a most
esteemed musician and composer, just as Father Egidio was a most esteemed
musician and composer” (Morigia 1609, fol. 57v).
The tomb of the Albutio family was located in the church of S. Eustorgio
in Milan. Until 1600 there was a tombstone bearing the inscription FAMILIAE / ALBUTIAE, replaced in that year by a tombstone dedicated to Giovan
Pietro Albutio, an important doctor and philosopher active in the Studio of
Pavia and a friend of Girolamo Cardano, who died in 1583 (Forcella 1889,
107). It is interesting to note that Albutio is clearly and unequivocally indicated by Doni as a viola virtuoso, a fact confirmed by Bugazi, who also cites
him as a lutenist. It is unlikely that the “Johannes Jacobus dictus violonus,
[...] filius familias omnes sonatores” who was on trial for playing armed and
in a forbidden place is to be identified with Albutio. The event, which took
place on May 28, 1541, was reviewed on January 18, 1543 (ASMi, Chancellery of the State of Milan, fol. 43).
5. Alberto da Mantova
The life of Alberto da Mantova has been portrayed mainly by Jean-Michel
Vaccaro and John M. Ward, and more recently by Christelle Cazaux (Rippe
1972, vol. I, xi-xix; Ward 1977; Cazaux 2002, 137-9).18 There has been no
archival research aimed at revealing the composer’s date of birth, which scholars place between 1470 and 1500 (Rippe 1972, xi, c. 1500; Coelho 2001,
c. 1500; Sartori 1960, c. 1470; Rollin in MGG [c. 1480]; Mengozzi 2006,
c. 1500). The first mention we have of Alberto da Mantova can be found in
the comedy Il Marescalco by Pietro Aretino, prepared for the Mantuan court
in 1526-27, in which he is associated with the already famous Francesco da
Milano (Rippe 1972, xii). Much more relevant is the document that shows
the presence of the lutenist on February 12, 1529, at the court of Henry VIII
in England, in the retinue of the Mantuan cardinal Ercole Gonzaga. This
testimony shows us that Alberto at that time was part of the family of the son
of Isabella d’Este, and that the English monarch tried to get him to enter his
service, defining him “luter mynstrell,” offering him an enormous amount
of money (Ward 1977, 17; Rippe 1972, xiii). According to Ward, however,

Cazaux, however, ignores Ward’s study and most of the indications reported there. See also
Coelho 2001 and Mengozzi 2006.
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only three months later we find Alberto, now Albert, in the service of Francis
I, king of the French: he is hired as joueur de lut, a position he held until his
death (Ward, 1977, 17). In fact, in October 1529 Alberto da Mantova (da
Ripa) receives the following remuneration (Cazaux 2002, 138, note 66):
A Albert de Ribe, mantouan, joueur de lut dudit seigneur, la somme de 250
livres tournois a luy ordonnée par ledit seigneur pour ses gaiges de demye
anneée commencée le premier jour de may dernier passé et qui finira le
dernier jour de ce present moys d’octobre.
(To Albert de Ribe, Mantuan, lute player of the said lord, the sum of 250
livres tournois ordered by the said lord for his wages for half a year that
started on the first day of last May and which will finish the last day of this
present month of October.)

With regard to the lutenist’s move to France, Jean-Michel Vaccaro hypothesized the mediation of the cardinal of Lorraine (Rippe 1972, xiii),
which seems to need confirmation, but at the same time is an excellent starting point for research, especially because of the references Alberto makes to
the learned cardinal in a letter written to Pietro Aretino on March 6, 1537,
and the role that Jean de Lorraine had in introducing Benvenuto Cellini,
Primaticcio, and Rosso Fiorentino to the French court.
In 1530 and 1531 other payments confirm the presence of Alberto da
Mantova at the French court (Cazaux 2002, 138).19 On this occasion, Alberto could have met Clement VII. In 1532 he received the honorary title of
valet de chambre, confirming a notable social ascent that would lead him to
obtain the trust of François I, who also was to employ him for assignments
not related to music (Rippe 1972, xiv). Other valets de chambre of François I
included the poet Clement Marot and painter François Clouet.
From France, Alberto was in contact with Pietro Aretino at least since
1533, as on April 25 of that year, according to a testimony not previously reported, Fausto da Longiano communicated through a letter to Aretino
himself (Luzio 1900, 77; Lettere 1552, 209-10):
Messer Giulio Camillo in Ferrara mi diede due buone novelle, che voi cominciate a rivalervi, et che Messer Alberto musico ha fatto per voi buon’ officio appresso quel gran Re tre volte Cristiano.
(Messer Giulio Camillo in Ferrara gave me two good pieces of news, that
Alternatively, Jean-Michel Vaccaro suggested that the Mantuan lutenist was perhaps in Rome
in 1531, where he signed, along with Paolo Emilio Orsini, a petition in defense of the courtesan Tullia of Aragon (Rippe 1972, xii). One of the signatories is called Alberto Rippe, perhaps
too little to be able to identify him as our musician with certainty.
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you have covered your losses, and that Messer Alberto the musician has
done good work for you with that great three-time King Christian.)

So Giulio Camillo, one of the men most sought-after by the courts, of refined and extremely complex culture, creator of a system of artificial memory
compiled after his death into the volume Idea del Theatro, was in contact with
Alberto (Yates 1966, 129-58).
The figures who constituted the Italian colony at the French court at that
time included literati such as Luigi Alamanni and Benedetto Tagliacarne, better known as Teocreno, among others, and the artists Primaticcio, Benvenuto
Cellini, and Rosso Fiorentino. In one of his satirical predictions of 1534,
Aretino describes the Italian retinue of François I (Luzio 1900, 10-11):
Et alhora i doni, le feste, lo amore et i triomphi reali pioveranno sopra i
devoti servi del buon sire. Talché il signor Renzo, Melphi, Somma, Stigliano, il signor Stephano, Farfa, i Treulzi, il conte Annibale con l’altra fedeltà
sequace dei francesi diranno adoramus te, laudamus te et benedicimus te, et
cotale letitia sarà notata dagli inchiostri Budei, Baiffi, Teucreni, Allamanni
et Julii Camilli et messa in musica dal mio Alberto.
(And then the gifts, the feasts, the love, and the royal triumphs will rain
down on the devout servants of the good sire, such that signor Renzo,
Melphi, Somma, Stigliano, signor Stephano, Farfa, Treulzi, Count Annibale with particular faithfulness to the French will say “adoramus te, laudamus te et benedicimus te,” and with such joy will be noted by the pens of
Budei, Baiffi, Teucreni, Allamanni and Julii Camilli and set to music by
my Alberto.)

From Aretino’s words, even if veiled in irony, there is a clear sense of the
high esteem in which Alberto was held by Aretino, this musician who had
been welcomed into the family of François I simply as a lute player. As we
know, however, he had already been appointed a valet de chambre, a title he
would also employ in favor of the French king’s cultural policy. This is revealed by a precious document concerning an episode involving the sculptor
Alfonso Cittadella, commonly known as Alfonso Ferrarese or Lombardi, that
took place in Marseilles in November 1533. Cittadella had followed the famiglia of Cardinal Innocenzo Cibo, who had come to the French city together
with the famiglie of other cardinals to attend the celebrations of the wedding
of the duke of Orleans and Catherine de’ Medici. Among those present, of
course, were François I and Pope Clement VII with their retinues, attending
more than one banquet. Clement VII remained in Marseilles from October
11 to November 12. During this period Cittadella approached François I,
as can be seen from his account, quoted extensively here both because it is
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ignored by Alberto’s biographers and because it is of particular interest in
showing how his relations developed with both François I and his court (Luzio 1900, 75-6; and partially in Pavan 1991, 11-12):
Piutosto che monsignor Teocreno precetore de il Delfino e de Orliess e de
Anguleme intese ch’io era in Marsilia mandò al logiamento e trovommi e
ragionando a lungo mi fece conoscere che il Re se delectava più di scultura
che d’ogni altra cosa e mi introdusse da Sua Maestà a l’ora di cena: e grandissimo piacere se pilgiò ragionando de l’arte e fa professione di molte cose.
Dopoi molti ragionamenti di fabbriche e di lavori di stucchi mi disse di
molte cose antiche che si ritrova in provencia, poi si racordò di otto sorte
prede di marmo e subito mandò a torle e sopra quelle fece molto fondamento di fabrichare con esse, mostrando a molti signori che erano facile al
condure per aqua e una sorte ve n’è che asimiglia al marmo greco e molto se
ralegrò il Re quando io li disse esser buono da figure, e dise: io volgio che noi
ne facemo per la mia fabrica, quasi pensando ch’io volesse restare in Francia
con sua Maestà, e mi disse ch’io metessi a ordine ch’io fese il suo ritrato, e
fecemi dare una stantia li apreso, e tuto il giorno mi trovavo con sua maestà
in nella guardaroba, ma tanto era li abondevoli negotii dil papa e di tutti li
cardinali e di molte provintie che mai li è stato ordine a pilgiar comodità.
Conoscendo M.re Teochreno non essere ordine a Marsilia, mi disse che io
andasi a Giaiese cinque legge luntano e lì il re me dara tuto quelo comodo
che mi bisognava, e faria provisione di cavalchature e di danari e per ogni
modo ch’io non mancassi, che il re me daria gagi come ha dato al Rosso pitore mille dusento franchi l’anno e pagaria le opere: Alberto del liuto e mi se
trovavamo ogni giorno dal re e confermava ancor lui esser vero e me diceva
che’l re aveva parlato di me, facendomi animo ch’io andase drieto a la corte.
Ali XXV Novembre MDXXXIII of Savona
As soon as Monsignor Teocreno, preceptor of the dauphin and of Orléans
and Angoulême, realized that I was in Marseilles, he sent someone to my
lodgings to find me and, talking at length, told me that the king was more
interested in sculpture than in anything else, and that he would introduce
me to his majesty at dinnertime: and he had great pleasure in talking about
art and professing about many matters. After many discussions about building and stucco work he told me about many ancient things that are found
in Provence, then he remembered eight kinds of marble and immediately
sent them to be extracted and told for what each could be used, showing
many lords that they were easy to use to conduct water and there is one
kind that resembles Greek marble and the king was most pleased when
I told him that it was good for figures, and he said: I want us to make
some for my workshop, as if thinking that I wanted to stay in France with
his majesty, and he told me that I had to begin to do his portrait, and he
gave me a room close by, and all day long I was with his majesty in the
royal wardrobe, but so much was the abounding business of the pope and
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of all the cardinals and of many provincials that he was never ordered to
take comfort. Knowing M. Teochreno was not based in Marseilles, he told
me that I should go to Jesi [Giens?] five leagues away and there the king
would give me all the comfort I needed, and he would make provision for
horses and money and anything I might need, that the king would give
me money as he gave to Rosso the painter, one thousand two hundred
francs a year and pay for the works: Alberto the lutenist and I met each
day at the king’s and he also confirmed that it was true and told me that
the king had spoken of me, making me want to go straight to the court.
On November 25, 1533, in Savoy.

This letter, addressed to the duke of Mantua, finally reveals to us that Cittadella returned to Italy, probably to prepare the grandiose burial monument
for Francesco Gonzaga that the duke had ordered from him. We note, however, the importance of the activity of Teocreno and Alberto da Mantova in
attempting to gain the services of the Italian sculptor: both of them behaved
as if members of Francois’ I famiglia were commissioned to follow the cultural policy of the French court, especially toward Italian artists, and not simply
as literati or musicians. The festivities of Marseilles, so little studied in recent
times, could turn out to be rich in artistic and musical references. In this
respect, there are only the smallest details that point to the vast scope of this
event. There are two reports concerning the evenings of October 27 and 28,
in which there is also mention of one of the functions during the festivities
that involved music. In the first of them the Milanese orator writes as follows:
[I]l Ducha de Angoleme ultimo genito dil Re, quale ha il più bello figliolo
che sia in tuta la Franza, pigliò la sposa per la mano et incomenzò a danzare,
et il simile il sposo et molti altri signori danzorno; et finita la prima danza,
esso sposo et suo fratello si spogliorno in gipone inanti a Sua Santità, et
incomenzorno a balare ala fogia de Italia ala gagliarda tanto bene ch’io non
lo porrej dire: il sposo e la sposa erano vestiti di brocato d’argento richissimamente. . . . Danzato ch’ebeno forsi due hore, Sua Santità si levò et tolse
licentia dal Re per andare verso le sue stantie.
[T]he Duke of Angoulême, youngest son of the king, who has the most
beautiful son in all of France, took the bride by the hand and began to dance,
similar to the way the bridegroom and many other gentlemen danced; and
finished the first dance, the bridegroom and his brother changed into a
gypsy suit in front of his holiness, and began to dance a galliard in the Italian fashion so well that I can’t tell you: the bridegroom and the bride were
dressed in rich silver brocade. . . . Having danced for perhaps two hours, his
holiness rose and took leave of the king to go to his quarters.

In the second letter the Milanese orator again describes a dance evening:
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“Cenato che hebeno, danzorno un pezo ala galiarda sempre homini et done:
et li vignano forsi 20 maschari, vestiti tanto ricchamente cum le veste d’oro
et di arzento recamate” (after they had dined, they danced a little galliard in
the courtyard, always men and women together: and they were perhaps twenty men, so richly clothed with their golden and silver garments) (Ghinzoni
1874, 22-3). This circumstance is confirmed by a letter of the Mantuan envoy
Cagnino Gonzaga: “Et finita la cena cominciassimo a danzare et fecesi el Re
in mascara et li principi et Cavaglieri tutti con superbissimi abiti, et dansassimo sino a un’hora passata meggia notte” (And when the dinner was over,
we began to dance and the King was dressed in a mask and the princes and
knights were all dressed in the most superb costumes, and we danced until the
end of the night) (Luzio 1900, 43).
It is likely that the famous Milanese cornettist Moscatello was among
the musicians entrusted to play the dances (von Pastor 1923, 163, note 2).20
Returning to Alberto da Mantova, it is interesting that in this period he was
able to renew his contacts with Italian musicians and probably performed for
Clement VII. I do not think it is possible to hypothesize that Alberto could
have played among the dancers we have just mentioned, which required a
group of loud instruments for their performance, that is, instruments capable
of filling a hall full of moving people.21 A few years later, in 1536, François
I bestowed on Alberto the captaincy of Montils-sur-Blois, the same year as
the lute anthology published in Milan by Castiglione; furthermore, he was
cited as a supreme master of the art of the lute by Francesco Marcolini, who
united him with Marco dall’Aquila and Francesco da Milano in the preface to
a volume containing works by the Milanese lutenist (Brown 1965, 1536/3).
Shortly before 1536, Alberto da Mantova, who by now had Frenchified his
name as Albert de Rippe, had married Lucrèce de Rudolphi, with whom he
would later have a son François (Rippe 1972, xv; Cazaux 2002, 137-9).
On March 6, 1537, Alberto wrote to Pietro Aretino, informing him that
the necklace prepared for him has been finished and that it would be delivered in Venice by Lazare de Baïf, father of the poet. Moreover, Alberto kept
in touch with the cardinal of Lorraine, who had promised a sum of money to
Aretino himself. But the most interesting passage of the letter is the following,
in which he reflects on his French experience: “El vostro homo è risolto di torFor more information on Moscatello, see Getz 2005. On the Marseille festivals, see also
Cazaux 2002, 217-20, although she does not use the documents presented here.
21
On the use of the lute for the performance of dances, see Prizer (1980a, 27): “string instruments often participated on these occasions, too. It is true that shawms and trombones were
the more usual dance instruments of the time, but the use of strings for more delicate dances
is documentable throughout the period” [my emphasis]. All the musicians of the écurie had
received clothing for the occasion in Marseilles in 1533 (Prunières 1911, 237).
20
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nar in Italia per causa di questa Corte [che] è tropo instabile. Et comenciamo
un viagio che è per durar almeno un anno e mezzo davanti che ritorniamo a
Parigi” (Your man has decided to return to Italy because of this court which
is too unstable. And we begin a journey that will last at least a year and a half
before we return to Paris) (Rippe 1972, xii; Lettere 1552, 346).
From these words we learn that Alberto was accustomed to traveling in
the court retinue and staying away from Paris for a considerable time. His relationship with Pietro Aretino continued. Of particular relevance is the letter
Aretino wrote to Messer Alberto Musico on June 14, 1539. In it, he declared
that the lutenist had taken delivery of the anonymous portraits of Aristotle
and Plato in Venice so he could take them to France and deliver them directly
to François I. The presence of Alberto in the Laguna is highly significant.
Marco dall’Aquila was still alive, and the two lutenists may have met.
6. Marco dall’Aquila
The presence of pieces by Marco dall’Aquila in the anthology edited by
Borrono is a surprise, not from a musical point of view but from an editorial
viewpoint. Despite the rather thin biographical information on the Abruzzo
lutenist, we know with certainty that he had settled in Venice by the end of
the fifteenth century. In 1505 Marco presented a petition to the Venetian
senate seeking permission to print lute tablature books, trying to undermine
the privilege already obtained by Ottaviano Petrucci for the publication of
volumes dedicated to the instrument (Boorman 2006, 1158-9).22 The document has been published and discussed several times, but at the moment no
printed volume containing lute music composed or edited directly by Marco
dall’Aquila has come to light. Arthur Ness has hypothesized that some of the
tablatures now at the Bayerisches Staatsbibliothek in Munich may represent
a copy of a now-lost print by Aquila, or a preparatory phase of a volume later
published. It is certain, thanks also to a recently discovered document I will
discuss elsewhere, that Marco was also known to possess an excellent technique for intabulating music for the lute, more than for his virtuosic ability
on the instrument. The most recent biographical reconstruction of the life of
the Aquilano is by Francesco Zimei who, among other things, puts an end

With respect to the transcriptions of this privilege (such as Boorman 2006; Zimei 2013,
414), I would like to point out two transcription errors that slightly change the meaning of
the text: “a comune utilitate de quelli, che se delectarano [=diletteranno] sonar de Lauto nobilissimo Instrumento pertinente a Verij Zentilhomini” (ASV, College, Notary. Register, old
signature 23, 1499-1507, fol. 143v; available online at http://www.archiviodistatovenezia.it/
divenire/ua.htm?idUa=22350). My readings replace the common transcriptions “delectarono”
and “Varij” (corrected reading in Fulin 1882, 157, number 147).
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to the incredible misunderstanding about the toponym suggesting the musician’s origin, sometimes read as Aquileia (Zimei 2013).23 According to Zimei,
the last indication that Marco dall’Aquila was still alive is to be found in the
theatrical text La Capraria by Gigio Artemio Giancarli (Venice: Marcolini,
1542), where he states that “dumanda a chiel paluello e chel da l’achila, e anghe calche aldro vertuloso” (ask that Paluello, and the one from l’Aquila, and
also some other virtuoso), quoted directly from Giancarli (1542) (see Zimei
2013, 410). Lodovico Paluello is the famous dancer who later entered the
service of Henry II in France, and “chel da l’Achila” could be an indication
of our lutenist.
The evident ties with Pietro Aretino and with the fondaco dei Tedeschi
are not sufficient to claim a direct link with the curator of the collection
published by Castiglione, Pietro Paolo Borrono, and any trips he may have
made to Venice. The great mobility of the Milanese lutenist, for the moment
recorded in Mantua, Madrid, and Rome, could however have brought him
also to Venice.
7. Francesco da Milano
The biography of Francesco Canova still has many gaps, but a substantial part of his activity has been discovered (Pavan 2001, Pavan 2010, and
Carlone 2001a and 2001b). The year 1536 is certainly an important one for
the lutenist and his family, due to a petition addressed to the senate of the
city to allow his brothers Bernardino and Giovanni Battista (who was already
deceased when the deed was written on November 16) to cede all rights to
the inheritance of their father Benedetto to Francesco, in contravention of
the norms of the Statuta Mediolanensis (Pavan 1991). Unfortunately, the deed
does not necessarily indicate that Francesco Canova was in Milan at that
time. We only have the certainty of his presence in Milan in July 1538 for the
purpose of his marriage to Chiara Tizzoni (Pavan 1991). The couple lived in
the house of the musician’s father in Porta Nuova, in the parish of San Fedele, at least until September of that year. In that month, in fact, Benedetto
Canova stipulates the terms of payment of the dowry owed to him by Chiara’s
father, Francesco Tizzoni. The deed states that the woman had been living “in
domo dictorum patriis et filii a mensibus duobus citra” (in the house of the
23
To Zimei’s study I add Ortensio Lando’s reminiscence of Marco dall’Aquila in 1552, citing
him in his Cathalogo de i Musici, et sonatori dell’una et l’altra età (Lando 1552, 512). While
Francesco Canova is spoken of in the past tense: “Francesco da Melano hebbe gran lode nel
toccare il liuto” (Francesco da Melano had a great gift for playing the lute) (Lando 1552, 511),
Alberto da Mantova is imagined as still living: “Alberto da Mantova nel liuto è molto felice”
(Alberto da Mantova on the lute is very fortunate).
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said father and son for about two months) (ASMi, Notarile 8011). But by
January 15, 1539, Benedetto was in Salso (today’s Salsomaggiore) as “magistrate of salt,” a position renewed by Pope Paul III.24 Francesco’s great mobility
could have caused problems in finding music by Pietro Paolo Borrono. Even
if we assume that Pietro Paolo could not have recovered his tablatures directly
from Francesco, it should not be forgotten that his brother Bernardino was
also a musician and had a relatively more stable life in Milan (Carlone 2001a,
Carlone 2001b, and Pavan 2010). This could have been another possible
source from which to draw knowledge of the great Milanese lutenist.
Extant Volumes
Three copies of the 1536 print by Castiglione are known today. They are
kept at the Bibliothèque nationale in Paris, the Library of the Conservatorio
di Musica “L. Cherubini” in Florence, and the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek in Vienna. The copy conserved in Paris is unfortunately damaged and
lacks the frontispiece, the dedicatory letter, the woodcut, and the first fantasia
by Francesco da Milano. The book starts from fol. 5, with the Fantasia de
M. Alberto da Mantova. This copy previously belonged to the collection of
the musician, lutenist, and theorist Sebastien de Brossard (1655–1730), described with great clarity in the Catalogue drawn up by the French composer
(Catalogue 1724, 245-6; La collection 1995, 356-7):
Tablature curieuse et ancienne pour un instrument inconnu. Je suis obligé
de m’exprimer ainsi parce qu’il manque quattre feuillets au commencement
du livre ou est cette tablature, et par consequent le titre ou l’on auroit veu le
nom de cet instrument et peut estre la manier de l’acorder et de s’en servir.
Pour le nom de l’auteur on n’auroit pas manqué de l’y mettre, mais ce titre
estant perdu, on a eu soin du moin de le conserver, car on trouve sur la page
de la couverture qui regarde le feuillet 5. le most suivant escrits a la main
d’un charactere fort ancien Sesto Libro.... filippo didato fiorentino, qui marquent selon toutes les apparences le nom de l’auteur ou pour mieux dire du
collecteur, car c’est icy precisment une collection des ouvrages de plusieurs
auteurs celebres en leur tems commede m.r Alberto da Mantua. del divino
franc. da Milano, Marcho da Laquila. di Jacobo Albutio da Milano of m.
Petro Paulo da milano & c[eter]a. On trouve sur la derniere page les paroles
suivantes imprimées. Stampata nella cita de milano per Jo: Amtomio Castiliono al primo dei magio MDXXXVI qui prouvent suffisamment l’antiquité
de ce libre À l’egard de l’instrument a siz chordes, les six lignes qui sont a

24
This is revealed by an autograph note of Benedetto’s inserted in the imbreviatura cited in the
previous note.
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chaque portée la marquent suffisamment.
2° que les lignes ou il y a un 0 marqué, marquent que les chordes signifiées
par ces six lignes doivent estre pincées a l’ouvert, c’est a dire sans mettre
aucun des doits sur les [manche: struck out] touches du manche.
3° que les touches du manche qui sont marquées pour le Luth, le Theorbe,
la guitarre & c[etera] par les Lettres a, b, c, d & c[etera] sont marquées icy
par les chiffres 1.2.3.4.5.6.7.
A l’egard de l’acord qui doit estre entre ces six chordes, c’est ce que je n’ay
pas pu découvrir jusques icy. Je ne crois pas cependant la chose impossible
mais Je n’ay pas le tems de m’y apliquer maintenant.
(Curious, old tablature for an unknown instrument. I am obliged to express
myself in this way because four leaves are missing at the beginning of the
book where this tablature is, and consequently the title where one would
have seen the name of this instrument and perhaps the way to tune it and
use it. For the name of the author one would not have missed to put it
there, but this title being lost, I took care at least to preserve it, because one
finds on the page of the cover facing folio 5 the following words written by
hand and of a very ancient character Sesto Libro.... filippo didato fiorentino, which indicate by all appearances the name of the author or, better
to say, the collector because it is here precisely a collection of the works of
several authors famous in their time, such as “de mr Alberto da Mantua, del
divino franc. da milano, Marcho da Laquila, di Jacobo Albutio da Milano,
di m. Petro Paulo da milano etc.” On the last page are found the following
words, printed: “Printed in the city of Milan by Jo: Antonio Castiliono on
the first of May 1536,” which sufficiently proves the antiquity of this book
with regard to the instrument with six strings, the six lines that indicate
each staff clearly.
2° that on the lines where there is a 0, this indicates that the strings represented by these six lines must be plucked open, that is to say without
putting any fingers on the frets on the neck.
3° that the frets on the neck which are marked for the Lute, the Theorbo,
the guitar etc. by the letters a, b, c, d etc., are indicated here by the numbers
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
With regard to the intervals that must be between these six chords, this
is what I have not been able to discover so far. I do not believe, however,
that the thing is impossible, but I do not have the time to apply myself
to it now.)

From the point of view of reception, it is very interesting to note that
Brossard fails to recognize the notation for the lute, his instrument, even
though it is in Italian tablature and with a different tuning than that of the
French lute. This presumably means that he did not know any old Italian lute
compositions in their original notation.
The volume currently has the call number Vm7. 6209. Its dimensions are
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approximately 215 x 150 mm. On the verso of the flyleaf there is a pencil inscription: “mq. p. 1-5 / Recueil de pièces de Luth en Tablature / de différents
auteurs / v.m. 1059 V. M. 2655 / Vm7 6209.” On the second flyleaf a frontispiece can be seen that reads: “AV MONT PARNASSE. RUE. S. IEAN. DE
BEAVVOIS / BY PIERRE BALLARD,” and at the bottom in pen: “pieces de
Luth.” On the verso are inserted two manuscript pieces in French tablature,
“Sarabanne” (on “Marion pleure”) and “Guillot.” The paper is thick, sturdy,
and well collated, lacking a watermark. Thanks to the extreme kindness of
François-Pierre Goy (personal correspondence, May 31, 2010), we can add
some very valuable information regarding the history of this volume. This
involves his discovery that the hand that wrote the two pieces corresponds
to hand D of the manuscript Vm7 6211, which also originally belonged to
the Brossard collection. This latter volume also has the same green binding
as Castiglione’s book, typical of the second half of the eighteenth century,
and also has the same watermark as Claude Chapon’s. Goy rightly thinks the
frontispiece of the Castiglione volume was originally that of Vm7 6211, and
that when it entered the royal collections it was bound by mistake with the
printed volume, as well as the old bindings being lost. At this time, then, the
indications regarding Filippo Didato must also have been eliminated.
A possible candidate for the identification of manuscript Vm7 6211
could be the powerful Florentine banker of the same name who lived in Paris
during the sixteenth century. The first events that concern him and place him
in Paris date back to the years 1548–9.25 Defined as “noble homme Philippe
Didato, bancquier, bourgeois de Paris” in a document that places him in
contact with Pierre and Claude de Ronsard from August 9, 1556, he was also
linked to Cardinal Du Bellay, demonstrating a particular importance in the
Parisian financial world of the mid-sixteenth century (Jurgens 1985/2009,
63, note 12). It is worth noting, for example, the deed in which Eustache
du Bellay and Jean des Ursins pledged the sum of 15,000 scudi to be paid to
Philippe Didato in order to free Jacques Du Bellay, Count of Tonnerre, Lord
of Touarcé and brother of Eustache, prisoner of war (Jurgens 1985/2009,
Paris, Archives nationales, Trésor des Chartes (registers). Premiers inventaires du Trésor des
Chartes, cartulaires royaux et cartulaires divers. JJ//259 “Alia pro Philippo Didato”—1 January
1548–31 December 1549. Paris, Archives nationales, Minutes et répertoires du notaire Guillaume Cothereau, May 16, 1546–February 1, 1583 (study C) Minutes. 1548, April 3–1548.
Act concerning Philippe Didato, Jean-Baptiste Didato, bankers in Paris, Jean-Baptiste Bernardini, and Louis Lunard. Filippo Didato seems to have arrived in Paris during the years in which
Alberto da Mantova and his wife, Lucrèce, left all their rights to the seigniory of Carrois en Brie
to their son François: Paris, Archives nationales, Châtelet de Paris, Insinuations Y//95, dates of
the insinuations: August 16, 1549–September 5, 1550, Notice n. 3315, c. 137v. Albert would
die two years later from kidney stones.
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42). Didato worked assiduously for the Du Bellay family, particularly as an
intermediary with the court of Rome. In Paris he owned a house in rue de la
Calandre, the hôtel de la Croix-Blanche, “près le Palais” (Paris, Archives nationales, Châtelet de Paris. Insinuations. Y//103, Dates des insinuations: 7 janvier 1562–3 mars 1563, Notice n° 6588, fol. 182v). He married Jeanne Gronneau and died before August 19, 1569 (Paris, Archives nationales, Châtelet
de Paris. Insinuations. Y//109, Dates des insinuations: 1 juillet 1568–19 août
1569. Jacques Danès, notaire et secretaire du Roi et François Bazin, avocat en
la cour de Parlement à Paris: donation à Jeanne Groneau, veuve de Philippe
Didato, bourgeois de Paris, des biens à eux légués par ledit Didato; notice n°
2556, fol. 380).
The possibility that Didato was the owner of the volume could also be
linked to a real collection of books, as the original indication of Sesto libro
(Sixth Book) would seem to indicate, certainly not referring to the original
indication of the frontispiece of Castiglione. We have no trace of other volumes that belonged to his collection, but it is hoped that one day they may
come to light.26
The volume held by the Library of the Conservatory of Florence bears
the signature B xv 3809 with another label on the red leather binding of its
back, with the number 49 indicating a previous shelf mark. Once again, the
paper has no watermark, while the dimensions are slightly different as far as
the height is concerned, since the volume has undergone much greater trimming of the upper part of the pages, now measuring approximately 215 x 140
mm. It comes from the valuable collection of Giuseppe Torre (1822–1900),
poet and librettist, friend and collaborator of Gioacchino Rossini. It bears a
stamp on page 1, “Dono G. Torre.” After marrying one of the greatest ballerinas of the century, Amalia Ferraris, presumably in 1849, Torre traveled with
her for a long time through most of Italy, Great Britain, passing through St
Petersburg and Brussels before settling in Paris in 1856 (see Staccioli 1996).
Torre defined himself as a “great lover of books of any kind, as long as they
are ancient, rare and well-preserved (especially with a large margin).” Most of
his collection was donated, according to his own will, to the city of Genoa,
and was received by the Biblioteca Civica Berio (see Minafro 2011). Some
volumes of musical value, however, went to the library of the Conservatory
of Florence, the city where he and his wife spent the last years of their lives,

Didato also spent a period of his life in England, as evidenced by the documents preserved at
the National Archives, Kew, London–Chancery, the Wardrobe, royal Household, Exchequer
and various commissions, C/3/56/99 and C 146/7998. In this last document, Philippe Didato
is defined as a foreign and Florentine merchant. The circumstance is confirmed by a further
document of 1562; see Stevenson 1867, 608.
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first in Via Cavour and then in a small villa in Via Farini.27 During these
years Torre developed an intense business relationship with the bookseller
Ulisse Franchi, from whom he bought many volumes and for whom he also
procured numerous books during his European travels (Cristiano 2001, 20934). It is therefore impossible to understand where Giuseppe Torre could
have purchased the copy of Castiglione. On the shelves of Via Farini, the tablature could have been found in the immediate vicinity of Rossini’s autograph
Due Ariette / offerte / a / Giuseppe Torre (autore delle Parole) / in segno di verace
stima, e di santa amicizia / da / Gioacchino Rossini / Passy 20 Agosto 1858.28
These are “La Lontananza” and “L’Esule,” for voice and piano. The volume by
Castiglione olim Torre was damaged during the flood that hit Florence hard
on November 4, 1966; fortunately, every page is still perfectly readable.29 On
fol. 8 there is a handwritten addition above the first hexagram: “miei amori
gli meie non son stelle” and of the second hexagram: “Se il mio si,” fragments
of a text that is currently unidentifiable.
Less information is available concerning the copy in the Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek (current shelf number is SA. 76. C. 23), measuring 220 x
155 mm. The covers show the imperial two-headed eagle framed by a gilded
decoration of nineteenth-century style. On the verso of the first flyleaf, the
names of the people who viewed the volume between 1925 and 1930 are still
written in pencil: Gerhart, from Bonn (December 1925); Leo Schrade, from
Leipzig (October 1926); J. Radke, from Marburg (January 1930). There are
some annotations in pencil in the book, which would seem to be references to
pages in other volumes, not corresponding with the numbering of the pages
in the Castiglione edition. The earliest unequivocal reference to this Vienna
copy is found in the always providential repertory of Robert Eitner, followed
by Wolf ’s Handbuch (Eitner 1900, 360; Wolf 1919/1963, 66).
The volume may have entered the Austrian collections with the acquisition of Albert Fugger’s library in 1655 or with the expropriations made
during the Habsburg domination of Lombardy–Venetia.30 In 1835 some
27
The volume is in the collections of the Library of the Conservatory of Florence in E. M.,
1901, 492.
28
Digital reproduction:
http://www.internetculturale.it/jmms/iccuviewer/iccu.jsp?id=oai%3Awww.internetculturale.sbn.it%2FTeca%3A20%3ANT0000%3AIFC0000979&mode=all&teca=MagTeca+-+ICCU
29
Double stamp on the second flyleaf: “work damaged by the flood of Florence November 4,
1966.” The most visible damage is on fols. 54-55 and 62.
30
Works from the Fugger collections usually bear the inscription PEF (Philipp Eduard Fugger),
such as collocations SA.76.F.17 (Brown 15492) and SA.76.F.17 (Brown 15613). The Castiglione volume may have been inscribed in the same manner but cannot be determined given
the current binding.
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editions of Ottaviano Petrucci and other important books were requested
by Moritz von Dietrichstein from the Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana under
the pretext of an exchange, but actually for outright acquisition. They only
partially returned to Italy in 1868 and 1919, as restitutions at the end of
the First World War. Bear in mind, however, that the location of the Motetti
Libro Quarto, for example, now back in the Marciana with the call number
Musica 00197-00199, was in the Viennese library, call number SA.77.C.23.
The Motetti are also bound with the two-headed eagle stamped on the cover,
but completely different from the Castiglione volume.31
Titles
One aspect of Castiglione’s publication that needs to be highlighted is
the role played by Borrono in the architectural conception of the volume. It
is clear, as we have seen, that he was also responsible for the musical choices
and the internal organization in spite of what Rinaldo d’Adda wrote in the
dedicatory letter addressed to Battista Visconti. It would be difficult to justify
Borrono in partnership with d’Adda and Castiglione were he not to be involved in finding the music and deciding where to place it within the book.
The pieces are ordered by compositional genre. Each section is introduced by fantasias: three in the first part and five in both the middle and
final sections. They are interspersed with three pavans followed by their corresponding saltarelli. It is no coincidence that the volume begins and ends
with two fantasies by Francesco da Milano. This is clearly due to Borrono as
editor and not the printer Castiglione, despite the suggestions of Coelho and
Polk, who imagine the latter as playing an active role in promoting the music
of Marco dall’Aquila, Alberto da Mantova, and Francesco da Milano (Coelho
and Polk 2016, 107-13).
Another aspect that should be highlighted is Borrono’s choice of popular
material in some of his dances, which is extremely interesting because it shows
his ability to modify the original rhythmic and melodic shape of his models
to fit the ternary rhythm of the saltarelli, a solution that was to have an important impact on the later dance tradition in the Italian lute repertoire.32
In the Archives of the Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Tutela patrimonio bibliografico,
1915–1920, the following annotation can be found: “La asportazione dei preziosi rari volumi
musicali fu tenuta segreta, come la precedente degli Autografi; tanto che essa non risulta a
catalogo alfabetico” (The removal of precious rare musical volumes was kept secret, as was the
earlier removal of the autographs; so much so that it is not listed in the alphabetical catalog).
The closure of the archives and libraries due to the Covid-19 pandemic has prevented further
study of this copy of Castiglione’s edition.
32
The analysis by Moe (1956) of the tradition of Italian dance music for lute in the sixteenth
31
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A precursor to this manner of composing lute sources can be found in a
manuscript of probable Lombard–Venetian origin, GB-Lbl, Ms. Add. 31389,
dated from the early 1520s (British Library 2006, vi).33 It is Claudio Gallico’s
Rimeria musicale popolare italiana nel Rinascimento that gathers together old
studies and new contributions in an extremely useful and effective compendium to help address these questions. The presence of popular material in
cultured Italian vocal music of this period is widely known and studied, but
less so in the instrumental sphere and especially in the lute repertoire.34 In
some cases the material uses rather explicit subtexts. This is the case for “Burato,” of “Tocca tocca la Canella, Monta su che son de vella,” and probably
also “Mazzolo” and the “Traditorella.”
The surviving text fragment of the vocal original of the “Burato” reads
“Donne impresteme el vostro burato,” which could be extended to “Donne
impresteme un po’l vostro buratto / vo buratare sul ponte de realto” (Gallico 1996, 74; Ferrari 1880, 437). The buratto in the 1500s was a fine cloth
used for embroidery or to separate flour from impurities. Although in the
playful language of poet Francesco Berni the burato is the male sexual organ,
in this case the subtext clearly refers to the female organ (Toscan 1981, vol.
IV, 1672).
Concerning “Tocca tocca la canella,” we possess another textual fragment: “ch’io ti toccerò el tetton” (Gallico 1996, 69, 130). In this case the text
does not need further explanation: the canella is the small cane, or otherwise
a faucet, and unequivocally indicates the male organ. A very late confirmation
of the persistence of the motto and its obscene meaning can be found in the
Ducento novelle of Celio Malespini of 1609, where the complete expression is
“Tocca tocca la canella che ti toccarò il bordone” (Gallico 1996, Torrefranca
1939, Malespini 1609, 74).35
century remains unsurpassed. He also listed many of the concordances of Borrono’s dances in
Castiglione’s volume, discussed below (Moe 1956, 221-6). Further printed concordances are
given in Brown 1965, 1536/9.
33
The manuscript contains versions of the pieces “Desmonta da Cavalo,” “Oselino de ramo
in ramo,” “Cavalca caval Baiardo,” “Tu dici che son Fantina,” and, as we shall see, “Chala
Danza Zuan Piero.” In addition to the annotations about the provenance of the manuscript
contained in British Library 2006, there is an annotation contained in Catalogue 1862, 38, n.
383: “Pavane, saltarelli ed altri balli antichi in notazione di liuto. In 4 obl. paper. Manuscrit du
XVIe siècle, de 26ff. Aux ff. 19, 20, 22, on lit les noms de Giovanni Antonio et de Lodovico
da Bergamo.” This indicates beyond doubt that this is the same manuscript that previously
belonged to the collection of Gaetano Gaspari in Bologna.
34
See Gallico 1996 and Meine 2004, which offers a different approach. Jeppesen 1968-70 is
still a fundamental research tool.
35
Malatesta’s novellas—in part plagiarized from at least three sources—were probably written
before the end of the sixteenth century. Remarkable is the presence of Annibale Padovano and
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More problematic is the interpretation of the title “Monta su che son de
vella.” A possible explanation could be found in the slippage, normal in the
Milanese dialect, from vela to vella: if this were the case, the obscene meaning
is evident, the vela (sail) indicates, by synecdoche, the mast of the ship that
due to its shape represents the male member. But the Milanese word vella
can also indicate someone who is tipsy or walks very fast: also in this case,
the erotic meaning is evident and is defined by the verb montare, “to mount”
(Cherubini 1843, 232). A reference that comes close to this title is in the socalled centone first published by Ferrari in 1880, where the verse “monta che
son de vena monta su” appears. It has not been possible to check the original
print, and therefore the transcription of the word vena remains doubtful (Ferrari 1880, 440). The prevalence of the passage during the second half of the
sixteenth century, however, can be seen in a Parisian manuscript (F-Pn, Rés.
Vmd. 28) in which, on fol.15v, there is a composition entitled “Monta su che
son di vena in soprano” (Sources Manuscrites 1991, 116-8).36
For the mazzolo (mazzuolo), a mallet of reduced dimensions, one must
resort to the long line of references to objects related to the mattarello (rolling
pin) and therefore to male sexuality. As for the traditora, or traditorella, it is
likely that it derives from the dance song “La traditora la vol ch’io mora.”
Even if in its original meaning the word traditora describes a person who has
been unfaithful to his partner or companion or even any other person, in
playful language the subtext indicates, on the contrary, a woman subjected to
sodomy, as Jean Toscan and Donna Cardamone have both shown. In particular, Cardamone points out its use in the musical field by analyzing the text of
one of the villanesche set to music by Orlando di Lasso, “Tu, traditora, m’hai
puost’a ‘sto core” (Cardamone 2015, 73; Toscan 1981, vol. 4, 1760; Gallico
1996, 101, 114).
Another title difficult to interpret is “Che lia strazza la Socha.” In Italian
the word that raises the most doubts is socha, which in Milanese dialect means
“skirt” but also “cap.” In this case, the translation tells us “he tore off her skirt/
cap.” In the treasure chest of popular poetry this turns out to be the song
“Non dormite o cacciatori” (Don’t sleep, O hunters). There is a quotation
from “Chi gha straza la sarza” highlighting the term sarza in place of socha,
meaning “fabric” or “cloth.”37 A reference to the same title could perhaps
of the lutenist and singer Nicolò Calavrese (Calabrese) among the protagonists of novella IX,
fols. 22-26.
36
The possible Venetian origin reported here could be contradicted by the place-names written
on the end paper, which include Marche names such as Ascoli and Camerino.
37
Bologna, Museo internazionale e biblioteca della musica, Q. 21; Gallico 1996, 60, 110. Torrefranca 1939, 141, 503-6 for a transcription of the piece. Digital reproduction: http://www.
bibliotecamusica.it/cmbm/scripts/gaspari/scheda.asp?id=7130
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be found in the famous passage of the Baldus by Teofilo Folengo (Folengo
2006, 328-9):
Est qui saepe cridat sbraians:—Sona piva Pavanam,
fac Spingardoium, fac Strazzam, fac Matarellum,
seu Mazzacroccam, seu Spagnam, sive Gaiardam.

translated by Cattin as “there are those who often shout:—Piva, play a pavana,
do a spingardò, do a strazza, do a matarello or a mazzacrocca, or a Spagna, or
a gagliarda” (Cattin 1975, 197). One would therefore find the strazza in the
context of a set of better-known dances. A reference to the strazza also appears
in the Carte parlanti of Pietro Aretino, in the form of the phrase “to’ la straccia
furfante,” more probably, however, connected to the phrase pronounced by
the dancers in the “Pazzia del Ballo” of Zuccolo da Cologne: “to’ su la strazza,
furfante” (Folengo 2006, 328, note 223). This title, however, should be linked
more simply to the piece contained in a well-known manuscript for keyboard
preserved in the Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, “Tuo la straza furfante,” which,
however, bears no melodic relationship to the piece written by Borrono.38 Unfortunately, we do not have any further information regarding this title.
The presence in the Castiglione tablature of a “popular” repertoire rich
in subtexts commissioned by Borrono clearly indicates a tradition created
along the path marked by the poet Burchiello (1404–1449) and reinforced
in the Tuscan environment, for example, in the world of carnival songs, including those of Lorenzo de’ Medici. There is no doubt, however, that the
superfine work of codification, filing, and restitution of Francesco Berni, a
close friend of Francesco da Milano, made it the common heritage of most
of Italy.39 At the same time the northern Italian courts, particularly Mantua,
used these subtexts in the frottola repertoire, establishing the roots of this
style in a different kind of tradition, not directly descended from Burchiello.
Borrono draws from both lines of thought, forming a palette that paints a
sharp contrast to the fantasies of the other four authors present in the anthol38
Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, It. IV, 1227 (=11699), c.3r-v. Digital reproduction: http://
www.internetculturale.it/jmms/iccuviewer/iccu.jsp?id=oai%3A193.206.197.121%3A18%3
AVE0049%3ACSTOR.247.2202&mode=all&teca=marciana; modern edition Balli antichi
1962.
39
It is no coincidence that in the manuscript cited in the previous note, on fol.1v, an anonymous hand other than that of the extender of the codex wrote: “Berni mentions these two
dances in the Chapter of the Piva, which is the first in volume 2” referring to the passages “El
marchexe de salutio” and “Cavalca caval bagliardo.” See Berni 1538, c. 39v: “Et hor cavalca
su caval baiardo,/Sonasse hor il marchese, ch’io non curo/Più, che’l ballo sia allegro, ancor
gagliardo.” The Chapter of the Piva is a spurious work, as testified by Berni’s brother Tomaso
(see Berni 1555, p. 9), but it was often confused as a work of Francesco given the refined and
amused obscene representation of the Piva, a clear image of the male member.
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ogy and even with some of his own pavans.40 It is also probably the case that
the dances reveal homages to other musicians and that the “Saltarello ditto
Bagino” refers to a lutenist active in Milan at the end of the fifteenth century
who is a colleague of Giovanni Maria Giudeo. It is also likely that this refers,
without excluding the possibility of it being the same person, to Baptista
Bagino “bono parente et amico” of Gerolamo Morone, and camarero of Duke
Massimiliano Sforza in 1514 (Müller 1865, 209).41
This is also the case of the surprising “Pavana detta la Gombertina,”
which seems to conceal a homage to the profundo Gombert, as Bermudo magnificently defined him. There is no evidence at the moment of a possible
meeting between the two musicians, but Gombert’s presence in Italy in the
years immediately preceding the publication of Castiglione’s anthology may
have favored it. Both Francesco da Milano and Gombert were sure to be
found in Bologna in 1533 on the occasion of the coronation of Charles V as
emperor by Clement VII.
Borrono did not fail to pick up this line of a work whose title bore a dedication to a composer: it is also found in the “Pavana detta la Borroncina,”
the “Saltarello secondo della Duchessa” (perhaps dedicated to Christina of
Denmark, the widow of Francesco II Sforza?), the “Pavana novissima detta la Moniardina,” the “Pavana detta la Rinoldina” (dedicated to Rinaldo
d’Adda?), and others.
Another dance that has interested scholars is “Fa la danza Jo. Petro che la
balla ben,” found in at least two other sources and which must be related to
the text “Fa la danza Zan Piero, Fa la danza Zan Bon.” It has been hypothesized that the Zan Piero of the title could be the lutenist Zuan Piero in the
service of the English court, a lutenist and esteemed virtuoso, even if there are
no grounds for a definitive attribution (see British Library, 2006, viii-ix; xviii;
Mumford 1958; Dumitrescu 2007, 82-3).
Impact
Finally, the impact that Castiglione’s 1536 print had in Spain—even
more than on the Italian peninsula—should not be forgotten. John Griffiths
has clearly highlighted how the typographic work that led to the produc-

40
The same interest in music with “popular” subjects from the period of Castiglione’s
printing can also be traced among the tablatures in the Herwarth collection. See Ness
1984, vol. I, 37-40, where he describes the codex D-Mb Mus. Ms. 1511b, digital reproduction:
https://daten.digitale-sammlungen.de/0010/bsb00104622/images/index.html?fip=193.174.98.30&id=00104622&seite=1” .
41
I will deal with this lutenist in a forthcoming article on Giovanni Maria de’Medici.
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tion of the Seys libros by Luis de Narváez was in all likelihood based on that
of Castiglione in Milan. In fact, Narváez chose the same format—even if
Narváez’s volume is in an octavo apaisado format, while Castiglione’s is in
quarto oblong—and the same multiple-impression printing technique used
by the Milanese typographer for his work (Griffiths 2010). It is also worth
noting Narváez’s strong interest in Italian lute music, which his probable trip
to Italy in 1536 may have heightened, as well as having allowed him to purchase the volume published by Castiglione. Narváez’s interest in Italian music
also is found in his request for the privilege to publish his works as well as
other polyphonic compositions and “otras de Francisco Milanés y de Luis de
Gusmán para tañer vihuela” (Ruiz Jiménez 1993).
Another sign of the possible circulation of Castiglione’s print in Spain is
found in the Libro de musica de vihuela, intitulado Silva de Sirenas (1547) by
Enríquez de Valderrábano (Brown 1965, 15475). It contains a fantasia (fols.
70-70v) described in the table of contents as a “Fantasia en el tercero grado
contrahecha a la del milanes,” a parody of the fantasia on fols. 55r-56v of
the Castiglione volume. One of the peculiarities of this piece is that it was
misattributed: in the tabula it is indicated as a “fantasia del ditto” assigned
to Francesco da Milano on the basis of the piece that precedes it. In reality,
the composition should be attributed to Alberto da Mantova on the basis of
style and because of its unequivocal presence in the later posthumous editions
of Alberto himself (Brown 1553/9). The misunderstanding could have been
avoided had Castiglione and Borrono placed the correct attribution at the
head of the composition, as normally happens in the volume. Unfortunately,
in all three surviving copies this does not happen, so the attribution had to
be based on the table of contents at the front of the book. Valderrábano must
therefore have taken the information directly from the Castiglione print or indirectly from another copy, now lost, based on the Milanese volume of 1536.
Numerous pieces from Borrono’s anthology were enjoyed in the Germanic lands. The indefatigable Hans Gerle included nineteen compositions
in his Eyn Newes sehr Künstlichs Lautenbuch, published in Nuremberg in 1552
(Brown 1965, 1552/1). Here the composers’ names are given in German:
Franciscus von Maylandt, Marx von Adler, Albrecht von Mantua, Hans Jacob
von Mailandt, and Petter Paul von Maylandt. In the Register diser Preambel,
however, the names are given as Francisco Milaneso, Marx von Aquila, Albrecht von Mantua (unchanged), Hans Jacob de Milano, and Peter Paul de
Milano. The piece misattributed by Castiglione to Francesco da Milano is repeated by Gerle. At least one copy of the 1536 volume is known to have been
on German soil, in the extraordinary collection of music and tablatures of the
Herwarth family, where its listing is unequivocal: “Intabolatura de leuto de
diversi autori, novamente stampata da Raynaldo Dadda. In Melano for Jo.
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Antonio Casteliono. 4-1536” (Martinez-Göllner 1969, 48).42
The reception of the 1536 print was examined in detail by Victor Coelho,
who pointed out that the works in it were not reprinted in Italy until 1563,
when it was partially reprinted by Girolamo Scotto (Brown 1563/11) and
that the works had a limited manuscript circulation (Coelho 2016, 110-11).
This reading agrees with that of Mario Armellini, who points out, in a very
articulate study on Marcolini, how the Forlì printer was unaware of the work
of Castiglione in Milan and also of Sultzbach in Naples, the first in Italy to
print lute tablature with movable type. For the volume published in 1536,
Marcolini had requested a privilege in which he referred to his extensive work
seeking to recover the technique of multiple impressions invented by Petrucci:
per esser circa XXX. anni che fu uno Ottaviano da Fossombrono, che stampava musica nel modo, che se imprimono le lettere, et è circa XXV. anni che
tal opera non si fa, alla quale impresa si è messo non pur la Italia ma l’alemagna et la franza, e non l’hanno potuta ritrovare. Io Francesco Marcolini
svisceratissimo Servitor di quella essendomi affaticato molti giorni, e non
con poca spesa in ritrovar tal cosa, acciò che io possa godere il beneficio del
tempo, et denari spesi in tal faticha, richiedo di spetial gratia, che per anni
X. mi sia concesso
about thirty years ago there was one Ottaviano da Fossombrono, who printed music in the way that text is printed, and it is about twenty-five years
since that work was last done, an enterprise that is no longer undertaken in
Italy or even Germany and France, and no one has been able to rediscover
it. I, Francesco Marcolini, your most devoted servant, having labored many
days, and not with little expense in finding such a thing, so that I may enjoy
the benefit of the time and money spent in such effort, I ask for special
privilege be granted to me for ten years be granted me.

He sought exclusive license to print tablatures for lute so that nobody else
would be able to print them with characters from tin “or another alloy,” and
The Herwarth collection also included the Sultzbach volumes published in Naples dedicated
entirely to Francesco da Milano: “Di Francesco Milanese intavolatura de Viola, overo lauto, il
primo et secondo libro della Fortuna, Napoli, Joannes Sultzbachius, 1536” (Martinez Göllner
1969, 44). This is the only early evidence relating to these volumes, mischievously listed in
the collection of the Bibliothèque nationale in Paris just prior to 1969 and reported in Giraud
1969 (Rés. Vmc. 43 [2] [3]). In addition, it should be noted that the title of the second volume
of the Sultzbach print has a red title; the watermark in both volumes is based on a hand surmounted by a five-petaled flower design, not perfectly matching those listed by Briquet (Briquet 1907, 554-85), but close to another Neapolitan example of 1507 (Briquet 1907, 10745).
On the backplate one can see a double circle stamped in gold with the inscription “IOHAN.
/ AUGVST. / FOREST.” The two volumes were published in facsimile, see Milano 1988. For
questions related to iconographic matters, see Minamino 1997.
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reserving the option to print them using a woodcut technique. The privilege
dates from July 1, 1536, therefore when Castiglione’s print had been in circulation for two months, at least in the duchy of Milan. Had he known Castiglione’s print, Marcolini would have been surprised by the decidedly better
results and would not have made such blatantly incorrect denials to the contrary, even in view of the often unscrupulous acts of piracy that characterize
some sixteenth-century Venetian music printers. The survival of Marcolini’s
volume as an unicum hinders the possibility of clarifying why the colophon
indicates a printing date of May 1536 in the light of a privilege dated July 1
of the same year. But this reasoning would take us too far, so I refer you to
Armellini’s study for more details.43
Finale
The complexities of the publishing enterprise of Castiglione, Borrono,
and d’Adda in 1536 cannot, of course, be exhausted by one simple article.
Some aspects are perhaps clearer, but many still need to be investigated. There
is now more information about Borrono and his activity as a lutenist, but less
is known about the figure of Ioan Iacobo Albutio, even if his physiognomy
is also now less indistinct. His activity as a printer merits reevaluation, especially in relation to the printing of tablatures in Milan in the first half of
the sixteenth century. The reasons that still need to be clarified are those, for
example, that led to such high-quality printing carried out practically from
scratch after Petrucci’s ventures in Venice and Fossombrone. Looking at this
volume has raised an infinite number of questions, many of which remain
unanswered; it is only the first link in what was an intense collaboration between the three men, and later between Borrono and Castiglione, of which
only a faint trace remains in the annals of music printing, but which must
have been of great importance.
When a kaleidoscope reflects the product of its diffraction on a wall, it
is difficult to guess its starting point or where it ends. Those colors cover old
cracks, which began to open unpredictably, at first invisible, then more and
more marked, longer and more insidious. And so, in this work there can be
no conclusions; like the work of the kaleidoscope, this research is far from
being finished. The cracks remain. But if there is any point in writing this
The only detail that needs clarification is that in the record of Marcolini’s 1536 volume (Armellini 2009, 213), the number of folios is not thirty-four but thirty-six, of which fol. 35 is
blank (apart from the hexagrams), and thirty-six is blank on the recto and verso. The colophon
is, however, on folio 33 (recte 34). As for Castiglione’s book, the woodcut is not on fol. 1v but
on fol. 1r (Armellini 2009, 189, note 23).
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story, it should be for the sake of its protagonists and to restore something of
their memory. I hope that someone more skilled and with greater repose will
be able to give more life to this and a thousand other enterprises that have
given us beauty.
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APPENDIX: DOCUMENTS
Document 1. Establishment of a company between Giovanni Antonio Castiglione, Riccardo d’Adda, and Pietro Paolo Borrono. February 16, 1535 (Archivio di Stato di Milano [=ASMi], Fondo Notarile, cart. 8321, notary Pietro
Paolo Crevenna).
In primis namque convenerunt etc. quod dictus magister Iohannes Antonius teneatur et obligatus sit hinc ad annos decem proximos futuros, die
hodie incepturos, laborare in stampo intabolature canticorum a liuto et
clavacino sive clavicordo in stampo nomine et ad instantiam dictorum de
Abdua et de boronibus cum cantico figurato, ita et taliter quod durantibus
dictis decem annis proxime futuris dictus magister Iohannes Antonius non
possit nec valleat (sic) laborare per stampum intabulature nec aliter nec
alio modo alteri persone preterquam ipsis de Abdua et de Borronibus vel
saltem sine eorum spetiali licentia, minusquam instruere alias personas nec
personam preterquam Hieronimum de Corsico ablaticum [cancellato filium] ipsius magistri Iohannes Antonii, ita tamen quod ablaticus ipse pariter
non possit laborare alteri persone preterquam ipsis dominis de Abdua et
de Borronibus. Et hoc sub pena scutorum tercentum aurei applicandorum
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Camere ducali pro dimidia et pro altera dimidia ipsis dominis de Abdua et
de Borronibus casu contrafactionis.

Document 2. Dedication written by Rinaldo d’Adda
Allo Illu. S. Baptista Vesconte. Raynaldo Dadda Salute.
Non senza ragione fù domandato l’huomo un piccol mondo, send’egli participe et composto di tutti quelli elementi chel regono et lo governano, et
nel qual si vede l’eccellentia della natura, perché la natura attribuì a costui
solo tutte quelle cose ch’eron sparse et divise in molti ti [sic] corpi, et di
questi quello fu il più perfetto, che hebbe i sentimenti megliori, de quali
come per esperientia si vede, l’udire è il più utile et più piacevole, poi che
per esso solo l’anima nostra si fa dotta et si rallegra, intrando di quivi a essa
et per le ragioni et i melodiosi accenti delle Musiche, tra le quali per quel
ch’io conosco, et per che V. S. et molti altri nobilissimi spiriti vi dan opera,
giudico che quella del liuto sia la megliore, escettuata però la voce humana,
perché dopo essa, niuna percuote l’aere, et si appresenta a l’orecchio con più
suavità et dolcezza, ne più rapisse a se, l’anima di quanto si faccia l’armonia
d’esso liuto. Adonque per la bontà et Eccellentia sua, et passarmi il tempo
in qualche studio honesto, mi son messo a comporre, et mettere insieme le
presenti canzoni, mottetti, et altre compositioni di huomini gravissimi in
questa arte, che non solo appertengono al Liuto, ma ancora altre musiche,
et sarà questo mio libro, come un verde prato pieno di varii et odoriferi fiori, de quali V. S. corrà quelli che più le agradiranno. Il qual Libro, ove son
parte delle fatiche mia, l’ho dedicato a essa, che per le molte Virtù, per gli
costumi, per la grandezza de l’animo, et nobiltà di sangue, è vero essempio
di gentilezza, et nel quale gli occhi della cità nostra son tutti volti, tirati da si
alto principio quanto è quello ch’egli ha datto Iddio, la natura, et gli antichi
sua. Piglilo adonque V. S. et per diporto qualche volta l’usi, et trovandolo
come spero, la supplico diffenderlo con l’autorità sua contra di coloro che
con invidiose parole volessero mordere l’honor mio, il quale ripongo in le
man sue, et humilmente me le raccomando.

Document 3. Illustrissimo et Excellentissimo signore principe Signor Ducha de
Milano mio signor patrono semper observandissimo
Ben che io non habia alcuna famigliarità con vostra Illustrissima signoria,
non di meno per essere io dato [?] la servitu di vostra Excellentia ho arditamente scrito questa mia a Vostra Excellentia facendo intendere a quella
como li giorni passati ritrovandomi in Mantua vene uno messer Francesco da Lodi auditore del medegino et havendo conversato con luy molti
giorni et como fratelli se alargò et dissime che non passaria uno mexo che
vostra excellentia daria del culo in terra. Io per essere di vostra Excellentia
fidelissimo servitore scrise al signor Petro Paulo Arigono quale dete avixo al
signor Conte Masimiliano Stampa, et il prefato signore Conte me mandò a
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ciamare. Io vene il giorno di S.to Bartholameo et fuy in Castello dal prefato
signore Conte et concluse cum sua s.ra [sic] che dovesse tornare a Mantua
et che subito fusse lì questo da Lode che dovesse avixare che lo mandarebe a
tore. Il tutto feci et vene il Castelano di Cremona et messer Mario Arigono
et me disso esso messer Mario che l’era venuto con il castelano solum per
visidare il Ducha di Mantua. Io per essere zeloso di vostra Excellentia disse
donqua questa cossa he misso da canto luy me disse che molto se maravegliava che non havese scrito il signor conte quello se ha fare. Io poi pregay
che dovesse venire a Milano et per meterli più freza disse andareti presto per
che coluy he qui ben che l’era duy giorni che hera partito, ma per benefitio
di vostra Excellentia io li feze questa busia poy la sera me voleveno prendere
mi. Io me tiray da parte non sapendo che, per tanto humillmente prego
vostra Illustrissima signoria che per lo amore de Dio quella si guarda per che
più brevo vostra Excellentia hara ne le mane costuy da Lode et quella conoserà ch’io haro dicto la verità et ogni volta che vostra Excellentia vole venir
a Milano et quela me faza inprechare se non troverà sia la verità non altro a
vostra Illustrissima et Excellentissima signoria per infinite volte de continuo
como sciavo riccomando da Mantua ali 8 settembre 1531.
Di vostra Illustrissima et Excellentissima Signoria
Fidelissimo et servitor
P. Paolo Borono

Document 4. Illustrissimo et Excellentissimo doctore [Scipione de Vechigi] patrono mio sempre observandissimo
Il giorno de sancto Bartholomeo da sera proximo passato, essendo mi in la
camera del signor Conte Maximiliano Stampa parlando de messer Francesco da Lode auditore del marcheso de Musso, et de molte cosse importantissime per la excellentia del signor ducha io cognobe alora v.s. essere effectionatissmo [sic] a sua excellentia per tanto ho presso ardire scrivere questa
mia a v.s. humilmente pregandola che se digna parlare al signor Conte Masimiliano et farli segurtà per mi di questo zoè che l’è vero questo ho dicto et
scrito et che sua signoria me lassa questo affanno a mi che farò questo serà
posibelo per darli questo da Lode ne le mane vostre [?] li malfatori et s’io
non il facio sono contento che sua signoria me sia perpetuo inimicho et che
me faria amazare como uno traditore ch’io sono contento. Io dicho questo
per che mi ho a dolere sino al terzo ciello de messer Mario Arigono per che
l’è venuto qua con il castellano di Cremona per fare quello effetto ha v.s.
et steno qua tuto uno giorno senza dirme niente poy la sera me voleveno
prendere mi. Io me tirai da parte per che me defiday pensando mili male
diceva fra me non essere qui costuy forse che me voleno mi per fare ch’io
dica chi è quello che de fare l’effetto per se fussene venuto realmente et
dire siem qua per si fata cossa haveria fato che se fusseno intervenuto tri o
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4 giorni de modo che haveria opperato di sorte che la cossa se seria saputo,
hora intendo che messer Mario ha dicto che le tre septimane che coluy non
he stato qui lassati dire perché l’è intervenuto da zente dove hera solito
alozare ma v.s. sia certo che l’è stato qua [?] cena con mi per tanto pregareti
il signor Conte me lassa gubernare a mi solo questa cossa mentre che’l ducha di Mantua si avixato che’l faza detenire quili che li dirà mi , questo mi
basta poy subito jo venirò a Milano et quando non sostenga questo ho dicto
voglio me faceno inpichare per la golla altro non acade salvo che a v.s. per
infiniti volte di continuo me ricomando.
D.v. Illustrissima Signoria
Fidelissimo servitore
P. Paulo Borono
Post scripta. In questa cossa, per che io sono fora di caxa mia con grande
spexa et sino hora ho consumato del mio, pur io sono contento né voglio
niente per questo sino non habia fato l’effeto salvo che ali tempi passati imprestaii a messer Mario Arigono v 10 et me ne ha restituito solo uno prego
v.s. che lo dica al signor conte et faza me li renda como spero»

Document 5. Illustrissimo signor patrono mio [Massimiliano Sforza] sempre honoratissimo
Lunedì proximo passato vene qua il signor castellano di Cremona et messer
Mario Arigono et decto messer Mario me fece chiamare et parlando di questa cossa granda luy se doleva de my per che io non li haveva scrito niente
et anchora diceva che v.s. non haveva dato risposta alchuna a la mia lettera.
Io me maravegliay molto et il pregay che volesse lassare qui Gotardino suo
servitore per che li disse che bisognarya mandare presto a Milano, fu contento lasarlo et me promisso luy venire in persona da v.s. et disse per certo
il signor conte ha hauto torto a non avixare quello se ha fare circha questo
cossa de tanta importantia. Io ch’io so certo che la de tornare qui quello
amico fra pochi giorni. Io disse a messer Mario che volese venire presto et
per meterli più freza disse tornareti presto per che coluy he qui et se non fati
presto se partirà, a luy li fezi questa bosia solo per afrezarlo per che sto io
questo desiderio de squatare questa cosa seperando [sic] ser la mia ventura;
poy voleva parlare al signor castelano mi di questa cossa per che serà certo
che tale secreto con sua signoria se po dire aciò che insiema con v.s. molto
più afrezasse la cossa, me risposto messer Mario non ne fare niente. Lassame
il pensiero a mi che serà quì presto mi, he in questo mezo intrevenendone el
praticha poy disse dove alogielo io li mostrai dove hera solito alogiare inante
questa volta non pensando mi altro, la sera me pregay molto che volesse stare
li a cena fu forza per meterli et essendo hora da cena essendo hora da cena
essendomi da basso il signor castelano me fece dimandare suxo et me disse:
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Petro Paulo say tu per che sono qui credo che tu lo sapia ho che tu lo penso.
Io disso ho saputo da messer Mario che v.s. he venuto per invidare il ducha
de Mantua me rispose si beno ma sono venuto per ti, ho commissione dal
ducha di Milano de prenderti et con quelo altro menarve tuti duy a Milano
et di questo ho portato una lettera del ducha de Mantua che li dia in le mani
ti et quelo altro. Io restai tuto admirativo et disse non acade prenderme mi
per che ogni volta che harety costui in le mane venir per tuto et ge lo dirò
su il volto quanto me ha dicto et mostray andare a vedere dove hera coluy et
me tiray da parte per che sapea non hera lì defidandomi como inteso che il
signor ducha haveva scrito al ducha di Mantua che me facese prendere mi.
Questo proprio me vene de mio merito, questo ha la remuneratione de la
mia faticha farme uno tal scorno qua in Mantua, chi non pensaria male, me
venete mile fantexie ne la testa per che non so la causa per che stando qui
tuto uno giorno et non dirme niente a mi me dire de prenderme bastava
che v.s. me havesse fato scrivere quatro parole ch’io seria venuto per tuto et
così ogni piculo boletino haverà da v.s. venirò a Milano et far conosere a v.s.
che quili dicano male de mi ne mentino per la golla ch’io non sono homo
de dire a v.s. una cosa per una altra et non se troverà may che non habia
servito fidellmente la Excellentia dil ducha et così mentre haro vitta in corpo
li serò servitore similmente a v.s. et per che messer Mario disse a caxa mia
che aveva uxelato il ducha de Milano dicho che non dice il vero et aciò che
v.s. conoscha la verità vado a Ferrara et starò lì con quelo amicho de modo
che lo condurò a Mantua, o, però che venirò a Milano con quili che a questi
giorni vi scripsi, basta che s’io dovesse dispensare ogni cossa del mio che farò
di modo che v.s. dirò che sono homo da beno et quella troverà ogni cosa
quanto ho scrito essere la verità così prego Dio et la vergine Maria et Santo
Antonio che me faza brusare dil focho suo zoe che luy me ha dicto. Questo
ho scrito ne le altre mie ha che effecto debia fare una fincta de uxelare uno
principe ne v.s. forse che me ne reusito qualche utilità vero he che v.s. dati a
messer Ippolito, v dece ma a mi me dete 43 baiocchi 16, et tolse uno cavalo
a vitura et perdeti de quelo spendeti qui uno soldo l’uno de li bianchi de
modo che ala tornata avanzay tri julii si che per questo fazo conosero che
non fazo questo per dinare e prego v.s. ma faza tanto a piacere che me lassa
guidare a mi questa cossa ch’io spero in la gloriosa vergine Maria da Loreto
che io solo far reussire la cossa.
Altro non voglio da v.s. salvo che quela faza scrivere una lettera al ducha di
Mantua che faza prendere quili che dirò mi per che subito che luy serà qui
andararò mi dal ducha et far fare l’effecto et prego v.s. che per lo amore de
Dio v.s. se fida de mi et se non trova v.s. ch’io faza tuto quanto serà posibelo
quela me faza amazare como uno traditore et spero non serà tanta giente
che voleno essere beati per questa cosa v.s. non harà causa, se non fare a mi
quello piacerà a v.s. non altro prego v.s. me dia risposta zoe se haveti a caro
la servitù mia in questo per che non voglio altro et voglio consumare del
mio in questa cossa como ho già fatto per che spero al fino essere remuner-
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ato et a v.s. per infinite volte di continuo me riccomando Da Mantua ali 8
settembre 1531.
Di Vostra Illustrissima Signoria
Fidellissimo et humillissimo
servitore
P. Paulo Borono

“A most eminent man, but highly extraordinary”:
New Biographical Information on Giovanni
Girolamo Kapsperger (c. 1580–1651)1
Anne Marie Dragosits
A b s t r a c t : This article provides deep insights into the life of the composer and theorbo player
Giovanni Girolamo Kapsperger (ca. 1580–1651) based on previously unknown archival material.
Kapsperger, who befriended patrons, poets and intellectuals, spent his life in Venice, Augsburg,
Naples and Rome. At the peak of his career his radically modern compositions formed an important
part of the monumental cultural program of pope Urban VIII and his family. Among his elite associations, Kapsperger was particularly close to the circles around Galileo Galilei. In the months after
Galileo’s condemnation and the following upheaval at the Papal court, a noticeable silence surrounds
the Tedesco della tiorba. Spectacular material from newly discovered letters about a young castrato,
Kapsperger’s pupil for some months during 1647 and 1648, shows the man behind his music, even
if a difficult character at times, to have been an uomo eminentissimo, ma assai fantastico (a most eminent, but rather extravagant man).
K e y w o r d s : Kapsperger, theorbo, vocal music, Barberini, Rome, Accademia

I

n 1983 a pioneering article appeared in this Journal: “G. G. Kapsberger
in Rome, 1604–1645: New Biographical Data” by Victor Coelho (Coelho 1983). Hand in hand with the rediscovery of Kapsperger’s music for
theorbo and lute in the second half of the twentieth century, Coelho was the
first (and, for decades, the only) scholar to dedicate a detailed article to this
enigmatic figure who had fallen into oblivion—or worse, had devolved into
being called an amateurish “charlatan” by musicologists from the beginning
of the twentieth century. This is mainly a distant echo of a malicious anecdote
by the theorist Giovanni Battista Doni, whose publication in 1647 had no
effect at all on Kapsperger’s reputation (Doni 1647). Only after it was reprinted a hundred years later in the Lyra Barberina (Doni 1763) did it become a
popular source for musicologists. But by being quoted and magnified many
times, it seems to have erased the positive reputation Kapsperger had enjoyed
until at least the mid-eighteenth century (Dragosits 2020, 453ff.).
Much has changed since 1983. Kapsperger’s pieces for theorbo and lute
are now regarded as essential repertory. His vocal music as well has, at least
to a certain degree, become popular with musicians and audiences. Many
of the villanelle and some of his exciting arie and motetti passeggiati, highly
challenging repertory for singers, are now widely known. Much still remains
1
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unknown; despite intense and ongoing research, there are still considerable
gaps in his biography, and many of his vocal works in other genres still await
attention and performance.
This article will present Giovanni Girolamo Kapsperger as he was seen by
his contemporaries, namely, as one of the leading composers in Rome until at
least 1631. All the new information presented here is drawn from my more
extensive German biography of Kapsperger (Dragosits 2020), eventually to
appear in an English version by the same publisher. Critical remarks from his
circle of acquaintances or fellow musicians—Doni, Bellerofonte Castaldi, and
Vincenzo Landinelli among them—seem to have been inspired mainly by his
difficult character and his equally problematic social standing as a nobleman
and musician (a feat impossible to accomplish in those days), and not because
of any doubts about his competence as a musician and composer. That he
was a highly acclaimed and particularly expensive teacher not only for the
theorbo but also for singing and music theory, stands against the long-lasting
and still-present prejudice that he was just an agile instrumentalist who wrote
peculiar music full of contrapuntal mistakes. On the contrary, newly discovered documents prove that his reputation as a composer was high, and that
he took pride in depicting affects with uncommon and sometimes radical
musical means, thus becoming an important proponent of the Roman stile
nuovo. In the following pages Kapsperger’s life and career are outlined, only
briefly recounting facts already reported by Coelho and others; instead, it will
dwell more on a considerable amount of new information.
No document has yet been found in Venice to prove Kapsperger’s birth
in La Serenissima around 1580, although he declares himself as “nato in Venetia” on the birth certficates of two of his sons in Rome (ASVR, Parocchia
San Lorenzo in Damaso, Battesimi 6, fol. 270 r.). Any doubts about where he
spent his childhood are dismissed by him being addressed as “Venetus” and
“Italus” during his school years in Augsburg. His later nicknames in Italy, “il
Todeschino” and “il Todesco della tiorba,” indicate the reverse: in fact, he was
never perceived in Italy as “Italus.” Indeed, throughout his career he would
consciously use his German ancestry, always presenting himself as “nobile
Alemanno” on the frontispieces of his prints.
The position held by his father, Wilhelm Kapsperger, in Venice at the
time of his birth remains unknown. In his preface to Kapsperger’s “Madrigali” of 1609, Marcantonio Stradella, a cavaliere of the knightly order of St.
Stefano (and, much later, father of composer Alessandro Stradella) names
him a colonello, who had served the Habsburg empire with much “valor and
faith” (Kapsperger 1609, n.p.).
Even if Venice was in decline during the late sixteenth century, compared
to its earlier wealth and glory, it still must have been a more than inspiring
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place for Giovanni Girolamo in his childhood, with its unique architecture
and its rich cultural and musical life. Contacts with members of important
Venetian families and a journey to Venice confirm his long-lasting ties with
La Serenissima. In November 1612 Kapsperger applies at the Venetian border
for the Venetian printing privilege for all his prints published until that time,
likely only to protect them from being published by others without his consent (Agee 1983). No other traces of this visit have been found.
By at least 1591, the young Giovanni was sent to Augsburg, a rich and
blossoming city, where he attended the Jesuit gymnasium. The very recent
discovery of his school years in Augsburg between winter 1591 (at the latest)
and spring 1596 fills an important gap as nothing was previously known
about Kapsperger’s whereabouts before 1604.
In June 1593 he received the first payment of the Ulrich von Langenmantel-Stipendium, an award usually given to a rather different group: poor
students born in Augsburg who were already advanced in their studies and
destined for an ecclesiastical career (Dragosits 2020, 16ff.). That Giovanni
Girolamo was chosen as an awardee does seem to signal special protection
and raises the suspicion that his father—maybe a talented networker, like
his son in later years—might have arranged this through connections to the
Welser family, who had strong ties with Venice: humanist Marx Welser resided in Venice around the time of Kapsperger’s birth, and his brother Mattheus
was part of the committee responsible for the Langenmantel-Stipendium.
That Giovanni signed the trimestral receipts for the scholarship not only by
hand but also with a signet ring with his coat of arms is an explicit sign of the
noble standing of his family (Plate 1).
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Plate 1. Kapsperger’s signature at about fourteen years of age, from the receipt for payment
of one instalment of the Ulrich von Langenmantel-Stipendium (Stipendienquittung, December 1594; StAA, Stiftungen A-Z 143, Tom. II, fol. 70).
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The Jesuit college in Augsburg was founded in 1582 and soon enjoyed
an excellent reputation, attracting pupils from far away. Students received
a thorough education and had sought-after teachers such as Jakob Pontan
and Matthias Rader. It seems not to have been coincidental that Kapsperger
would later be called an erudite man and enjoy close contact with many poets, accademici, and intellectuals.
Kapsperger might have participated in Jesuit school dramas performed
by the students during his years in Augsburg (Dragosits 2020, 26ff.), a source
of inspiration for his Apotheosis sive Consecratio SS. Ignatii et Francisci Xaverii,
a commissioned work for the sanctification of the founders of the Jesuit order,
performed at the Collegio romano in March 1622.
On the other hand, the school’s musical environment seems to have been
rather austere. A detailed system of rules narrowed the scope of music exclusively to the praise of God: singing seems to have been a duty of the pupils,
with instruments used only for solemn services and played by paid musicians
(Dragosits 2020, 28ff.). When listening to Kapsperger’s so explicitly innovative and voluptuous music, displaying all the attributes of radical Italian stile
nuovo, it is difficult to relate this to the musical surroundings of his school
years in Germany.
But still there must have been a way for him to study his instrument
thoroughly—if not yet the theorbo, then no doubt the lute. So far no documents offer evidence as to his teachers. However, a large community of lute
players and lute builders existed in Augsburg, very close to Füssen. This was
an internationally known center for lute building, with numerous members
of luthier families spreading throughout Europe, and especially in Italy, where
they built up a dense network (Sisto 2010).
A boy of German descent sent to school from Rome, Jakob Pfender,
would become a close friend and edit Kapsperger’s first print in 1604: the
Libro primo d’involatura di chitarrone, calling Giovanni Girolamo his “fratello amorevolissimo” (his most beloved brother). New evidence suggests that
Pfender himself was an excellent theorbo player and even composed for the
instrument: A sketch for a frontispiece attributed to Francesco Brizio suggests
that Pfender was planning to publish a Libro primo d’intavolatura di chitarrone (Dragosits 2020, 61ff.). Franco Pavan recently published an article on
Pfender, convincingly arguing that Giacomo Antonio Pfender [Is Giacomo
the same as Jacob Pfender on next page?]is the author of several pieces in the
“Modena manuscript” for theorbo (Pavan 2021). Might they have developed
their interest for this “new” instrument together in Augsburg? Or did this
occur later when they both had returned to Italy as accomplished lute players?
Innovative German composers like Hans Leo Haßler and Gregor Aichinger, who had studied in Venice and were based in Augsburg during Kap-
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sperger’s school years, might have been willing to train a talented young
“Venetus” with connections to the Welser family. But until the discovery of
more precise information, Kapsperger’s musical formation remains a mystery.
Kapsperger unexpectedly left Augsburg at about sixteen years of age, for
reasons unknown. In March 1596 another study prefect is signatory of the
receipt of his trimestral share of the scholarship instead, and in the next receipt in June 1596 Kapsperger is finally called “profugus” (fugitive). So far, no
evidence suggests that Kapsperger committed any kind of crime. It seems that
in Jesuit terms “profugus” was applied to any student who stopped his studies
at a Jesuit institution, as can be seen in the case of Johann Joachim Fux, who
earned the same designation when he interrupted his studies. Kapsperger’s
good standing in later years with the Jesuits in Rome—so well-networked
as an international community—would suggest that he had left for reasons
other than misbehavior.
Perhaps his family called him back to Italy. A document suggests that the
family might have moved to Rome in the meantime, where at least his mother must have lived for several years. A very rare letter by the polemic publicist
Kaspar Schoppe, who moved in similar circles as Kapsperger in Rome, names
her for the first time: Dorothea Humblin, the owner of a house in Rome big
enough to rent rooms or apartments to young and rich German travelers on
their grand tour.
In this undated letter to an unknown German recipient, Schoppe, even
though addressing her by her noble titles, states not only that she treats her
guests badly and calls them all kinds of names, but also presents her as “the
worst of bad bitches” and even accuses her of witchcraft—a crime punishable
by death at this time (Jaitner 2012, 302ff.). At the climax of this artfully constructed defamatory letter, Schoppe reports that Kapsperger himself had told
him that she had poisoned his father! No report of such a crime has yet been
found. Unfortunately, this description does not give enough information to
even locate the whereabouts of her house, which might easily lead to much
more information in parish records.
Schoppe’s letter, though, must be read in the light of the fact that he—together with fellow German Johannes Faber, in whose correspondence this letter survived—acted as a spy for the Counter-Reformation, receiving payments
and honors from the pope for his service. Schoppe and Faber are openly accused of being spies in a contemporary pamphlet (Broccard 1679). Schoppe
tried to bring young German travelers under his influence (very often Protestant in faith, but highly responsive to the immense splendor of the capital
of Catholicism), and seems to have successfully convinced many to convert.
Kapsperger’s mother, obviously a strong and rather unusual woman, running
her own business, might simply have rejected his influence in her house—and
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thus have earned this mean-spirited yet artfully written description, capable
of ruining her reputation, by one of the leading polemicists of this time.
We next find Kapsperger in Naples in January 1604. He must have
married the Neapolitan noblewoman Girolama de Rossi by this point, who
would bear him at least nine children. As documented in records of the parish of Santi Giovanni e Cristoforo all’Ospedaletto, the birth of Kapsperger’s
presumably first daughter Dorotea in January 1604 opens a small window
into his time there, which otherwise remains obscure. That the girl is given the name of Kapsperger’s mother could either indicate that the episode
mentioned above occurred after 1604, or that by 1604 Kapsperger and his
mother, Dorothea Humblin, had reconciled.
Two contacts from his parish in Naples will later publish two of his prints
in Rome, and one even becomes a godfather to one of Kapsperger’s children.
The composer’s musical language displays a strong Neapolitan influence upon
some of his most beloved genres like the villanella. In fact, he would be the
first to include the alfabeto for the baroque guitar in printed vocal music,
in his first book of villanelle in 1610, thus foreshadowing a flood of similar prints of “alfabeto songs” that would appear in the next decades (Gavito
2006). Contact with Gesualdo is probable, but not documented. The musical
language of Kapsperger’s madrigals from 1609 and the inclusion of a version
of Gesualdo’s madrigal “Com’esser può” with virtuosic diminutions for the
theorbo in his Libro terzo d’intavolatura di chitarone (1626) shows his admiration for the principe di Venosa.
The Tedesco della tiorba’s first print, the Libro primo d’intavolatura di
chitarone (Venice 1604), is the first print featuring solo repertory for the theorbo. This book displays many of the attributes of Kapsperger’s publications;
indeed, his prints until 1640—with the exception of those dedicated by himself to members of his later patrons, the Barberini family—all follow this
standard: the print is presented by an “editor,” as Kapsperger the nobleman
refrains from presenting himself as a “musician.” The editor, who presumably
also paid for the publication (Dragosits 2020), dedicates Kapsperger’s own
music to the composer (who clearly, we are led to assume, has his mind on
more noble pursuits). The proud introduction usually includes a flattering
dedication, poems, and often beautifully engraved frontispieces with Kapsperger’s coat of arms and a sophisticated iconographical design. The poems
usually are written by prominent poets as well as accademici, the first literati
of many we meet in the composer’s vita.
By the spring of 1606 at the latest, Kapsperger had moved to Rome, close
to the Piazza Navona. Via parish records, we can follow his family life as well
as his career strategies and talent for networking, which becomes especially
evident in the choice of his children’s godparents.
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Plate 2. Excerpt from the stati d’anime 1606. ASVR, Parocchia Santa Cecilia a Montegiordano, Stati d’anime 1606, fol. 28v.

The stati d’anime (an annual census of “souls,” made by the parish priest
each Easter Monday) from the parish of S. Cecilia, just behind Piazza Navona, show that Kapsperger and his wife moved into a house possessed by
Michele Corradini in 1606 with a servant called Antonio (ASVR, Parocchia
Santa Cecilia a Montegiordano, Stati d’anime 1606, fol. 28 v.). His ever more
numerous family would stay in this house until around 1620.
That he is called “excellens pulsator tiorbae” in the death notice of his
daughter Dorotea in 1608, a wording highly unusual for this kind of document, indicates his quickly growing reputation (ASVR, Parocchia S. Cecilia a
Montegiordano, Liber defunctorum paroch. Eccl.iae S. Ceciliae ad Montem
Iordanum ab anno 1599 usq. ad 1621, fol. 133).
In his first Roman print, a book of five-part madrigals that appeared at
the turn of the year 1608–1609, the composer sets a noticeably large number
of poems by Giambattista Marino, presumably as a kind of homage. These
pieces are strikingly emotive, clearly demonstrating that Kapsperger was indeed able to apply not only polyphonic techniques but also mixed stylistic
elements in radical ways to obtain the perfect emotional tint for every word
of the text.
The second Roman print (1610), on the contrary, presents the first of seven books of villanelle (perhaps Kapsperger’s favorite genre?), which allowed
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him to create beautiful melodies, showing his talent to emphasize the flow of
poetry in music. Kapsperger’s villanelle circulated widely in differing versions
of his songs in manuscripts, contemporary prints of collections of canzonetta,
and even a painting by Giovanni Battista Natali (Dragosits 2020, 127ff.).
Kapsperger quickly gained entrance into Rome’s most exclusive circles,
first as a performer for the highest nobility, and then as a contributor to
the intellectual environment, befriending members of the Accademia degli
Umoristi and the Accademia dei Lincei. A short report of a private concert
for the Bentivoglio family, provided by Cardinale Bevilacqua, offers us a hint
of Kapsperger’s difficult character, as well as the perpetual conflict of being a
nobleman and a musician at the same time, which proved a nearly impossible
social balancing act (Dragosits 2020, 135). Interestingly, bishop Vincenzo
Landinelli, who describes Kapsperger’s pride with great irony, acted as the
godfather for one of his daughters two years later. Perhaps living in rather
close proximity in the same parish had brought them closer together.
An important friendship for Kapsperger dates from this period. Filippo
Niccolini—later made a marchese by the Medici and an important patron of
the arts as well as the editor of Kapsperger’s first lute book (1611)—would
remain a friend for decades and helped Kapsperger’s music to become known
and appreciated at the Medici court (as a letter dated as late as 1648 demonstrates). Ongoing research on Niccolini, the younger son of the Medici ambassador in Rome, promises ever more information on this important patron
(for example, see D’Ovidio 2020). Kapsperger’s only surviving son Filippo
Bonifacio, born in the same year as the Libro primo di lauto saw the light of
day (1604), bears not only the first name of his godfather Cardinal Bonifacio
Bevilacqua, but also the name Filippo, which seems not to have been merely
by chance. Filippo Bonifacio became a member of the order of Saint Francis.
While no further information on his life has yet been unearthed, two poems
published under his name in a collection in honor of a famous preacher suggest that he shared his father’s interest in poetry.
A newly discovered passage in the diary of Cesare Tinghi, the ceremony
master of the Medici, proves that Kapsperger played a private concert for
Cosimo de’ Medici and his family in May 1612. Maybe this was arranged
by Filippo Niccolini, who had left Rome for the Medici court in 1610. This
might be connected with a performance of Kapsperger’s cantata Maggio: the
music is lost, but the libretto was printed under his name in Florence. Its dedication to Cosimo’s wife, Maria Maddalena, states that it had been performed
at court. The identification of the last chorus—which is also printed with
music in Kapsperger’s second book of villanelle (1619)—as having been set
to a poem by Gabriello Chiabrera, suggests that Chiabrera may have written
the entire libretto.
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The two prints of 1612—the first book of arie and motetti passeggiati—
show again a new facet of the versatile composer: lavishly ornamented and
virtuosic monodies with basso continuo, creating both sacred and secular
music of high emotional impact. Some examples illustrate his style of composing in the radical stile novo, conveying the meaning and the emotional
content of each word.
This is confirmed by a newly discovered document: a short letter from
Cassiano dal Pozzo (January 31, 1615), asking about the quality of a collection of madrigals he had asked Kapsperger to judge. Kapsperger’s answer is
on the same sheet of paper, offering us his compositional credo: the two main
issues are the “texture of the music” and the “observation of the word.” The
text of the letter (Plate 3) translates into English as follows:
Most illustrious and most worthy Lord,
From Florence I am asked with urgency for an answer about those Madrigals, which I left, I don’t know how many days ago, in the hands of Your
Lordship, but I beg you, through your innate courtesy and kindness, if you
have considered them and can favor me with a reply giving me your opinion, and I excuse myself for not coming personally for this reply, which I
do out of double respect, be it to give my friend more ample satisfaction,
or because dispensing with your friendliness, I entertain myself by writing
some letters to Milan, and with this end I commend you with gratitude,
and I kiss your hands.
From home, the 31st of January 1615.
Your most Illustrious Highness’
most affectionate servant,
Cassiano dal Pozzo
Most illustrious and most worthy Lord,
I had sung to me the Madrigals your Lordship gave me and which, in my
modest opinion are excellent, both for the texture of the music as well as for
the observation of the words. I thank your Lordship for the honor you have
shown me and, begging you to keep me in your grace, I kiss your hands.
From home, the 31st of January 1615.
Your most Illustrious Highness’
most affectionate servant,
Giovanni Girolamo Kapsperger
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Plate 3. Letter from Cassiano dal Pozzo, January 31, 1615, with Kapsperger’s reply.

On the top of this page we see the letter dal Pozzo dictated to a secretary
and signed personally. Below we see Kapsperger’s characteristic handwriting
(ASF, Libro di Commercio 2743, loose leaf ). I am deeply indebted to Tim
Carter, who found this letter in the Archivio di Stato Firenze.
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Even if highly challenging for performers, the many passaggi and diminutions contained in those pieces correspond to the virtuosic Roman style
of singing, cultivated, for example, by the members of the Cappella Sistina.
Comparing Kapsperger’s passaggi with those noted down by Gian Luca Conforti and Francesco Severi in their treatises on ornamentation shows that they
are exactly “in style” with the art of singing in Rome.
As will be seen below, a bundle of newly found letters (ASPi, Uppezinghi
65) concerning the musical education of the young castrato Raffaello Mellini
in the late 1640s reveals the surprising information that Kapsperger was not
only an accomplished singer himself, but that he held a high reputation as a
singing teacher. This sheds new light on his arie and motetti passeggiati which,
in the twentieth century, have often been dismissed as unsingable creations of
an instrumentalist, not fit for human throats. Moreover, in his lessons with
Raffaello, Kapsperger teaches from his own prints, starting with complicated
embellished pieces, only later suggesting that the boy’s patron should acquire
a book of villanelle as a next step.
During the years up to 1615, Kapsperger quickly built up his reputation on a number of levels. He was a versatile composer in different genres,
always adding new and innovative elements to his printed music. He gained
admiration as well as a performer. He seems to have specialized in giving
private concerts for noblemen, the high clerus and Rome’s most important
accademie. For example, a travel diary of a Prince Bishop from Bamberg in
1613 speaks about a private concert of “the best theorbo player, born from
German parents,” together with the best harpsichord player, which at that
time in Rome points directly to Frescobaldi; interesting questions regarding
historically informed performance practice arise, as the duo harpsichord and
theorbo nowadays is not a sought-after combination, except for playing basso
continuo together in larger continuo groups (Dragosits 2020, 185ff.). Also
in 1613, Kapsperger was a sought-after and very expensive teacher: letters between Brussels and Rome about a theorbo pupil sent from the Flemish court
state the quality of the Aleman de la theorbe as a teacher—and his high fees
(already at this stage in his career he asks twice as much as other teachers in
Rome) (Dragosits 2020, 183ff.). Last but not least, Kapsperger had gained
entry into Roman high society and into the most exclusive intellectual circles,
being perceived not only as an interesting artist, but also as an erudite and
educated man—an accademico, obviously able to converse about many more
themes than “just” music.
In 1615 at the latest, Kapsperger founded his own accademia, presumably a regular gathering of music lovers at his home. The two instrumental
prints connected with this accademia again employ different musical styles: a
book of dances and a book of sinfonie. The sinfonie deserve special attention
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as Kapsperger (himself an accomplished basso continuo player) includes up
to three basso continuo lines at the same time, incorporating many solo passages for the different continuo voices on long bass notes. The exercises for
improvising runs and ornaments in his third theorbo book (1626) are very
helpful material for interpreters of the sinfonie, but also for basso continuo
players on every instrument, not just on the theorbo. These exercises and
other material from theorbo manuscripts have been transcribed by Theodore
Kitsos (Kitsos 2005). The inclusion of these practical parts (including a chart
in French tablature) can be explained with Kapsperger using his prints also as
teaching material—a clever business model, clearly proven by several letters
about Raffaello Mellini’s musical education.
We do not know if his Capricci a due stromenti, tiorba e tiorbino ever
appeared in print, as the few mentions in nineteenth-century music encyclopaedias may confuse it with Bellerofonte Castaldi’s print of the same name.
The two famous theorbo players must have known each other quite well, as a
rather ironic poem by Castaldi makes clear (Castaldi, “De le Rime burlesche,”
fols. 152v-153r).
While his many publications during these years, including two more
books of villanelle in 1619, illustrate the prosperity of his career, his family
life is overshadowed by many deaths. Only four out of nine children survive
childhood. We have already met Filippo (b. 1611), the only surviving son,
who did not share his father’s ambitions and preferred to live a much more
modest life as a frate minore, a monk of the order of St. Francis. Anna Maria
(b. 1606) and Clarice Vittoria (b. 1619) remained with their parents until
Kapsperger’s death in 1651. Livia (b. 1621) lived with the family until at least
1644: her name is listed in the stati d’anime of S. Caterina della Rota in 1644,
but at the next address in S. Biagio in Montecitorio her name is missing. She
might have married or entered a monastery, as seems to have been planned
for her sister Clarice in 1645. In a letter to Duca Ferdinando Orsini, the abbess of S. Maria Maddalena in S. Gemini (Umbria) asks him to support her
in the task of recruiting Clarice, “eccellente nella musica,” to the monastery.
The abbess is convinced that by the entry of a talented young musician, the
fame of her monastery would grow considerably (Dragosits 2020, 216). Clarice stayed with her family—might Livia have gone instead of her? Further
research on this question is planned.
In 1622 Kapsperger receives a prestigious commission for a large, staged
work for the festivities at the Roman Jesuit College during the canonization
of the order’s founders. His Apotheosis on a libretto by the Jesuit Orazio Grassi
was performed several times with the applause of “tutta Roma,” as the title
page of the manuscript in Vienna states, by “nobilissimi et praestantissimi
adolescentes et musici clarissimi” (A-Wn, Mus. Hs. 16013 MUS MAG; title
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page: by the most noble and excellent young men and the most famous musicians). Now that we know Kapsperger was himself a Jesuit pupil, it seems
likely that he knew the style of Jesuit school dramas intimately. The piece is
clearly not an opera; Coelho calls it a “large allegorical painting with music”
(Coelho 1997). The music is fashioned so as to be performed by pupils, yet
Kapsperger used the same type of homophonic choirs in later works designed
for professional musicians. To our ears homophonic choral composition lacks
interesting features—but in Kapsperger’s day homophonic choirs must have
been perceived as rather shocking and extremely modern to Romans, still so
used to hearing complex polyphony of sacred music. Francesco Bianchi, who
sang Saint Francis Xavier in the Apotheosis, was Kapsperger’s most famous
singing pupil.

Plate 4. Copper engraving by Matteo Greuter of the last scene of the Apotheosis with its
impressive stage setting.

During these years Kapsperger was in contact with another famous Roman college, the Collegio Clementino, which provided education exclusively
for young noblemen. Little documentation survives, but it seems that Kapsperger could have worked there as a teacher, as many of the editors of his
prints published in the early 1620s were students of the Clementino.
With the election of Maffeo Barberini as Pope Urban VIII, Kapsperger’s
career reached its pinnacle. From newly discovered letters regarding Raffaello
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Mellini it emerges that he knew the pope already “in minoribus”—that is,
before he became pope. We do not know when and where they met, but Cardinal Maffeo Barberini was an active participant in Roman cultural and intellectual life. He was a member of the Accademia degli Umoristi and enjoyed
close contact with Galileo Galilei, with whose Roman allies, the members of
the Accademia degli Lincei, Kapsperger was closely associated. Virgino Cesarini acted as a godfather for Kapsperger’s daugther Livia in 1621. Kapsperger
had set poems by Giovanni Ciampoli before their close collaboration for Urban’s court: at least two compositions on lyrics by Ciampoli were published in
Kapsperger’s prints of vocal music in 1623. A libretto by Ciampoli (I cinque
cigni, 1625), performed for the anniversary of Urban’s election, suggests that
Kapsperger might even have played in the celebrations for the new pope in
1623: “Di lunghe fila armata / Tiorba à febo amica / Con alemanno ardir
fulmini, e tuoni” (Armed with long strings / the Theorbo, friend of Phoebus
/ with German fire, lightning and thunder).
Urban VIII would reign for more than twenty years, and Kapsperger’s
work in the following decade can be seen as part of the monumental cultural
program of the Barberini family, covering all sort of genres: from intimate
music for the papal chamber, sacred music for different settings, to the Missae
Urbanae, and even a-capella litanies (all dedicated to Urban and his nephew
Francesco), operas, or a cantata for the wedding of Urban’s nephew Taddeo.
Soon after Urban’s election, Kapsperger made a clever strategic move and
set some of his Latin odes; Urban appears indeed to have been an ambitious
poet. Kapsperger’s Poematia et carmina would gain him access to the pope’s
inner circle, and even brought him praise from his aforementioned critical
contemporary, Giovanni Battista Doni, who in 1626 sent the book to Marin
Mersenne in Paris. Doni even lauded Kapsperger’s intellect and character, but
mostly his skill as a composer. This same Doni would later be the gravedigger
of Kapsperger’s good reputation for centuries.
Tuscan poet and intellectual Giovanni Ciampoli was Urban’s secretary of
briefs and chamberlain. While Kapsperger’s choice to make him his librettist
for many works over the next few years may show him to be a shrewd networker, the connection with Ciampoli was probably close enough to have
been a real friendship of two similarly high-flying characters. In his letter to
Mersenne, Doni reports that Kapsperger often has the honor of “having his
works sung” in the private rooms of the pope in the Vatican palace, where he
and Ciampoli seem to have been regular guests.
Their first important collaboration was a dramatic work in honor of the
Polish Prince Wladislaw Wasa, who had won a battle against the Ottomans
in present-day Romania. La vittoria del Principe Ladislao in Valachia, performed for an elite audience in February 1625 at the Vatican palace, was
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highly praised by Gabriello Chiabrera and repeated for Cardinal Maurizio
di Savoia’s Accademia dei Desiosi. The music for this and Kapsperger’s other
dramatic works is lost. We only have the Apotheosis and his cantata for Taddeo
Barberini’s wedding in 1627 as material from which to form a hypothesis
about the compositional style of his large-scale dramatic pieces. Together Ciampoli and Kapsperger climbed up and down the career ladder; Ciampoli’s
fall from grace as a consequence of Galileo’s trial seems to have also abruptly
ended Kapsperger’s golden years at the Barberini court.
Until that event, a constant flood of prints appeared: some of them published in the name of their editors and dedicated to the composer as before,
but most of them dedicated by the composer himself to Cardinal Francesco Barberini, Kapsperger’s direct patron, and Urban VIII. In addition to his
position as a gentiluomo in Cardinal Francesco’s service, he received regular
commissions for organizing the music for masses in the titular churches of
Francesco as well as of his brother, Cardinal Antonio Barberini.
Twice the Cappella Sistina performed a mass by Kapsperger: once after
the official service (December 11, 1626) for Ciampoli, the papal ceremony master Paolo Alaleone and the cardinal-protector of the Cappella, Lelio
Biscia; and once for the solemn service at Pentecost 1627 because the pope
“wanted to hear it,” another sign of the favor in which he stood with the pope.
Many of Rome’s most famous singers performed Kapsperger’s works often, and some had even studied with him (Dragosits 2020, chapters 15.4.1.
and 15.4.2). In fact, the most virtuosic vocal music by Kapsperger corresponds perfectly with the elaborate style of singing that was the fashion in
Rome at this time.
But Kapsperger also composed secular and even dramatic works for the
Barberini. While the attribution to him of the lost opera Marsia is not yet
assured, we know that he composed Fetonte upon the libretto of another poet
friend, Ottavio Tronsarelli, who seems to have remained his admiring friend
even to the 1640s, when Kapsperger’s fate changed for the worse.
The trial and conviction of Galileo Galilei in 1633 dealt the intellectual environment of the Roman accademie a serious blow. The pope, who as
a cardinal had admired and supported Galileo and his circle—in particular
members of the Accademia dei Lincei—was forced by adverse political circumstances to abandon one of his favorites. Together with Galileo, many others fell from papal favor; Kapsperger’s friend Ciampoli was even exiled from
Rome. With documentation of his monthly salary, it is clear that Kapsperger
maintained his post in the service of Francesco Barberini until 1646, but he
seems to have lost all prestigious and financially rewarding commissions. His
loss of prestige must have weakened his public stature considerably.
The very same Doni (infamous for his sharp tongue), who in 1626 had
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written the enthusiastic letter to Mersenne, must have changed his mind
completely about the composer: his vicious anecdote about Kapsperger’s
unsuccessful attempt to force his music into the repertory of the Cappella
Sistina, thereby trying to replace that of Palestrina, seems to describe a wholly different person. It would over the centuries devastate the public’s regard
of Kapsperger’s character and, more important, his compositional skills. No
documentary evidence supports Doni’s claim. On the contrary: the aforementioned two performances of masses by Kapsperger in the very detailed
diaries of the Sistina show no hint of a scandal. Instead, they mention an
attempt by Stefano Landi (himself a singer in the Sistina at the time) to force
his responsories in the repertory of the chapel between 1631 and 1633, arousing fierce protest from his colleagues. Could Doni have falsely ascribed this
scandal to Kapsperger? Same crime, different author?
After the zenith of his career, things grow quiet around the composer. Between 1635 and 1644 we find the family at a new address, in the only house
that can be identified precisely: Via di Monserrato 62, the house next to the
church San Girolamo della Carità.
His two last prints appear in 1640: his fourth book for the theorbo includes a series of character pieces in addition to the usual collection of toccatas. The seventh book of villanelle indicates that his shift to sacred music
during his service for the Barberini wasn’t merely a strategic move: Kapsperger transforms the originally clearly secular form of the villanella by setting
sacred or moralistic poetry by a priest, Hippolito Franceschi. In fact, Musica
spirituale and the close proximity (and even confusion) between amor sacro
and amor profano in Rome as the capital of Christendom, serves as a centerpiece in comprehending the composer’s vocal music in general. The polymath
and Jesuit Athanasius Kircher must have been a close contact of Kapsperger’s,
as his many mentions of the composer in his monumental Musurgia (Rome
1650) prove. Kapsperger, also known as a theorist, might even have helped
Kircher (who was no musician) with many sections of the book.
For the final piece of this article, which constitutes the culmination of my
research, a short personal introduction is necessary for context. After collecting most of the material for this biography, I went to Pisa for a last short (so I
thought) check, following a lead from a citation in an art history book—not
even knowing if it was worth the travel. Discovering the aforementioned vast
collection of letters (ASPi, Uppezinghi 65, yet unknown to musicology) in
the Archivio di Stato in Pisa was a tremendous surprise of enormous value,
well beyond my book on Kapsperger. The collection entails many hundreds
of pages and presents an exhaustive documentation of the musical education
of a young castrato (called “il castratino” in those letters): Raffaello Mellini
from Pistoia, who began in autumn 1647 to study with Kapsperger for half
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a year. From March 1648 onward he was a pupil of Jacomo Carissimi at the
Sant’Apollinare, a major center of Roman musical life at that time.
Mellini entered the service of his Pisan patron Francesco Lanfreducci il
giovane (1592–1656) in the early autumn of 1647, at the age of fifteen. The
Pistoian priest Vincenzo Comandi (who over the following months became
something like Lanfreducci’s agent in Rome) led the singer to Kapsperger for
examination. Soon afterward Mellini began full-time study with Kapsperger,
which comprised singing, counterpoint, harpsichord, guitar, and theorbo lessons. Lanfreducci collected the letters of Comandi, Raffaello Mellini, Angelo
Alaleone (his procurer in Rome), and many others who wrote to him on
behalf of his singer from 1647 to 1650. There are eight handwritten letters
by Kapsperger, which he sometimes sent together with music manuscripts
(unfortunately lost). The verbose Vincenzo Comandi wrote hundreds of letters of report to Pisa, which contain priceless information not only about the
pupil and his teachers, but also about music teaching, the art of singing, and
a great deal of general information on everyday life in Rome in the middle of
the seventeenth century.
At the beginning of negotiations, Kapsperger raises the suspicions of
the procurator due to his exorbitant fees—as we have already witnessed, he
had demanded twice the sum of other Roman teachers in 1613. During the
following months it will be Kapsperger’s “greed” (in the procurer’s opinion,
though increasingly also that of Comandi’s) that leads to a true crisis, and a
breach of the contract by the end of February. Kapsperger, in addition to his
monthly salary, sells his books of vocal music, from which he teaches. Surprisingly, he begins instruction with the most difficult repertory, the arie passeggiate. Over the next few months solid progress and rewarding work alternates
with crises big and small, and are documented by Comandi in every detail.
Comandi, while not a musician, soon becomes obsessed with what Raffaello
would need from a teacher: Even if the boy is talented, he lacks fundament
and the capacity to sightread, which Comandi believes form the basis for a
good singer. Kapsperger has his own ideas and style of teaching, and thus
conflicts arise. Unfortunately, Uppezinghi 65 does not contain the letters of
the patron from Pisa, but we find at least two sketches of letters Lanfreducci
sent to Kapsperger, containing exactly those orders Comandi had asked him
to convey.
In January 1648 a new and unexpected problem appears: Raffaello had
been staying overnight in the rooms of Kapsperger’s donne (his wife and his
two unmarried daughters, by then forty-two and twenty-nine) on the second
floor without the knowledge of the maestro, who was too ill with gout to
manage the stairs up to the second floor of his house. Comandi expresses his
suspicion about the situation, and in doing so surpasses any level of discre-
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tion by stating that at least the castratino cannot make the women pregnant.
At the end of the letter he begs the patron to “burn these pages.” His rather unexpected solution is to have Raffaello move to Kapsperger’s house as a
boarder, where he is given a room on the first floor, under the surveillance
of his teacher. Raffaello had been very unhappy in his uncle’s house (with
the eerie address Vicolo della morte), far away from Kapsperger’s house and
with nobody to really take care of him. Comandi at first is pleased with this
development: Raffaello will not lose time walking through half of Rome twice
a day, in addition to finally receiving good food and being fondly cosseted by
the donne. The two daughters, accomplished singers and instrumentalists,
also train him when their father rests. In many of those letters Kapsperger is
portrayed as a difficult old man, a disagreeable patriarch who is greedy and
selfish. On the other hand, Comandi will never (not even after his dismissal)
stop praising his capacities as a composer, musician, and theorist.
By mid February Kapsperger dared to speak about money again, one
time too many. Comandi asserts control during the days in which Kapsperger
was bedridden with a bad attack of gout, breaking the contract and depriving
Kapsperger of his pupil.
From the beginning of March, Raffaello stays in Sant’Apollinare, and becomes a student of Jacomo Carissimi. During the next years he slowly made
his way to becoming one of the favorite singers of the Apollinare. Kapsperger,
who might have lost his last good chance to earn enough for a decent living,
spoke badly about Raffaello’s talent, and the donne sent emissaries to the
portal of the collegio to try to convince the castratino to come back—but
Comandi cuts every contact between Raffaello and the Kapspergers.
In 1650, three years after the start of his studies, Raffaello had become an
accomplished singer, regarded as “the best singer in Rome” by his famous Pistoian colleague Atto Melani. He finally meets his patron Lanfreducci around
Christmas 1650 in Florence, but he would leave no further mark in music
history; Raffaello seems to have acted more like a secretary than a musician
for Lanfreducci. The strong dependency relationship between both is shown
by a touching letter Raffaello sends to Lanfreducci’s heirs in Pisa, describing
Lanfreducci’s death in 1656 in Malta.
Little is known about Kapsperger’s last years after the end of his teaching
duties in the service of Lanfreducci. His youngest daughter Clarice married a
much younger man of German descent in 1649, but Ferdinando Cheler died
after less than a year of marriage.
In January 1651 Kapsperger died and was buried in San Biagio a Montecitorio.
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Plate 5. Nomina defuntor. et matrimon. S.Blasij M.te Citorio ab Anno 1578 usq. ad 1694
(Register of births, marriages, and deaths 1578-1694). ASVR, Parocchia San Biagio in Montecitorio, fol. 58r.

This church and the streets around Kapsperger’s last address were demolished by autumn 1647 for the construction of the Palazzo Montecitorio at the
end of the seventeenth century. Today the palazzo is the seat of the Italian parliament. The whereabouts of the composer’s remains are unknown. By Easter
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1651 his widow and daughters still resided in the parish, but after this date we
lose their trace—and with them the traces of Kapsperger’s many unpublished
manuscripts that Comandi reports to have seen in his house.
A close survey of musicological sources through the centuries presents
what appears to be an unparalleled case of posthumous reputation damage
(Dragosits 2020, 453ff.). As we have seen, Kapsperger’s contemporaries—
even despite his difficult character—respected and admired him as both musician and composer. His vocal music was an essential part of the Roman
repertory of the first half of the seventeenth century. Although they referred
to him as the Tedesco della tiorba, they knew full well that he was not merely
a musician who wrote for his own instrument. This oversimplification is only
a more recent phenomenon.
In the years following his death, Kapsperger is mostly remembered
through complimentary quotations from Kircher’s Musurgia universalis
(1650). To his bad luck, however, Doni’s De praestantia musicae veteris (1647)
was republished in 1763 (as part of the Lyra Barberina), at a time when the
first extensive musical history encyclopaedias were being written. Doni’s anecdote, largely unnoticed a century before, was then accepted as truth and
disseminated widely. Giuseppe Baini, who published a detailed biography
of Palestrina in 1828, seemingly took this anecdote rather personally and
stylized Kapsperger as Palestrina’s main enemy—hereby adding the first of
a considerable number of new anecdotes to a story that even Doni had not
intended. Part of his outrage is evidenced by his claim that Kapsperger wanted to replace Palestrina’s polyphony with dance music! This alone reveals the
poor quality of research behind such claims against Kapsperger. Baini seems
also to have misread “tiorba” for “tromba,” and his book indeed seems to be
the source of the rumor that Kapsperger played the trumpet, an absurdity
some encyclopaedias still promulgate to this day.
Furthermore, in 1878 August Wilhelm Ambros devoted a long chapter
to Kapsperger, citing him as an example of the monodic style in Rome (which
Ambros generally disparaged). His damning coverage sounded the death knell
for Kapsperger’s reputation, which resounded far into the twentieth century.
Through the rediscovery of his works by theorbo and lute players during
the last decades, Kapsperger’s music has begun to receive wider interest. Yet
even now his works encounter substantial prejudice. This article, and in much
more detail, my biography of the composer, offers a new, clearer image of
the Tedesco della tiorba, enabling its readers to listen to his works—radical,
extravagant, and a bit crazy as they may be—with fresh ears.
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Abbreviations
ASF
ASPi
ASVR
StAA

Archivio di Stato Firenze
Archivio di Stato Pisa
Archivio Storico del Vicariato Roma
Stadtarchiv Augsburg
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Constructional and Technique-Related Aspects
of the Baroque Lute: Contemporary Descriptions,
Iconography, and Original Instruments
Ian Watchorn
A b s t r a c t : The baroque lute is an idiomatic instrument that underwent continuous development
from the early seventeenth century until its demise in the 1770s. Treatises such as those by Robert
Dowland (1610), Thomas Mace (1676) and Ernesto Baron (1727) provide a framework for the instrument’s development. In its construction it is a highly individual instrument, quite homogenous
in many of its core aspects. It is these that define its sound, playability and structural integrity. This
has had a fundamental bearing on the repertoire composed for the instrument and its interpretation. This article analyses the instrument’s developmental framework, seeking to illustrate the detail
through examination of surviving original instruments. It provides an interpretation of how these
diverse elements may work together in a modern copy to maximise the idiomatic nuances that were
integral to the historical instrument.
K e y w o r d s : Baroque lute, Thomas Mace, lute construction, lute action, barring, fingerboard,
bridge.

A

lthough Robert Dowland is most commonly associated with the renaissance lute, his playing career, from the time of writing his Varietie
of Lute Lessons in 1610 until his death in 1641, spanned the first
period of development of the baroque lute. Because the development of this
instrument was so varied and used such a myriad of tunings, the term “baroque lute” may loosely be applied to describe lutes of ten or more courses
of strings, and not tuned using the intervals of 4-4-3-4-4 that characterize
the vieil ton of the renaissance lute. Dowland’s treatise provides the earliest
insight into developments that would culminate in the fully-fledged baroque
lute on which we now base the instruments we build and play.
After Varietie of Lute Lessons, the literary source that truly heralds the
arrival of the baroque lute is undoubtedly Thomas Mace’s treatise “The Lute
Made Easie” in his work Musick’s Monument from 1676. The lute section of
Mace’s work is a do-it-yourself tour de force, empowering prospective players
not only to embrace the new style, but also giving them the knowledge they
needed to buy, string, re-fret, and repair their own lutes at home. While a
responsible conservator of the early twenty-first century might not endorse all
of Mace’s recommendations, they are nonetheless uniquely informative with
regard to constructional detail and its pertinence to the new way of playing.
Indeed, “making the lute easie” provided enormous scope for making it ever
more complex, permitting its great exponents to explore new realms of musiJLSA XLIII (2020)
© 2022, The Lute Society of America
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cality to an extraordinary degree.
In this article I will examine the heart of this remarkable instrument from
a maker’s and researcher’s point of view. The focal point is the very core of the
lute —its body and neck—in which the complex interaction between setting
the action (“laying the lute,” as Mace puts it) and the achievement of tonal
fullness and clarity—together with structural stability—gives rise both to the
tonal ideal and technical facility that characterize the instrument.
“Idiomatic” is a most appropriate term in relation to the eleven-course
lute. The evolution of the baroque lute is clearly the result of innumerable
collaborations between makers and players. It is the universal adoption of
certain specific innovations that validate their practical value for players of
the period. These innovations at the heart of the baroque lute are a conjunct
of constructional elements that, together, give rise to the body of this instrument. This body may then be fitted with a variety of peripherals, thus determining its compass and configuration as:
• a ten-course lute with single pegbox;
• a lute of ten or twelve courses with an angled (sickle-shaped) pegbox for
the fretted strings and a stepped rider for the bass courses;
• an eleven-course lute with single pegbox and treble rider;
• a thirteen-course lute with single pegbox, treble, and bass riders;
• an eleven-course lute with swan-theorbo head;
• a thirteen-course lute with swan-theorbo head; and
• other less common variants.

Notwithstanding the variety of configurations, the body and neck for
all these variants remain fundamentally the same, though it does also evolve
during the period in question.
Constructional Details Identified by Thomas Mace
The essential constructional elements of the “new” lute were established
by the mid-seventeenth century. Although in detail they evolved further
during the course of the eighteenth century, the important constructional
elements described by Mace in 1676 are clearly evident on instruments either
made or converted from the 1670s onward.
The New “Easier” Lute
In “The Lute Made Easie,” Mace gives detailed reasons for this claim,
which clearly refers to the transition of the tuning—through various permutations—to the D-minor chordal tuning that was well on its way to universal
acceptance at the time Mace was writing:
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Whereas now, by the addition of six ranks of strings, all those hard crossgrained stops are undone, and brought to a natural form, and aptitude for
the hand; And are so very easie, that an ingenious child in half an hours
time, may readily form its hand to the whole number of hard stops, ordinarily in use, and generally requirable for the necessary scope of lute
play. (p. 41)

Setting up the Action: “Laying the Lute”
Following directly after the previous passage, Mace explains how a lute
should be set up:
Again, there is found by experience a better manner of laying our lutes, (as
we term it), which is done, by causing the fingerboard, to lye a little round,
or up in the middle; as well that the bridge (answerably) rise a little round
to it. Then secondly, to lay the strings so close to the fingerboard, that the
strings may almost seem to touch the first fret. This is call’d Laying of a
Lute Fine, when all the strings lye near the frets. Thirdly, Laying the ranks
of strings so carefully that the pairs may be conveniently neer, and the ranks
pritty wide. (p. 41)

Further on, Mace explains again the way lutes are to be set up, but that
older instruments were not built with curved fingerboards:
Again observe how it lyes, whether flat, or a little round under the frets,
from the treble to the 5th. or 6tn. strings. If it lye flat, it lyes not well; which
was the general fault of the old work-men a hundred years ago, and since;
till of later times we find that a round-laid finger-board, is a great advantage
to the easie stopping of a string, especially in cross-stops. (p. 50)

The Models
Lutes in the seventeenth century drew heavily from earlier instruments.
Many instruments of ten or more courses were made by modifying older instruments as well as by building new ones. The most prized instruments were
those made in Bologna in the sixteenth century. Other older instruments
were refitted or adapted in the ways described below.
i. The Bologna Model:
The slim bodied mid-sixteenth century lute as built by Frei, Maler, Wolf,
etc., was universally considered to be the optimal shape for the baroque lute,
as may be verified in a wealth of period sources and does not need further
development here. Any old lute of this form was a prized candidate for adap-
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tation, and the model was frequently copied. Plate 1 shows four lutes of this
type from both sixteenth- and seventeenth-century sources.

Plate 1. a) Engraving from a treatise on the French lute by Perrine, Paris, 1679; b) body of a
lute by Laux Maler, c. 1530 (Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg MI 54; c) detail of
a lute from a painting by Charles Mouton, c. 1690; d) lute by Hans Frei, Bologna, c. 1530,
with French conversion, c. 1680; the Halfpenny Frei in the Warwickshire Museum, UK.

The original Maler lute in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in
Nuremberg (GNM MI 54) is, from an historical standpoint, perhaps the best
preserved of Maler’s instruments (Plate 2). It is nonetheless in very poor condition and shows signs of having been repeatedly rebuilt at different times,
the last being by Leopold Widhalm in Nuremberg around 1750. Of Maler’s
original work, there remain only eight of the nine original ribs on the back,
and the lower part of the soundboard. All other parts are from various alterations in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
At the time of Widhalm’s rebuild around 1740 to 1750, this Maler instrument was already a poorly preserved and repeatedly altered fragment.
Notwithstanding, Mace’s comment clearly still held true in Widhalm’s time:
“the Chief name we most esteem, is Laux Maller, ever written with Text Letters: Two of which Lutes I have seen (pittifull, Old, Batter’d Crack’d Things)
valued at 100l. apiece” (48). Otherwise, the extraordinary lengths to which
Widhalm went in rebuilding this fragment as a German theorbo would not
have been deemed viable; it is clear from what survives of this rebuild that this
Maler fragment was definitely a viable musical instrument when Widhalm
completed his work on it.
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Plate 2. Maler/Widhalm German theorbo (GNM MI 54). Photos from c. 1970.

ii. Adapting the Broader Models:
From the late sixteenth century onward, makers such as Burkholzer, Tieffenbrucker, Rauwolf, and Mest built instruments with broader soundboards.
The models of the Füssen school built in this fashion were also frequently
rebuilt for the new style, since, as Mace insists, “First know that an old lute
is better than a new one” (48). Instruments of the broader model, such as the
Burkholzer below (Vienna KHM SAM44), give a pleasingly proportioned
result, while others, such as the Choc/Widhalm lute (GNM MI55) or the
Railich/Hummel (MI45) lute (below right), are less harmonious.
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Plate 3. From left, lute by a) Burkholzer (Vienna KHM SAM44); b) Choc/Widhalm lute
(GNM MI55), c) Railich/Hummel lute (GNM MI45).

iii. More invasive procedures were also undertaken to approximate the
Bologna model, as in the case of the anonymous thirteen-course lute (c.
1600) in Plate 4. This was sawn in half longitudinally during the rebuild by
Jacob Weiss in 1715 to reduce body width and better approximate the preferred model.

Plate 4. Anonymous lute (Kremsmünster No 5), rebuilt c. 1715.

Specifics of the Design
Builders had to adjust some of the constructional principles of lute making to take into account the increased number of courses of strings and other
matters such as performance pitch, and to make instruments that would allow players the comfort they needed to play effectively. Some of these changes
are internal and thus not visible, while others are external but not always
immediately obvious. Adjustments had to be made to the alignment of the
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neck, the barring of the soundboard, and the shaping of the neck, fingerboard, and bridge.
A. The Neck
i. Body axis and neck axis:

To achieve a more or less centered bridge (a factor important on the narrower Bologna model in particular), the neck needs to be set asymmetrically
in relation to the body axis (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Neck-body axis.

ii. Angle of the body/neck joint:

To further facilitate the centering of the bridge, while lessening the visual
impact of an asymmetrical neck, many lute necks were fitted to the body at an
angle other than 90o, such that the lower treble corner of the neck sat closer
to the bridge than the bass corner. This effectively displaced the neck to the
treble side of the instrument and permited a less obvious distortion of the
symmetry (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Angled neck joint.

B. Barring at the Bridge
Broadly speaking, one finds three types of barring at the bridge area on
baroque lutes. Older lutes from the sixteenth century converted to baroque
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lutes generally retain their original barring while makers devised new systems
for new instruments, particularly the use of fan barring.
It is the barring of the bridge area that must withstand the greatest stresses when under string tension. On historical lutes, therefore, this area was thus
frequently re-barred, both to correct any failures or deficiencies that may have
arisen, as well as to upgrade the barring to match the prevailing vogue as the
lute was changed and adapted to new repertoires.
The earliest form of barring for lutes adapted to the new style is similar
to that of the late renaissance period (1580–1610), with two treble bars and
a curved bassbar (see i. below). Thereafter, new patterns of barring emerged,
with fan barring described in ii. below being by far the most commonly encountered.
Particularly the Leipzig school, represented by the Hoffmanns and their
followers, employed a hybrid of the two systems until quite late in the eighteenth century (see iii. below)
i. Renaissance-style Barring:

A good example of renaissance barring on a converted lute is the Halfpenny Frei in the Warwickshire Museum. This lute may have begun its baroque life as a ten-course lute, with the chanterelle being added later to enlarge the compass to eleven courses. It retains the classic renaissance barring of
two treble bars and a curved bass bar. Barring of this type on converted lutes
is an indication of an early, possibly ten-course conversion, whose compass
was subsequently enlarged to eleven or more courses.

Plate 5. a) Halfpenny Frei, Warwickshire Museum, UK; b) Jakob Langenwalder, Krems,
Austria.
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ii. Fan Barring (Tielke, Schelle, Viennese school, etc.):

This is by far the most commonly encountered barring in eleven- and
thirteen- course lutes. The first example is the 1706 Tielke mentioned elsewhere in the text, whose barring is identical with numerous other Tielke
lutes, including the 1696 lute in Nuremberg (GNM MI 394). The second
example is a lute attributed to Hans Frei (Krems, Austria), with barring of
the Viennese school of the 1680s. Six or seven fan bars is common, with the
occasional addition of a short, central bar between the bass and treble fan bar
clusters, straddling the center joint and set more laterally, though still at an
angle, as in the 1755 Widhalm lute also in Nuremberg (GNM MIR903).

Plate 6. a) Tielke 1706; b) Frei, Krems, Austria; c) Widhalm 1755.

iii. Composite Barring (Hoffmann, etc.):

This barring is seen in many Hoffmann lutes and is a development common to this maker. It combines up to four treble fan bars and four or more
short fan bars with a curved bar in the bass area of the belly.

Plate 7. The inside of the bellies of two Hoffmann lutes (GNM MI 245 and Leipzig MIM)
(fragment).
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C. The Nut, Fingerboard, and Bridge
Mace’s expression “Laying the Lute” refers to determining what is generally termed “action” today, the height of the strings above the fingerboard
as well as the inter- and intra-course spacings, both for the left hand and the
right. When we examine the way in which this was achieved on late seventeenth- and eighteenth-century lutes, we discover a subtle and ingeniously
interwoven series of constructional details that determine not only the action,
but also the structural and tonal integrity of the instrument.
i. Curvature of the Fingerboard at the Nut:

The curvature at the nut is first described by Mace in 1676. There is
evidence to suggest that the amount of curvature increases with time, but it
is common to all lutes of the period and extends the full length of the fingerboard, gradually decreasing toward the body joint.

Plate 8. Three examples of nut curvature: a) Tielke 1706; b) Maler/Widhalm GNM MI54; c)
Weigert, 1722 GNM MIR 899.

ii. Curvature of the Fingerboard at the Body Join:

The effect of the curved upper surface of the neck extending over the
neck block and onto the outer edges of the back is clearly visible in this photo
of the 1706 Tielke during restoration (Plate 9). Visually, it produces a curved
joint-line where neck and body meet.

Plate 9. Three views of the 1706 Tielke lute fingerboard during restoration.

iii. Projection of the Fingerboard Curve onto the Outer Edge of the Body:

The projection of the curve onto the upper surface of the back, to which
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the belly is later glued, is clearly visible on the 1706 Tielke lute (Plate 10).
This curve produces a number of effects:
a. The edges adjacent to the rose area are lowered and tend to pull the rose
down, away from the string band.
b. The center point at the lower end of the body is the highest point on
the ribs. Once the belly is attached, a straightedge applied at this point
gives a straight line from this point (and, therefore, the center of the belly, directly in front of the bridge), which touched the centerline of the
fingerboard, from the body joint through to the nut. This straight-line
concordance is definitive for setting the action.
c. The abovementioned center point of the belly, directly in front of the
bridge, is therefore in a straight line with the center of the fingerboard.
The first two crossbars in front of the bridge must be curved sufficiently
to raise the belly line to this point.

From this alignment, the height of the curved string band on the bridge
generates the string line, and thus the action over the fingerboard.

Plate 10. Fingerboard curve on the 1706 Tielke lute.

iv. Curvature at the Bridge:

Mace speaks of a curved nut and fingerboard and of a correspondingly
curved bridge. A more or less curved fingerboard can be observed on all original lutes of the period, almost without exception. The arching of the bridge,
on the other hand, although an obvious logical consequence of arching the
fingerboard, is often more difficult to recognize in practice. This is in part
due to the complex distortion that occurs over time to the relatively light and
flexible structure of original period bridges.
Nonetheless, some clear examples do exist (Plate 11). Some instruments
have bridges that are actually curved longitudinally, the gluing surface being
intentionally concave, and the upper surface of the string tie block (and consequently the string holes) being correspondingly convex.
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Plate 11. Bridges from a) Widhalm, 1755 (GNM MIR 903) and b) Joachim Tielke, 1706
(Tie WV149).

Other lutes of the period have a flat gluing surface with a curved upper
surface of the bridge (and thus, the string holes), as is the case on the 1706
Tielke (Hellwig Tie WV149, Joachim Tielke . . . Deutscher Kunstverlag,
2022, 128-30).
It is important to consider this lateral curving of the fretboard and nut,
together with a series of allied elements that arise as a result of it. When seen
together, they point to an ingenious and almost universally adopted construction and setup method for the lute of this period. This method, which
simultaneously enhances structural integrity, tonal responsiveness, and playability over the full fretboard and compass of strings, interweaves the different
elements in a clever interdependence.
D. Examining these Elements
1. The curve of the fretboard is graduated with a tighter radius at the
nut, gradually flattening but not disappearing as it approaches the body join.
At the nut, this tight curve has the effect of raising each course of strings
slightly above its neighbor, thus allowing the courses to be closer together
than on a flat fingerboard. This economical use of the fretboard width facilitates fretting the seventh and eighth courses, which are frequently required
in the repertoire.
2. To achieve this, a lateral curve of graduated radius (described in 1
above) is planed onto the neck of the lute before gluing the belly. This provides the base to which the fingerboard is subsequently glued, so that the
graduated curve of the fretboard (explained in 1 above) is defined. This graduated curve continues along the entire length of the neck and the neck block.
In addition to this, the fretboard itself may also be radiused, especially near
the nut, to accentuate this curve still more. Clear examples of this may be
seen on the instruments of Schelle and Widhalm
3. On the bridge there is a corresponding but lesser curve of the string
band, which is set to accommodate the projected curve of the fretboard. Put
another way, the radius of the fretboard curve gradually increases as it ap-
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proaches the bridge.
4. There is a further projection of the curve of the neck onto the belly
edge of the outer ribs. This means that the belly, when glued in position,
is also laterally curved rather than flat, especially so between the rose and
the bridge.
5. Due to 4. above, there is a consequent need to curve the barring, especially the two lowest bars between the rose and the bridge, so as to maintain
the appropriate line for setting the lute’s action (see Figure 3).
6. This arching of the first two crossbars between the bridge and rose
imparts, in turn, a structural rigidity to the working part of the belly.
An analogy for this can be found in the arched overpass on a freeway,
whose arch resists the downward pressure exerted by the vehicles since, in
order to move downward, it must become longer, and this is impossible due
to the rigid nature of the surrounding structure.
This rigid surrounding structure on the lute consists of the outer ribs,
glued (and frequently also pinned with wooden nails) to the ends of the lower
bars, as well as being glued to the belly.
7. As a consequence, the two lower crossbars do not need to be so substantial in order to perform their structural task, a fact that has tonal advantages for a lute with a large compass. This is seen in many original lute bellies
of the period.
These general points from sections A, B, and C above are seen in the
following diagrams (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Design features of the baroque lute.
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APPENDIX
Conservation of an Eleven-Course Lute by Joachim Tielke,
Hamburg, 1706
This lute by Joachim Tielke is one of the main instruments referred to in
the preceding study. It was restored in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in
Nuremberg in 1986. The following is an English translation of the conservation report made in conjunction with the restoration.
Report
Label [printed]: Joachim Tielke/in Hamburg An. 16 [by hand:] 706 (with 7
superimposed over the printed 6).

Catalog Reference: Hellwig: Tie WV 149 (F. and B. Hellwig, Joachim Tielke,
2011, 128-30).
Description: An eleven-course lute of Brazilian rosewood, tortoiseshell, and
ivory, bearing the label above.
Provenance: In 1986 the instrument was brought in for conservation by Mr.
Berend Möller of Max Möller & Zoon, Amsterdam, on behalf of a private
owner in the Netherlands. The work was undertaken in the musical instrument
conservation workshop of the Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg.
Condition on Arrival: The lute was brought in pieces, with the pegbox and
the belly detached from the back and neck. It appeared to have been inexpertly
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opened, causing damage to the upper part of the belly and its lower edges, as
well as to the pegbox seating in the neck. All the major parts were original, and
the overall condition of the instrument was very good for its age.
Belly: Two pieces of fine-grained and very well quartered pine, book-matched,
with ivory and tortoiseshell bindings to the edge. The hexagonal geometrical
rose is carved into the belly from the inside. Traces of the template are visible at
the edges of the paper reinforcement glued to the inner face of the rose.
The bridge is original and the marking out and gluing surface preparation
employed in the Tielke workshop are clearly visible.
The barring is original except for the two crossbars nearest the bridge.
These are later, but still clearly made by an eighteenth-century lute maker.
The first crossbar has been reinforced with a wooden nail set through the side
and into the end grain of the bar. Though in this case this bar is unoriginal,
being later eighteenth century, it has nonetheless been fixed in this way. Similar bar nails can be seen on the 1696 Tielke MI394 in Nuremberg; this form
of reinforcement appears to be characteristic of the Tielke workshop.
The belly had a number of open cracks, some previously repaired and
reinforced with linen. The majority of cracks required the insertion of pine
fillets, as per the photos, to retain the original belly width. One of the fan bars
was missing and another loose.
The belly had also been stained an opaque dark red-brown color, as had
portions of the inside of the instrument. This stain was water soluble and
appeared to be some kind of walnut stain.
Back: Nine ribs of colorful and well-figured Brazilian rosewood with 2 mm
wide ivory fillets between each rib. The rosewood cap is in two pieces separated
by a 2 mm ivory fillet. The center of the capping strip carries an ivory button,
which is set in the center of the outermost strip of rosewood. The inner cap is of
pine and the reinforcement of the rib joints is linen. The neck block is of pine
and is oriented at right angles to the neck, with the inner face being approximately quarter-sawn and pierced by a large iron nail.
The original Tielke label is affixed to the central rib beneath the rose
opening in the belly.
Later linen cross strips and repair patches had been added to the back,
most of which had failed, requiring removal and repair. Some of these had
also been stained with the same water-based mixture as the belly.
Neck: The core of the neck is pine, veneered with engraved ivory and tortoiseshell inlay and purflings. It is fixed to the neck block with a single large iron
nail. The fretboard is also ivory and tortoiseshell and is curved laterally for its
entire length. The ivory and tortoiseshell inlay work is underlaid with a thin
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coat of red sealing wax, and the ivory finials set into the belly are double.
Pegbox: The pegbox is of maple, constructed in the customary manner, and
drilled for nineteen pegs. The front surface of the treble side pegbox wall shows
signs of a now missing chanterelle housing. The pegbox walls and blocks are
constructed so that the seating face is tapered to match the cutout in the neck
(see the attached drawing for details).
The pegs are unoriginal but fitted to the existing peg holes without appreciable alteration to their diameters. The walls, front face, and rear surface of
the pegbox are all veneered with tortoiseshell, the rear face being inlaid with
ivory and engraved, set as with the neck, over a coating of red sealing wax.
Dimensions:

Length overall:
Length body:
String length:
Body width:
Body depth:
Neck width:
Pegbox length:

Conservation Photographs
Before conservation

839 mm
491 mm
709 mm
303 mm
150 mm
99 mm—body, 76 mm—nut
256 mm
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During conservation

Interior of soundboard freed from old repairs and interior of soundboard fully repaired.

Exterior of soundboard during cleaning and exterior of soundboard with pine fillets inserted.
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Exterior of back with cracks marked for repair and interior of back with all cracks reinforced.

Rose during cleaning and repair.
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Rear of pegbox showing engraved tortoiseshell and ivory inlay and the sealing wax underlay
used beneath all tortoiseshell veneers.

Pegbox restored and reinstated with its replacement chanterelle of stained pearwood, and a
new set of hand-turned and rasp-fitted, black-stained plumwood pegs with ivory pips.
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After Conservation
The conservation work listed above brought the lute to a point of stability sufficient for it to be tuned and played. The tonal result when pitched at
a’=390Hz was pleasing, with a full rich sound in all registers, excellent definition, and clarity. Tonal comparison is a notoriously subjective activity, but I
was reminded of the passages from Baron’s Untersuchung of 1727 with regard
to Tielke’s lutes, translated in the edition by Douglas A. Smith listed below.
Somewhat later in 1986 I also completed a restoration of the 1755 Leopold Widhalm German theorbo, which likewise produced a good playing
result, as well as stabilization of the instrument’s structure. Again, this recalled
the passage regarding Schelle’s instruments (Widhalm, Schelle’s successor, not
being mentioned by Baron in 1727 in relation to the Schelle workshop). The
comparison of the two comments seems to me to be borne out by the playing
characteristics of these two lutes.

After restoration.

Notes on Construction and Setup
The following notes provide evidence of the points made by Thomas
Mace with regard to “laying the lute” or setting up the action. They address
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each point in sequence, beginning at the nut and proceeding to the bridge.
Mace’s manner of setting the action has further ramifications for the contouring and barring of the belly, which are clearly visible on the present instrument and can be further analyzed in conjunction with the working drawing
of the instrument that accompanies this report.
From Thomas Mace’s Musick’s Monument: “The Lute Made Easie”
“Laying the Lute”
Again, there is found by experience a better manner of laying our lutes, (as
we term it), which is done, by causing the fingerboard, to lye a little round,
or up in the middle; as well that the bridge (answerably) rise a little round
to it. Then secondly, to lay the strings so close to the fingerboard, that the
strings may almost seem to touch the first fret. This is call’d Laying of a
Lute Fine, when all the strings lye near the frets. Thirdly, Laying the ranks
of strings so carefully that the pairs may be conveniently neer, and the ranks
pritty wide.

On page 50 Mace writes:
Again observe how it lyes, whether flat, or a little round under the frets,
from the treble to the 5th. or 6tn. strings. If it lye flat, it lyes not well; which
was the general fault of the old work-men a hundred years ago, and since;
till of later times we find that a round-laid finger-board, is a great advantage
to the easie stopping of a string, especially in cross-stops.

Examining these elements in order, we begin with the fretboard at the nut:
Neck and Fretboard at the Nut:

The fretboard is strongly radiused at the nut. This lateral curvature extends the full length of the neck and the neck block, its radius gradually
increasing, as can be seen in the cross sections of the neck in the accom-
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panying drawing. The curvature is planed onto the neck before gluing the
fretboard, and its presence right down to the neck block is clearly visible in
the photos below.
Neck and Neckblock at the Body Join

The Bridge
The bridge has a slightly radiused curve to the upper surface, while the
lower gluing surface is flat.

Contouring of the Neck Block back at the Gluing Edge of the Belly

a. The lateral curvature of the neck is achieved by planing, after the neck
and body are joined. The diminishing curvature of the neck is set forth
onto the body of the lute. The centerline of the fretboard and the center
point of the lower edge of the body lie in the same plane, so that it is the
bridge height that generates the final playing action of the instrument, once
complete.
b. The soundboard gluing surface on the ribs is quite considerably radiused,
as is clearly visible in the photos below, and produces several different but
related effects:
c. The first is to combine the lower rib line at the rose area with flat or
slightly concave crossbars, to increase the space between the rose and the
string band.
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d. The second is to raise the bridge into the plane that will align it with
the projected fretboard, the lower end plane. To achieve this, the first and
second crossbars (the two nearest the bridge) need to be convex, thus raising
the bridge into the necessary alignment with the center line of the lute.
e. The third is to manage the considerable rise at the top end of the belly as
it transitions from the lowered rose area to the convexly curved fretboard.

This implies that the belly is not actually flat at all, but rather waved,
arching upward at the bridge, downward at the rose, and upward again as it
approaches the neck block.

Crossbars
Though now somewhat distorted, the first and second crossbars would
originally have had to be arched, as described above, to create the correct
alignment of the bridge in relation to the plane of the fretboard. The ends of
the lower three crossbars are cut so as to provide a substantial gluing surface
to the rib, and for extra reinforcement, the first bar is also pinned to the rib at
both ends with a wooden nail.

The holes for the wooden nails are clearly visible both in the ends of the
lowest crossbar and in the outermost rib of the back, at the point of contact
with the first cross bar.
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Fan Bars
The present instrument has six fan bars, the second of which (in the treble end)
is substantially larger, scalloped, and extends beneath the bridge. The general
pattern of fan bars is consistent with other Tielke instruments.
While both the distribution and number of fan bars vary from school
to school, the fan bar arrangement is, with the exception (to some extent)
of the Hoffmanns in Leipzig, a universally observable characteristic from the
1680s onward.

General Notes
All of the elements that make up the system for setting the action and
managing the different areas of the belly on a lute of this period are well-preserved and clearly evident on this Tielke instrument.
It is interesting to note that, when one examines the earlier, single pegbox
eleven-course lutes, such as the Halfpenny Frei, which is an early French or
English conversion apparently from around the 1680s, the same characteristics are present, though somewhat less pronounced than on this and other
eleven-course Tielke lutes.
When, on the other hand, one examines later eleven- and thirteen-course
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lutes, such as the Johannes Blasius Weigert, 1722 (GNM MIR 898), any
of the Schelle/Widhalm instruments—either GNM MI 46, MIR 902, or
MIR 903—or the Widhalm conversions of the 1740s and 1750s, such as
GNM MI 54 or MI 55, one finds these same characteristics, but somewhat
more developed.
This seems to infer a universal adoption and gradual development of
the ideas of the 1670s as delineated by Mace. This took place over several
generations of lute makers, culminating in the instruments of Widhalm and
his contemporaries. The universal adoption and development of these characteristics over time speaks for the efficacy of the system, both from the constructional/engineering viewpoint of the lute maker and from the standpoint
of performance and execution, facilitating musical realization for the lutenists
of the period.
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Rubbings from original Instrument.
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Rubbing of the original rosette.

Inner capping strip of quarter-cut pine.

Bridge area of belly during cleaning. Note original scored bridge outline and surface treatment prior to gluing.
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Neck block and nail showing original chamfer to leading edge. This assists repairers in inserting knives for belly removal.

View of bowl and capping strip. The two ivory buttons on this lute are original.
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Silvius Leopold Weiss and the Improvised Prelude1
Tim Crawford
a b s t r a c t : The prelude, whether pre-composed or improvised, presented an opportunity for lute
players of all periods to demonstrate their skill in improvisation and exploit their powers of musical
expression in a very personal way. The preludes and fantasias of Silvius Leopold Weiss (1687-1750)
demonstrate a masterful continuation of the same tradition. This article aims to show that some preludes in lute manuscripts from the middle of the eighteenth century contain features that are related
with attempts to emulate Weiss’s powers of improvisation. Unmeasured preludes for lute survive in
larger numbers than the well-known French repertory for the harpsichord. Some are based—at least
in their openings—on standard gestures; in particular, a common d-minor melodic formula can be
found in at least twenty-five examples from the 1650s through to Weiss’s early years of maturity.
Otherwise, a basic harmonic sequence provided a flexible structure for preludes as shown in sketches
or more complete examples in many sources. After a brief discussion of some prominent features
of improvised music, the article focusses on a group of manuscripts from Silesia showing that some
passages within written-out preludes in these sources are extracts from other works, including by
Weiss himself, suggesting that quotation may have been a step on the way to learning to compose.

key words:
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Prelude, Fantasia, improvisation, Silvius Leopold Weiss, Johann Michael Kühnel, Da-

If you are not able to make preludiums you must learne a great many of others
soe that takeing a peece of one and a peece of another when you come to the handling of the Lute in a Company people may thinke that you play a Preludium of
your owne made extempore. (“Mary Burwell’s Lute Tutor,” f. 40v)

T

he prelude is at once the most characteristic and the most mysterious genre of lute music. Its basic function at all periods, and in
all cultures in which the lute was (and is) used, was to introduce,
explore, or “research” (“rechercher,” “ricercar”) the mode or key of the music
to follow. The way in which this was done varied according to the prevailing
stylistic idiom of the period, but there are common features between preludes
from widely differing dates. In general, the prelude presented an opportunity

This article began life two decades ago as a paper read at Wrocław, Poland, at the 10th International Conference “Tradition of Silesian Music Culture” (March 2001). Since then, it has
been expanded somewhat. I am grateful to David Ledbetter (Manchester, UK), André Burguete (Dresden, Germany), and François-Pierre Goy (Bibliothèque nationale, Paris, France)
for helpful comments on drafts of this version. Thanks also to Grzegorz Joachimiak (Wrocław,
Poland), Miloslav Študent (Svatý Jan pod Skalou, Czech Republic) and Sophie-Antoinette von
Lülsdorff (Karl und Faber, Munich, Germany). In view of his long-standing encouragement
and advice over many years, this article is dedicated to the memory of Douglas Alton Smith,
who would undoubtedly have had something to add. I am also grateful to the late Claude
Chauvel (Bordeaux, France) for his help in obtaining materials.

1
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for lute players to demonstrate their skill in improvisation and exploit their
powers of musical expression in a very personal way. This is not the place to
give a history of the lute prelude and related forms such as the fantasia and
ricercar; it is enough to say that Silvius Leopold Weiss’s preludes and fantasias
demonstrate a masterful continuation of the same tradition. This article aims
to take a closer look at some of them and to show that a number of anonymous preludes in lute manuscripts from the middle of the eighteenth century
contain features that could be related with attempts to emulate Weiss’s powers
of improvisation, probably carried out in the context of teaching.
Lute Preludes
Since it is clear that the model for eighteenth-century German lute music was the earlier French school of lutenist-composers, it might be useful to
review the way in which the prelude of Weiss’s time fits into this tradition.
The earliest datable unmeasured prelude for lute, written in the hand of
René Mesangeau, is found in a manuscript dating from c. 1620.2 In the half
century between that time and the emergence of the much better-known repertory of unmeasured preludes for harpsichord, from the 1670s onward, large
numbers of preludes were written down in lute tablature. Listed in Christian
Meyer’s inventories of lute tablature manuscripts are over 600 preludes from
the baroque period, the great majority from the late seventeenth or early eighteenth century, very few of which are not of the unmeasured variety (Meyer
1991-99). For comparison, Colin Tilney’s 1991 compilation of the known
French harpsichord unmeasured preludes (to which perhaps a dozen need to
be added for recent discoveries) contains fewer than 100 works (Tilney 1991).
Concordances within the lute prelude tradition are generally rather rare,
and often arise from the literal copying of printed sources in manuscript.3 In
only one case to the author’s knowledge can a lute prelude be found in partial
transcription for keyboard. This is a prelude in Darmstadt MS 17, a keyboard
tablature dated 1672 that explicitly states that it comprises transcriptions of
2
D-Bs N. Mus. Ms. 479, ff. 76v-77. This has been confirmed as an example of Mesangeau’s
autograph by François-Pierre Goy (Goy 2008, 76).
3
Within the French repertory, a number of direct copies of preludes exist, such as those published in the Corpus des Luthistes Français, by Denis Gautier (Gautier, Denis, 1996, nos. 56
and 85); Pierre Gautier (Gautier, Pierre, 1984, no. 84); François Dufaut (Dufaut 1988, nos.
3, 87, and 97); Jacques Gallot (Gallot 1987, nos. 1 and 16); and Charles Mouton (Mouton
1996, nos. 1, 11, 15, 22, 36, 53, 86, and 16). In the later German/Austrian tradition, exact
copies are much less frequent; as an example, A-Kr, Kremsmünster Abbey Library, MS L77, f.
48v, “Praeludio 1mi toni,” is a close copy of the first prelude from Philipp Franz Le Sage de
Richée’s Cabinet der Lauten (1695).
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lute and mandora music on its title page.4 The opening prelude in the MS
(fol. 1r) begins with almost exactly the same sequence of forty-seven notes
found at the start of a prelude (in a layer probably copied in the 1640s or
1650s) in the “Swan” manuscript in the library of the Academy of Sciences in
St. Petersburg.5 The opening of the lute prelude and its keyboard transcription
(from Meyer’s edition) are presented and compared in parallel in Example 1.
Two other preludes from the same copying layer in “Swan” open in a similar
way: Nos. 11 (fol. 7r; see Example 2a) and 141, which is a slightly different
version of No. 77, using a different tuning (fol. 77v; see Example 2b). In fact,
very similar opening gestures can be found in at least twenty different lute
preludes stemming from the seventy or so years after its earliest appearance
in the “Swan” manuscript, including an example by S. L. Weiss that may be
an early work composed during his period in Italy, 1710–14 (see Example 3).
This seems to suggest that it was a recognized conventional opening gambit
for preludes in this key, to be followed by more “personal” material (none of
these preludes, with the exception of the two versions in “Swan,” continues
with the same music). A list of D-minor preludes beginning with this gesture
is given below as Appendix 1.
Example 1. Prelude openings compared: “Swan MS” and Darmstadt 17

Example 1a. Untitled (prelude), St. Petersburg ‘Swan’ MS, fol. 44r

4
D-DS Mus. Ms. 17; the title page reads: “Allemanden, Couranten, Sarabanden, Giguen,
Cavotten [sic] auß underschiedlichen Tonen mit sonderbahrem Fleiss von der Lauten und
Mandor auff das Spinet von Einem beedes der Lauten, Mandor und dess Clavier Verständigen
abgesetzet, Anno 1672, den 18 May” (modern edition Meyer 2003).
5
RS-Span Ms. O, no. 204 (facsimile edition Crawford and Goy 1994, no. 77, p. 44). Like
many other pieces in this manuscript, the original lute tablature has been adapted for performance on the baryton by adding bass notes to be played by the player’s left thumb.
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Example 1b. Prelude, Darmstadt 17 (D-DS Mus. Ms. 17), fol. 2, German keyboard tablature
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Example 1c. Comparative transcription of “Swan” and Darmstadt 17
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Example 2. Two further D minor preludes from “Swan”

Example 2a. “Swan,” no. 11, fol. 7r

Example 2b. “Swan,” no. 141, fol. 77v
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Example 3. Two later D minor preludes

Example 3a. Prelude, Rostock 54, Rostock 54, ?1670s (p. 33)

Example 3b. Prelude du meme, (Weiss *43) Harrach I, ?1710-14, fol. 57v

The Prelude in Weiss’s Music
By the later seventeenth century, printed lute sources (and some manuscripts) often give preludes at the beginning of each section beginning a
new key, but each suite does not always begin with a prelude.6 In general,
6
Printed examples include Esaias Reusner the younger’s Delitiae Testudinis (first published
1667) and Neue Lautenfrüchte (1676); Jacques Bittner, Pièces de luth (1682); Phillip Franz Le
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in the eighteenth century lute preludes have a great range of scale, from a
tiny sequence of a few chords through to the massive Preludio Nel quale Sono
contenuti tutti i Tuoni Musicali by Falckenhagen,7 which lasts as long as a
complete S. L. Weiss sonata in performance, over twenty-five minutes in a
contemporary recording (Beier 1997). In Example 4a, taken from the didactic manuscript Fundamenta der Lauten-musique (?c. 1710) in the Lobkowicz
library,8 the anonymous teacher presents a sequence comprising (i) a simple tonic—dominant seventh—tonic cadence, (ii) a series of ten chords, and
(iii) a more extended prelude, all with parallel figured bass notation to show
the underlying harmonic scheme. This can be compared with Example 4b,
a short D-minor prelude from Kalmar County Museum, MS 21072 (before
1715), which has a similar harmonic profile, and one in G minor from the
same MS that opens in precisely the same way (Example 4c).
Example 4 (Harmonic outlines)

Example 4a. Fundamenta der Lauten-musique, fol. 23v;

Sage de Richée, Cabinet der Lauten (Breslau, 1695). In his Lautenkonzerte (Vienna, 1699) for
lute with violin and bowed bass instrument, Ferdinand Ignaz Hinterleithner adopted a different strategy: the lute part opens with a single through-composed prelude (for lute solo) that
proceeds through the different keys of the partitas of the collection in order, marking the keys
and main cadences. How this was meant to be used in performance is not made entirely clear.
7
D-As MS. Tonkunst 2o fasc. III, fascicle 51.
8
CZ-Nlob (formerly CZ-Pu) Ms. II.Kk.51 (Meyer, Sources Manuscrites, III/2, p. 55).
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Example 4b. Kalmar 21072, fol. 29, Prel[ude] in D minor;

Example 4c. Kalmar 21072, fol. 42, Prelude in G minor

Weiss himself composed a prelude modulating like Falckenhagen’s
through all the keys (if we are to trust the Breitkopf catalog entry listing both
works with identical titles), which is now lost but can be assumed to have been
of similar scale.9 By contrast, the Dresden manuscript of his works (which the
anonymous compiler systematically organized by key) has some very short
preludes at the head of key sections that are little more than introductions to
establish the new key. It was on the grounds of their lack of compositional
interest that Douglas Smith excluded them from consideration as works by
Weiss (Smith 1977, 51-3); on the other hand, there is a possibility that they
had been extracted from a longer work, such as the lost prelude in all the keys,
and for this reason they have now been included in the Sämtliche Werke.10
The traditional “core” sequence of suite movements (allemande, courante, sarabande, and gigue) was well established by this time, and it forms the
basis for almost all of Weiss’s sonatas (he seems to have preferred this term
9
Breitkopf 1761: “XI. Die Laute … 6. Praeludia und dergleichen Lautenstücke”: “Falckenhagen, Adam, Mus. Di Cam. Di Marggr. Di Bareuth, Praeludio, nel quale sono contenuti tutti I
Tuoni musicali. a 1 thl. 8 gl” (manuscript copy: D-As MS. Tonkunst 2o fasc. III, fascicle 51);
loc. cit., “Weiss, Sylvio Leopold, Musico di Camera di Ré di Polonia, Praeludio, nel quale son
contenuti tutti I Tuoni musicali. a 1 thl. 8 gl.”
10
The preludes regarded as spurious by Smith have been included as items 29*, 30*, 31*, 32*,
and 33* in Weiss 1983-2013, vols. 5-8.
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to “suite” or “partita”), although he almost invariably also included a menuet
and usually some other galanterie such as a bourrée, gavotte, or paisane. The
two principal sources of Weiss’s music, both containing substantial autograph
contributions, the London (GB-Lbl Add. 30387) and Dresden (D-Dl MS.
Mus. 2841-V-1) manuscripts show clear evidence that in many cases—probably the majority—preludes were added, sometimes by the composer himself,
to the sonatas at some time after the original copying (Crawford 2006). Only
twelve out of the total of sixty-two solo sonatas from these two sources (about
23 percent) were copied with “integral” preludes. Extending the count to
include all 109 of the sonatas in the Sämtliche Werke adds a further ten sonatas to this tally (27 percent); eight sonatas open with a fantasia (or, in one
case, a capriccio in similar style).11 Furthermore, not a single one of Weiss’s
sonatas can be found in more than one source with the same prelude. No
fewer than three different preludes are associated with Sonata 12 in A (using
the Weiss 1983–2013 numbering), and we shall be returning to these later in
this discussion.
In “London” blank tablature pages were often left where preludes might
be inserted and, in at least two cases, Sonatas 26 and 27, Weiss himself added a prelude at a later time to one of his sonatas already copied by another
hand.12 It is likely that this book, like most other lute manuscripts of the
period, was compiled in association with lute lessons, the music copied in
either by a lute teacher or under his supervision to build a repertory of suitable material for lessons or private practice. The fact that space was left in the
initial copying phase for preludes clearly implies that they were in some way
necessary, but perhaps also that the composer preferred not to write them
down for his pupil (probably Johann Christian Anthoni von Adlersfeld, c.
1690–before 1741) at that stage in his teaching. (Madl 2000) Weiss’s powers
of improvisation were legendary; he was even compared to J. S. Bach in this
respect. One can be sure that this skill was amply demonstrated to pupils in
the intimacy of lessons, and it is probable that Weiss intended that his students should at least attempt to cultivate the art of improvising preludes; the
fact that written preludes needed to be added later suggests that the tactic was
not completely successful in this case. Even after a prelude had been added, it
seems that Weiss did not expect it to be played slavishly as written: one prelude not originally copied by the composer (Sonata 13 in D minor, London,

Eight other sonatas open with an “ouverture,” a movement type that is clearly not improvised
and thus beyond the scope of this article.
12
“London,” fols. 125v (Sonata 26 in D) and 129v (Sonata 27 in C minor). It should also be
noted that the prelude to the entirely autograph Sonata 1 appears to have been added after the
other movements were numbered by another hand.
11
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fol. 56v) has an extra line of music added in Weiss’s autograph that leads away
from the tonic key, apparently suggesting a direction for extending the piece
in the course of improvisation. The return to the home key is not completed,
and the extended piece must be finished by an improvised conclusion (see
Example 5).

Example 5. “London,” fol. 56v

Let us now look at some of the general characteristics of music that owes
its origin to improvisation. This is not the place for a thorough examination
of the stylus phantasticus13 and the repertory of the music from the baroque
period that is in that style, but the following summary is based on my own
observations, informed by comments from contemporary treatises (principally Mace 1676, Baron 1727, C. P. E. Bach 1762) and various modern commentators. The general features that are relevant here are:
i) sectional or episodic, rather than “architectonic,” structure, with ideas
presented in succession without an emphasis on thematic continuity
or development;
ii) occasional use of a common stock of musical material between works in
this style by the same composer;
iii) dependence on dramatic performance or rhetorical delivery.

Coupled with these are five technical features found in free preludes and instrumental fantasias; the first and last of these are especially idiomatic for the lute:
i) arpeggiated chords (with a wide range of variety of interpretation);
ii) virtuoso passagework (passaggi);
iii) prominent cadenza-like pedal points;
iv) passages of modulation with expressive dissonances;
The term seems to have been coined by Athanasius Kircher (Musica Universalis, Rome,
1650), though he probably intended to refer principally to the improvisation of counterpoint
by organists. This style and its background are examined thoroughly in Collins 2005.

13
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v) a bass line typically built on diatonic scales within sections marked off
by clear cadences.

Some notational features: pieces in this style by Weiss and his contemporaries
i) are generally unmeasured, though often with a time signature (presumably to indicate the basic tempo of the opening);
ii) often contain modulating sequences of block chords (frequently
without rhythm signs), sometimes marked to be played as arpeggios,
although just as often there is no explicit marking (concordant versions
sometimes give written-out arpeggiation patterns for these passages);
iii) sometimes contain rhythmically regular passages in contrast to the
generally “free” rhythmical style; these usually involve sequences, and
are sometimes measured and even barred;
iv) occasionally have in broken-chord passages a melodic, quasi-recitative
aspect that is somewhat concealed by the notation—the “tune” is differentiated by its position within the texture and by characteristics such
as ornamentation.

The matter of arpeggiation in Weiss’s preludes and fantasias was dealt
with comprehensively by Karl-Ernst Schröder in a study first presented at a
conference on Weiss in Freiburg-im-Briesgau in 1992, and that deserves to
be better known (Schröder 2002). From this it emerges that passages in block
chords (ii, above) were almost certainly intended to be arpeggiated, even
when not explicitly marked so. Some of the Silesian manuscripts which serve
as a case study on which this article focuses use a special form of notation,
with extra numbers placed above the tablature stave to indicate the method
of arpeggio performance, which is explained in a set of instructions copied at
the beginning of one of them (Smith 1976).14 These possibly relate to Weiss’s
teaching, although he does not use this notation in his own autograph manuscripts, and it is rarely found outside this particular group of sources.15
The use of preexistent music as a consequence of an improvisational approach can be divided into two main categories. First, there is the occasional
need for all performers to fall back on a common stock of personal “tricks”
that can be used in various contexts. Second, there is the entirely conscious
allusion to, or quotation of, music that the performer admires, often by way
of homage to its composer, a phenomenon that can be observed in all genres
of music in Weiss’s time, and very familiar from the habits of jazz musicians
See Appendix 2, below, WR2002.
One such example is a measured prelude in the hand of the Salzburg kapellmeister and lutenist Mattias Sigismund Biechteler (1668–1743), in A-Kr MS L78, f. 26v, marked “Harpeggio”
(twice!), whose first measure contains block chords annotated with the number “4” as well as
written-out arpeggiations (each sounding four notes).

14
15
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in our own.
Several of the features of the improvisational style mentioned here can
be seen and heard in a pair of pieces by Weiss in the stylus phantasticus from
the “London” manuscript (see Example 6). The second of these, an extended
fantasia probably from the mid 1720s (Example 6b), is clearly based on ideas
from the prelude copied a few pages earlier in the manuscript (Example 6a)
and to which frequent reference is made throughout the piece. These ideas
include melodic motives that a sensitive performer must disentangle from the
prevailing arpeggio texture in a way that would be hard to express in conventional music notation (such features are by no means explicit in the original
tablature notation, either).
Example 6. Prelude and Fantasia from “London”

Example 6a. Prelude (London, fol. 151v)
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Example 6b. Fantasia (London, fol. 153)

The Grüssau/Krzeszów Lute Manuscripts
This group of thirteen manuscripts is of considerable importance in the
history of the lute in the eighteenth century (see Joachimiak 2016). Formerly
in the library of the Benedictine monastery at Grüssau in Silesia (now Krzeszów in Poland), most of the manuscripts had been held at the musicological
institute in Breslau (now Wrocław in Poland) until World War II, and now
form part of the manuscript collection in Warsaw University Library (see
Appendix 2). One or two others were dispersed at an earlier period to other
collections, including one purchased at the 1929 Wolffheim sale by the Swedish collector Rudolf Nydahl and now preserved in a research library in Stockholm (Appendix 2, Stockholm), and most notably MS Mf 2002, which has
remained in the Wrocław University Library (Appendix 2, WR2002). This
latter manuscript, and another that is in the Biblioteka Narodowa in Warsaw
(Appendix 2, WN396), bear identically worded calligraphic title pages that
state that they were prepared for Father Hermien Kniebandl, who was at
Krzeszów until he moved to Bad Warmbrunn/Cieplice Sl. Zdroj some time
before 1737 (Boetticher 1978, 343). Together, these manuscripts, which are
unquestionably of Silesian origin, contain evidence of a vigorous school of
lute playing during Weiss’s mature years and soon after his death in a region
that lay directly on the path from his place of employment, Dresden, to Breslau/Wrocław, where his career had begun. Weiss undoubtedly maintained
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close contacts with the Silesian nobility as well as with the Polish aristocracy
through his employment at the Saxon electoral and Polish royal courts based
in Dresden and Warsaw, which he visited with the Polnische Kapelle as part of
his duties. However, the details of this patronage in his later career have still
to be researched in detail, and it is therefore not yet clear how closely Weiss
himself can be associated with the writers of these manuscripts, which contain no autograph material.
The Grüssau/Krzeszów manuscripts containing music by Weiss can be
very approximately dated thus: WR2002 (c. 1737), W2003/5 (c. 1740–55),
W2004 (after 1728), W2008/9 (c. 1744), and W2010/11 (?c. 1744). Most
of the music was therefore entered in the composer’s later years or soon after
his death. The general quality and accuracy of many of the Weiss pieces suggests that there was a fairly close link with the composer, and there are several
Weiss unica in the collection. An unusual feature of the group of manuscripts,
copied by a variety of hands, is that music often appears in duplicate copies
in more than one manuscript. The reason for this is not yet clear. In one case,
a manuscript was originally copied twice in its entirety (W2008 and W2009
are virtually identical in contents), and a substantial portion of the earliest
layer of W2003 was recopied as the basis of W2005 (see Meyer 1991-99,
III/2, pages 202-20, 183-8, and 194-9).
Among the preludes in these manuscripts, few are clearly ascribed to
Weiss. W2004 contains three sonatas entitled “Parthia del Sig. Weis,” each
of which opens with a prelude not found in other sources of the sonatas (see
Example 7). Those in D minor (to Sonata 11; see Example 7a) and F major
(to Sonata 1; see Example 7b) are not altogether typical of the composer’s
preludes, being in a non-improvisatory, running style closer to that of many
of his later sonatas’ fast movements (and, incidentally, somewhat reminiscent
of keyboard music, notably some of Bach’s preludes from the “48”).
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Example 7. Two Weiss preludes from W2004
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Example 7a. Prelude in D minor (W2004, fol. 1r)
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Example 7b. Prelude in F major (W2004, 4v)



















The third prelude in W2004, in A major, is one of three authentic preludes for Sonata 12 found in different sources (see Example 8). The openings of these three preludes present obviously different textures: Example 8a
(which is also found in a Munich manuscript as an isolated prelude not followed by any sonata) simply presents a sequence of block chords (D-Mbs
Mus. Ms. 5362); Example 8b begins with a written-out sequence of broken
chords; Example 8c starts with an elaborate arpeggiation of a single A-major
chord that settles into an unfolding of arpeggiated chords over scalic bass patterns. They are, however, unified by an identical harmonic scheme, at least in
their opening gestures; this can be seen in Example 9, where their progress to
the goal of the dominant chord, E major, is far clearer when the arpeggiations
are reduced to their generating chords in the manner of Example 8a. Example 9d shows the essential outline, a descending bass line spanning a diatonic
tetrachord from the tonic A to the dominant E.
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Example 8.Three preludes to Sonata 12 in A. Movements 8, 10 and 9 in
the Sämtliche Werke

Example 8a. 8. Prelude

Example 8b. 10. Prelude

Example 8c. 9. Prelude
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Example 9. Harmonic outlines of the three preludes from Example 8

Example 9a. Chord sequence of prelude 12/8 (Dresden & Munich MSS)
Example 9b. Chord sequence of prelude 12/10 (Vienna 18829)
Example 9c. Chord sequence of prelude 12/9 (W2004)
Example 9d. Common harmonic basis of 4a-c

The Grüssau/Krzeszów manuscripts contain a large number of anonymous pieces, among which are several preludes. These preludes sometimes
appear in several copies, sometimes identical, but more often with differences
in detail. Some of them bear the unmistakeable stamp of Weiss’s authorship,
while others seem to be in a style reminiscent of the composer but with much
less formal clarity and continuity and without his characteristic sense of a
dramatic unfolding.16
Several anonymous preludes from the Grüssau/Krzeszów collection
cannot be so easily attributed to the great Dresden master and show some
puzzling features. While we must accept that many sources of baroque lute
music, and therefore many important compositions of the prelude/fantasia
kind (which, as I have argued above, were usually improvised in any case), are
lost to us altogether today, it is striking that some of the Grüssau/Krzeszów
preludes contain substantial quotations from preexistent works in similar
style. Example 10a shows one of these, a D-major Prelude from WR2002,
page 8. It shares material with a Weiss fantasia whose source, a manuscript

An anonymous untitled Prelude in D from W2003/5, for example, must be regarded as an
authentic Weiss work, since it leads directly into an extended version of a capriccio found in
the London manuscript (SC *25), and in turn is followed by an allemande and sonata that
appear as no. 25 in the posthumous Breitkopf thematic catalogue (1769) of Weiss’s sonatas
(Brook 1966, 372). The entire sonata is published as Sonata 91 in the Sämtliche Werke.
16
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formerly owned by the Polish musicologist Alexander Polinski and now at
the Bibliothèque nationale in Paris,17 puts it among a group of similar works
“composées à Rome,” that is, when Weiss was serving Prince Alexander Sobieski in that city (1710–14), although the Paris manuscript was evidently
copied in Leipzig from its exemplar many years later, certainly after 173518
(see Example 10b).
Example 10. Common passages between a Prelude and a Fantasia by Weiss

Example 10a. Anon., Prelude in D from WR2002, page 8;

F-Pn Rés. Vma. ms 1213; a facsimile of the first page of the manuscript is reproduced in
Polinski 1907, 153.
18
The copyist of the Paris MS was Luise Adelgunde Viktoria Kulmus (1713–62), who moved
from her home city of Danzig to Leipzig in 1735 to marry the university’s professor of poetry,
Johann Christian Gottsched (1700–66). An expert lute player and harpsichordist, she took
some lessons and received music from Weiss, as mentioned in an autograph letter dated September 28, 1741 (Schulze 1968, 203), reproduced in facsimile in Smith 1977, 19-21.
17
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Example 10b. S. L. Weiss, Paris 1213 Fantasia in D (extract)

A Prelude in A from WR2002 (page 37), which also exists in slightly variant form in W2008/9 (pages 118-9 and 170-1, respectively), has a
more tenuous but also more intriguing link to Weiss. This piece, as Karl-Ernst
Schröder has shown, is partly the same as the fantasia that opens J. S. Bach’s
Suite for Violin and Obbligato Harpsichord, BWV1025, a work whose other
movements have been recognized as arrangements by Bach of Weiss’s Sonata
no. 47 (Wolff 1993; Schröder 1995). In the unicum source of the sonata in
“Dresden,” listed as number four in the Breitkopf catalog (Brook 1966, 370)
there is no fantasia, and Wolff proposed that Bach composed his fantasia as a
conscious imitation of the lutenist’s style (Wolff 1993). It seems equally likely
that, like the other movements of the sonata, it was in fact an arrangement
of an existing Weiss fantasia, adapted to the idiom and technical resources of
Bach’s own instrument (and possibly extended somewhat). It seems unlikely,
however, that the modest (and not wholly convincing) Silesian prelude was
entirely composed by Weiss, although we should not discount the possibility
that it derives from a work by him sketched out roughly for a pupil.19
Weiss is not, of course, the only composer whose works are represented in
the Grüssau/Krzeszów manuscripts. And, intriguingly, we find that preludes
The prelude is published as movement seven of Sonata 47 in A in Weiss 1983–2013, Appendix to vol. 6 (p. 210) and vol. 8 (p. 269).

19
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in the collection are sometimes based on music by other composers. One interesting example is an anonymous C-minor Prelude, marked “adagio,” from
W2008 (pages 152-3) that can now be identified tentatively as a work by a
less well-known lutenist contemporary with Weiss, Johann Michael Kühnel.
Several manuscripts of music by Kühnel appeared in two auction sales in
the twentieth century, the first in 1929 (Wolffheim 1929) and the other in
1956.20 Sadly, the purchasers of all these manuscripts remain elusive, and
much of Kühnel’s music (mostly chamber music for lute with other instruments) has disappeared. Fortunately, the catalog for the 1956 auction printed
a photograph of the opening movement of one of the works, entitled “Sommeil de Mr Kühnel”; this turns out to be a version of the W2008/9 prelude
with only minor variants in the music that is available to us (see Examples 11a
and 11b).21 Interestingly, a part of the figuration over a dominant pedal in
the bottom two staves reproduced in the photograph also appears in a Prague
manuscript of the 1720s (Example 11c), suggesting that the habit of quotation demonstrated in this article below is not unique to Silesia.22

Karl und Faber Kunst und Literaturantiquariat 1956, lots 467-78, pp. 53-9. The music lots
450-508 came from “einem österreichischen Fürstenhaus” [Harrach] according to a note on
p. 53 of the catalog.
21
Ibid., p. 55 (lot 474). Sophie-Antoinette von Lülsdorff, head of provenance and research at
Karl und Faber, kindly provided a photograph of the catalog illustration and informed me that
this lot (474) seems to have remained unsold at the auction; it may therefore have been sold
privately some time later.
22
CZ-Pnm Ms. IV.E.36, copied by Ivan Jelinek (1683-1759), p. 288, “Praeludium.”
20
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Example 11. Kühnel and others, Prelude in C minor

Example 11a. W2008, pages 152-3
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Example 11b. “Sommeil de Mr Kühnel” (MS now lost)
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Example 11c. Prague Gelinek, pp. 288-9

Among the Grüssau/Krzeszów pieces are some that also appear in David
Kellner’s printed collection of 1747 (Kellner 1747).23 These are found (all
without a composer’s name) in WR2002 (pages 15, 16-19, 32, 93, and 99100), W2008/9 (10-11/10-11, 12-13/12-13, and 134-5/199), and W2010
(pages 116-21), which, on the face of it, suggests that all three manuscripts
postdate the print’s appearance. However, Kellner’s collection is for an
11-course lute, an instrument that was effectively obsolete by this late date,
and it is just as likely that the music had circulated in manuscript for some
23
Kenneth Sparr points out that traces of Kellner as a lute player are strikingly lacking in archival or other sources, which contain much about his activities as organist and carillonneur in
Stockholm between 1710 and his death in 1748 (Sparr 2012).
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years before its publication. On pages 99-100 of WR2002 is a prelude that
seems to have been based on the opening fantasia from Kellner’s 1747 book;
in Example 12a this is presented in a complete transcription with a facsimile
of the relevant section of Kellner’s engraved tablature as Example 12b.
What is especially intriguing about this particular prelude is that it
also contains a similar quotation from a prelude by Weiss, in this case one
whose original manuscript went missing in the late nineteenth century, but
fortunately exists in a photographic reproduction and an almost complete
manuscript transcription by its former owner, the Italian musicologist Oscar
Chilesotti (Chilesotti 1912; see Example 12).24 A modulating passage from
the middle of the “Chilesotti” prelude is inserted between extracts from the
Kellner fantasia in a way that, without these identifications, would give little
idea that they were not part of a composition by a single composer in the
improvising style.
Example 12. Kellner, Weiss, and others, A minor prelude

Example 12a. WR2002, pp. 99-100

24
Chilesotti 1912, 858-81; the prelude is reproduced on p. 876; his manuscript transcription
is in the Fondazione Cini, Venice (see Rumore and Zanenghi 1987). Chilesotti also published
a piano arrangement of the prelude (Chilesotti 1915/1968, no. 12, pp. 14-15).
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Example 12b. Kellner Fantasia #1, page 3
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Example 12c. Weiss, A minor prelude from lost Chilesotti MS
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It is my belief that here we have evidence of a dilettante lutenist—or
group of lutenists—being instructed in the art of improvisation by the practice of “com-position” — literally, “placing together”— of fragments of existing music by lutenists they admired.25 While today this practice, explicitly
recommended over half a century earlier by Mary Burwell’s lute teacher in the
passage cited at the beginning of this article, might seem to us dangerously
close to unethical, it is perhaps to be expected, given the lingering traditional
importance of the concept of imitatio even in the eighteenth century, one by
no means confined to music. The fact that in these cases the writers of these
manuscripts were attempting to capture the spirit of improvisation they must
have so admired suggests that we have much to learn from their manuscripts
not only about the music they played, but also about the way in which they
played it.
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RS-Span Ms O no. 204 (“Swan” MS), f. 44, [n.t.]: Opening = #12 (see Example 1)

RS-Span Ms O no. 204 (“Swan” MS), f. 65, [n.t.]: Opening = #12 (see Example 2a)

D-SWl Mus. MS 641, p. 5, Entrée du luth, Pinel: Autograph (Corpus des Luthistes Français, M. Rollin & J.-M. Vaccaro, eds., Oeuvres de Pinel (Paris: CNRS, 1982, p. 2)

GB-LAN “Robarts Lute Book”, f. F1r, Prelude, Bourgaise: Autograph

F-Pn Rés. Vmf MS 48 (Keller von Schleittheim), ff. 70v-1, Prelude

D-ROu Mus. MS Saec. XVII-54, p. 33, Praelude: (see Example 3a)

1. 1650-60?

2. 1650-60?

3. c. 1651

4. c. 1654-5

5. 1663-83?

6. 1665-70?
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APPENDIX 1

D-minor preludes with very similar openings, c. 1650–1720

The following list provides details of each piece in chronological order
indicating date, the source with page or folio, the name of each work, its
composer, and additional comments as required.
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9. 1660-70

8. c. 1660?

7. c. 1660?

GB-Mr “Tabley House Lute Book”, p. 2, A preludium

US-CA Mus. MS 174, p. 5, Prelude

US-CA Mus. MS 174, p. 1, Prelude

D-DS Mus. MS 17, f. 2, Praelude: Keyboard tablature; the opening is a transcription of the beginning of #1 and #2, above (see Example 1b)

D-Bs Mus. MS 40068, f. 28, Praelude

D-Bs Mus. MS 40601, ff. 9v-10, Praeludium, P. Gaultier: = Corpus des Luthistes Français, M. Rollin, ed., Oeuvres de Pierre Gautier (Paris: CNRS, 1984), no. 84

12. 1672

14. c. 1675

D-Rp MS AN62, f. 4v, Prelude

11. 1670

13. 1674

GB-Mr “Tabley House Lute Book”, pp. 4-5, A preludium Gautêr of France, D.? or P.? Gaultier?

10. 1660-70
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16. c. 1675

15. c. 1675

D-Bs Mus. MS 40601, f. 14, Praeludia, Bousch: = #17

D-Bs Mus. MS 40601, f. 12, Prael.

17. [1676]
[A-Wengel Ms. Godfredus Bensbergh], no. 3, Prelude de Mons. Bousch, Bousch: = #16 (The MS, compiled by Godfredus Bensbergh and dated 1676, was formerly in the
possession of Robert Engel in Vienna but is now unlocated; it was published in a modern tablature edition by Franz Julius Giesbert, Godfredus Bensbergh Tabulaturbuch für Laute (Neuwied,
1970). See C. Meyer et al., Sources manuscrits, vol. III/1, pp. 146-8.

A-Kla Hs I 38 (Goëss Vogl), f. 19, [n.t.]: = 18 (q.v.)

F-B 279152 (Saizenay I), p. 1, Prelude, Jacquesson: = #24

F-B 279153 (Saizenay II), p. 1, Prelude de Mr. Jacquesson / Le même, page 1mere de mon gros livre, Jacquesson: = #23

21. 1699

22. 1699

20. 1699
F. I. Hinterleithner, Lautenkonzert (Vienna, 1699), pp. 1-2, Praeludium Ferd. Ignat. Hinterleitner, Hinterleithner: D-minor opening of an extended prelude passing through
the keys of the successive Lautenkonzerte

19. 1686

18. 1686
A-Kla Hs I 38 (Goëss Vogl), f. 15, Praelude: = 19 (MS of guitar music copied in 1686 by Joannes Jacobus Conradus Vogl for Marianna Freyle Gräffin von Sinzendorff, to
which lute pieces were added c. 1710)
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24. 1710-20?

23. 1710-20?

D-Bsa SA 4060, f. 68, Prelude

CZ-Bm Ms. Inv. 745/A.371, pp. 63-4, Prael. De Weichenperg, Weichenberger

D-ROu Ms. Mus. Saec. XVII.18-531 A, f. 18v, Prelude, S. L. Weiss, Sämtliche Werke, 84/1: Cf. #25, variant (identical opening)

25. 1710-14?
A-RO MS without signature I, f. 57v, Prelude du meme, S. L. Weiss, Sämtliche Werke, *43x: MS copied later, but this seems to be attached to a sonata from Weiss’s Italian
period (see Example 3b), cf #26
26. 1710-20?

Silvius Leopold Weiss and the Improvised Prelude
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APPENDIX 2
The Grüssau/Krzeszów lute manuscripts; a provisional checklist
a) Formerly in the Musikwissenschaftliches Seminar der Universität Breslau
1. W2001: PL-WuRM 4135 (Breslau Ms. Mf. 2001 a + b); 13 lute duet
arrangements of music by Telemann (“Melante”), Martin Prant, Richter,
Thielli and anon. (Meyer et al., pp. 177-83)
2. W2003: PL-WuRM 4136 (Breslau Ms. Mf. 2003); lute instructions and
152 pieces for lute, by Weiss, Pichler, Porsile, and others (Meyer et al.,
pp. 183-9)
3. W2004: PL-WuRM 4137 (Breslau Ms. Mf. 2004); 69 pieces by Weiss,
Weichenberger, and others (Meyer et al., pp. 190-4)
4. W2005: PL-WuRM 4138 (Breslau Ms. Mf. 2005);127 pieces by
Weiss, Pichler, and Johann Christian Hobach (an almost complete
copy of W2003, with additions, dated 1742, by Hobach) (Meyer et al.,
pp. 194-9)
5. W2006: PL-WuRM 4139 (Breslau Ms. Mf. 2006); “Concertus diversi
pro testudine cui accedunt varia instrumenta ... authorum diversorum”;
lute parts for 15 ensemble pieces by Weichenberger, Lichtensteger,
Glatzel, Lauffensteiner, “Ant. Jose. Simb.”, Losy and others (Meyer et
al., pp. 199-202)
6. W2008: PL-WuRM 4140 (Breslau Ms. Mf. 2008); 221 pieces by Weiss,
Telemann, and Kellner, “Mad. de Stralheim,” Dix, Bergen, Carl Zedlack, Pichler, Finger, Hobach, Weichenberger, Frenzel, Handel, Bohr,
and others (Meyer et al., pp. 202-11)
7. W2009: PL-WuRM 4141 (Breslau Ms. Mf. 2009); 204 pieces mostly
copied in sequence from W2008 (Meyer et al., pp. 212-20)
8. W2010: PL-WuRM 4142 (Breslau Ms. Mf. 2010); 228 pieces by
Sedl[ack?], Weiss, Pichler, Gaultier (?), Dix, Kellner, Weichenberger,
Lauffensteiner (?), and others (Meyer et al., pp. 220-6)
9. W2011: PL-WuRM 4143 (Breslau Ms. Mf. 2011); 80 pieces by
Hobach and others, mostly with (Catholic) religious titles in German
(Meyer et al., pp. 226-9)
10. Trastulli: PL-WuRM 8135 (Breslau Ms. ?); “I Trastulli d’Apollo in soavi Concerti e Cavate favorite per il Liuto Violino Traversiero e Basso”;
lute parts to 12 ensemble pieces with German programmatic commentary, dated 1753 (also mentioning “mon depart de Schweidnitz, 1754”);
share at least one hand and much music with W2003/5 (Meyer et al.,
pp. 229-31)

b) Others
11. WN396: PL-Wn Mus. 396 Cim; “Livre du Luth contenant des pieces
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les plus exquises ... pour sa Paternité très religieuse, le Père Hermien
Kniebandl ... à la maison des Graces à Grissau”; 296 pieces by Losy,
Dufault, Eckstein, and others (Meyer et al., pp. 169-77)
12. WR2002: PL-WRu 60019 Odds. Mus. (Breslau Ms. Mf. 2002);
“Livre du Luth contenant des pieces les plus exquises ... pour sa Paternité très religieuse, le Père Hermien Kniebandl ... à la maison des Graces à
Grissau” (title identical with WN396, but different contents); instructions and 119 pieces by Weiss, Kellner, Kühnel, “Leub,” and others,
dated 1739 (Meyer et al., pp. 235-9)
13. Stockholm: S-Smf (MS without signature); contains 153 pieces,
many the same and in the same hand as W2001 and W2006, by Thielli,
Finger, Rumpelnik, Telemann (“Melante”), Wiland, Smigelsky, Losy,
Richter, Zachau (Zachow?), Prantl, and Tobia (J. O. Rudén, Music in
Tablature, Musik i Sverige, v, [Stockholm, 1981], pp. 39-41)

Contributors to this Volume
Franco Pavan
Distinguished Italian lutenist and theorbo player, Franco Pavan studied
lute with Paul Beier and in musicology with Francesco Degrada in Milan. As a
musicologist has written articles about lute history, particularly the life of Francesco da Milano, and early seventeenth-century music. Recently he discovered
one of the most important collections of lute music in the world in the Castelbarco Albani archive, Pesaro. He has contributed to The New Grove Dictionary
of Music and Musicians and for Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart. He
teaches Lute at the Conservatorio “E. F. Dall’Abaco” in Verona, Italy.
Of Douglas A. Smith, he writes: “I met Doug for the first time in Paris.
We spoke about the Castelfanco Veneto manuscript that was, at the time, inaccessible in the Duomo archive, and about Francesco da Milano. We were near
to the Cité de la Musique, we sat at a table drinking something fresh. It was
strange to listen the noises coming from the street, and to speak about things
that happened centuries ago. But Doug’s gaze was at the same time there and in
the sixteenth century. The Castelfranco Veneto manuscript is now published,
Francesco da Milano is increasingly on the music stands of lute players: Doug,
I am sure, is smiling somewhere.”
Anne Marie Dragosits
Anne Marie Dragosits is an Austrian harpsichord player. She lives in Vienna and leads an active international concert life as both a soloist and sought-after continuo player in addition to teaching at the Bruckner-Universität in Linz
and at the Haute École de la Musique in Geneva. Her passionate engagement
with historical harpsichords is documented by several CD recordings on original instruments, such as her last solo CD of German baroque music for the
L’Encelade label intitled Ich schlief, da träumte mir, and recorded on the legendary instrument by Christian Zell (1728) in Hamburg’s Museum für Kunst und
Gewerbe. Her biography of G.G. Kapsperger was published in 2021 with LIM
(Lucca), in German. An English translation is in preparation.
Ian Watchorn
Ian Watchorn began his career as a maker of lutes and other instruments
in Sydney in 1976, then Canberra from 1979. In 1982, with Australia Council and NSW Premiers Department grants, he began conservation studies at
the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nürnberg under Friedemann Hellwig.
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Following these studies, he was appointed conservator, and later acting senior
conservator at the museum, where he prepared a descriptive catalog of the European lutes in the GNM collection. Returning to Australia in 1987 to take up
an appointment as conservator, and later acting curator of the musical instrument collection, Ian worked at the Power House Museum, Sydney. Since 1990
he has run a private practice in Melbourne.
Like all who specialized in the lute, the name and work of Douglas Smith
was a constant presence and reference point, and it is both to Douglas and to
Ian’s mentor, Friedemann Hellwig, that this article is dedicated.
Tim Crawford
Tim Crawford has been active for over four decades in the field of lute
music, at first as a professional player, having studied with both Diana Poulton
and Michael Schaeffer, but since the 1980s mostly as a researcher. After meeting Douglas Alton Smith at a Lute Society meeting in London soon after the
S. L. Weiss expert had completed his PhD (so probably c1979), he was invited
to join the “Weiss Squad” to help with the monumental task of publishing
the works of one of the greatest lutenists of all time. Eventually, after the first
four volumes (facsimile and keyboard transcription of the London manuscript)
were complete, Douglas handed over the editorship to Tim and, moreover, in
a characteristic act of generosity, sent (by sea) a large package containing his
entire collection of microfilms of relevant sources, notes on the music and his
own heavily annotated thematic catalog. Many years later, and with the help of
Dieter Kirsch, the edition was completed in 2011, by which time a good deal
more music had been discovered and incorporated. Douglas had always hoped
that one day, a full stylistic survey of Weiss’s music would be carried out, though
with over 700 pieces of music, this would be a daunting task. Let us hope that
Douglas’s memory can inspire us to make the effort.

